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Foreword

,

While there is considerable interest and concern about the
use of robots in the workplace, most public awareness has
been shaped by the popular press in theolast year or two. In'a
context of serious Concern about high levels of unemploy-
ment, titere has been a growing need for thorough investiga-
tion and sound estimates and projections of the labor market
effects of robbtics. Nowhere is that need greater than in
Michigan, where the auto industry is one of the nation's
heaviest users.of industrial robots.

This study was initiated at the request of the Michigan
Occupational Information Coordinating Committee as an
examination of the human resource implications of robotics
for the State of Michigan. It was later expanded to focus on
the impact of robots on the entire U.S. In the course of the
studY, many fears have appeared to be unfounded. There are
also many areas of legitimate concern to human resource
planners and policymakers who need to understand the im-
plications of robotics for economic develqpment, job crea-
tion, job displacement, training and retraining4

Facts, and obseivations presented in this study are the sole
responsibility of the aufhors. Their viewpoints do not
necessarily rel5resent the position of the W. E. Upjohn
Institute for Employmerit Research".

March 1983

V.

Jack R. Woods'
Acting Director
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Executive Summary

The human resource implications of the so-called robdtics
"revolution" are explored in this monograph. Specifically,
we estimate the fob creation and job displacement potential
of industrial yobots in the U.S. and Michigan by 1990. The
study -is targeted for policymakers and social researchers,
particularly.those involved in employment and training ques-
tions associated with tobotics.

Given the intense media hyperbOle and the lack of hard in-
formation about robots, it is necessary to develop a broader,
more objective perspectiv of the coming changes before
proceeding. First, we submit that robots are simply one more
piece of automated induscrial equipment, part of the long
history of the automation of production. 7sie also argue that
the inteoduction of any new manufacturing process
technology is evolutionary rather than revolutionary. There
are physical, financial and human constraints on the rate of
change in process technology as it is acttqly applied.

Second, there appears to be a significant lack of
understanding that one of the codsequences of a growing,
dynamic economy, one that makes more goods and services
available to all of us thrdugh.the productivity gains of its
workers, is job displacement or the elimination of some jobs
through technological change. Concomitantly, we know Mat
other jobs are being created, sometimes in the very same
firms that adopt new technologies and sometimes in
altogether new sectors of the economy.

In view of the level of interest in- robots, it is surprising
that so .few industries are actually using robots today and

ix
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that the proven industrial applications are so limited. Vir-
tually all robots can be found in manufacturing firms, with
the primary user being the auto industry. The proven in-
dustrial applications of robots are welding, painting, and

.,

N arioos pick-and-place operations, while assembly tasks hold
promise for the future. .

We estinjate that sales of robots by U.S. producers in 1982
approximated or slightly exceeded the 1981 sales level of
$150 million or.2,100 units. By the end of 1982 that implies a
total of 6,800 to 7,000 robots were operating in U.S: fac-
tories. We also estimate that employment isn U.S. robot
manufacturing today is roughly 2,00p workers nationwide.
This should make it cleafthat most of the employment im-
pacts of robotics are in the future.

We expeck strong growth in the utilization of industrial
robots in the decade of the 19s. By 1990 the total robot
population in the U.S. will range from a minimum-of 50,000
to a maximum of 100,000 uhits.1/4Given our estimate of the
year-end 1982 population of about 7,(1(00 units, that implies
an average annual growth rate of between 30 and 40 percent
for the eight years of the forecast period, or roughly a seven-
to fourteenfold increase in the total-population of robots.

In terms of gro'ss displacement (the elimination of job
tasks rather than actual layoffs of workers) we estimate that
robots in the J.S. will eliminate between 100,000 and
200,000 jobs by 1990, with roughly one-fourth of that total
in the auto industry. fn relative terms, job displacement rates
due to robots will not be a general problem before 1990 in
the U.S., althoUgh_there will be particular areas- that will be
significantly affected. Chief among these is the auto industry
where from 6 to 11 percent of all operatives and laborers.will
be displaced by 1990. The results are particularly striking in
occupations such aS painting and welding for which today's
robots ape so well adapted. We project thSt 1 5'to 20 percent

,
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of auto welders and 27 to 37 percent .of auto paint,ers jobs
will be displaced. Geographically, states such as Michigap,
especially the southeastern, qUadrant Nwith its heavy
dependence on autos, will suffer greater'displacement than
other states or regions.

We do not believe t4t this job displacement will lead to
significant job loss among the currently employed, howAer.
Even in the auto industry, voluntary turnover rates
historically have been Sufficient to handle the reduction in
force that mightbe required, and the new GM-UAW agree-
ment appears to provia adequate job securky measures.
However, new labor markets may find more and
more factory gates closed. TherefiSre, if there is an increase
in unemployment as a result of the spread of robotics
technology, we fear the burden will fall on the less experienc-

ed; less well educated part of our labor force:

In terms of job creation, we foresee the dircit creation of
about 32,000 to 64,000 jobs in the U.S. by 1990 in four
broad areas: robot manuturing, direct suppliers to,robot

,
manufacturers,, robot systems engineering, and co'rporate
users. The largest single,occupational group of jobs created
by robotics will be robotics techniciins--those persons with
the training or experience to test, 'program, install,
troUbleshoot, or maintain industrial robots. The next most

) important occupational group is graduate engineers. These
will be mostly electrical and mechanical engineers. Together,
engineers arid technicians account for over one-half of the
jobs cr.eated.

We anticipate that most fobotics technicians will be train-
ed in community college programs of two years duration,
The exception'is in the auto industry where this requirement
will continue to be met through retraining existing members
of the UAW Skilled Trades Council without substantial out-
side h4ing. the extent to which other industries will follow a

. i
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retraining strategy is unknown today. There does not appear
to be a supply problem for robotics technicians, as the com-
munity college system gives every indication that they will be
ready and willing to train whatever numbers are needed. Iti
fact, our current concert?, is that they maY, in some instances,
be increasing the supply too rapidly.

The supply of engineers may be more-xj a problem \
because there is already a cigar shortage of engineers nation-
wide, so we start from a deficit position. In addition, we face
the challenge of other likely engineering demand increases as
well as pat historical instability of engineering enrollments.
Thus it is quite likely that a shortage of engineers could com-
promise the expansion of robotics technology.

The most remarkable thing about the job displacement
and job creation impacts of industrial robots is the skill-twist
that emerges So clearly when the jobs eliminated are com-
pared' to the jobs created. The jObs eliminated are semi-
skilled or un'skilled, while the jobs created require significant

,. technical backgtound. We submiCthat this is the true mean-
ing of the so-ca*d robotics revolution.

1'
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"The Robots are Coming"

Introduction

In the bast year or so there have been coyer stories or
special reports about robots in Time, Newsweek, Fortune,
Business Week, and The Wall Street Journal,ritvg other's.
Indeed, the existence of a robot "revolution" in our fac-

.
nto, es appears to be treated as a fact in the popular media.

Yet there is sueprisingly little information available about the
possible social and economic implications of robots: How
many ,robots ,are toiling in our factories today? Which jobs
and how maii,y, will be done by robots that were once done by
humkn workers? What new jobs and how many will be
created by robots? In such an information vacuum it is easy
to exaggerate or to misunderstand the few fact; that are
aoailablei possible even to inadvertently mislead-
polieynaNirs and the general public as to the impact of
robots.

A recent study by Pat ChOate warns of the imminent
robotization of American factories. He says "the speed and
'force of this change will be awesome." (Choate, p. 13) He
concludes, "As the economy robotizes and domestic jobs are
lost to foreign production, 10 million to 15 million manufac-
turing workers 4ncl a similar number of service workers like-
ly will be displaced from their 'existing jobs. Much of this
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displacement Will occur in the mid- to late 1980$." (Choate,
p. 2) Yet nowhere in the study does Choate really say how
many jobs will be specifically lost to robots.

On the other hand, Cetron and O'Toole, in. their publica-.
tions On the jobs of tomorrow, predict that millions of new
jobs will be created by these same robots. According to
them, "there will be as many as 1.5 million robotics techni-

.
clans on the job in the U.S. alone by 1990. . . ." (Cetron and
O'Toole; 1982a, p. 12 and 1982b, p. 259) These technicians
will be needdd for maintenance of robots for the most part.
In a recent issue of Newsweek, which highlighted the growth
industries, and jobs of the future, the work of Cetron and
O'Toole and others was referenced. That article included an
estimate of total employment in industrial robot production
in 1990 of 800,000. ("Growth Industries of the Future," p.
83) If these numbers are believable, then over 2 million U.S.
workers will be building or maintaining robots by 1990. At
the same time, millions.of other workers could be displaced
by those robots.

.
Policymakers, lacking adequate information, must make,

do witit whatever is available. Under these circumstances,
even the Secretary of Labor carOe misled. In a speech to the
Productivity Advisory Committee, Secretary Donovan said,
". . .there will be a major shift from prbduction-line'
workers to versatile workers able totprogram, repair, and
serviee the array of robots on die 'factory floor. In.fact, by
1990, . half of the workers in any pctory may well be
engineets and technicians and other Aite collar specialists,
rather ,than the current blue collar workers.'z (emphasis add-
ed)

This small sampling of currently available hyperbole
about kndustrial robots contrasts sharply with the facts, in
our judgment. The Robot Institute of America, the industry
trade association of robot "'manufacturers and users of

IL
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r-Obots, predicts that there Nik ill be 75,000 to 100,000 rObois in
U.S. factories by 1990. (Robot Institute of America, p. 30)
Indeed, ecen the most optimistic robot industry experts
foresee no more than 150,000 robots by 1990. In interviews
that we conducted, robot manufacturers were certainly en-
thusiastic about the grow th prospects for their industry, but
they deplored the "off-the-wall" predictions appearing in
the popular pedia. .

1 .In any case, the 4pplicanon of as many as 150,000 in-
dustrial roN4,6 w ill nop support cataclysmic employment im-

.

pacts, either in terms of job creation or job displacen)ent. It
is not reasonable to think that 1.5 million techni4ns are
needed to maintain 150,000 robots, nor is it reasonable to
suppose that 150,000 robots will, displace Millions of
workers. Perhaps it makes iriteresting reading to claim that
by 1990 employment in robot manUfacturing will apprOx-
imate 800,000 people. But stich a figure would surpass cur-
rent U.S. employment in the motor vehicle industry. Even
more startling, a figure of 1.5 million robotics technicians by
1990 would surpass current U.S. employment of all engineer-
ing and science technicians. While these and other wild
claims about the impacts of robots may attract considerable
media attention, they do not square with the facts, as we
shall demonstrate in this monograph:

We agree that the robots are coming, but the,near term
employment impacts will not be overwhelming by any
means. The impact of robots will be felt gradually and
cumulathely through the years, an evolutionary rather than
a revolutionary process. While these statements may not
make headlines, we believe they can be shown to be accurate.
In our opinion, the recent intense media attention on
robotics may have seriously confused the issues and the
policymakers. ,

1
11
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S'cope,,and Purpose of the Study

This monograph will explore one aspect of the evolOon
of technology, the application of industrial robots to the
manufacturing process. We focus on the human resource im-
plations of the industrial utilization of robotics technology
rather than on the technology itself. More specifically, we,
estimate the job creation and job displacement potential of
industrial robots in the U.S. by 1990. We also derive
estimates of the impacts di robotics on one state in the na-
tion, the State of Michigan.

Robotics technology is imPortant to Michigan for at least
two major reasons. First, Michigad ,has traditionally relied
on the "metalbending" business for a large share of its
manufacturing exports. In particular, the dependence orthe
Michigan economy on auto and auto-related manufacturing
is well-documented. Thislocus has led to a major concentra-
tion on manufact)trin4 process technology as well. Thus
Michigan alreadf has a very substantial commitment to
manufacturing and to manufacturing, process technology.

Second, in 1981, Governor Milliken designated robotics
technology as the highest priority in the driye to rebuild the
Michigan economy with a high technology base. (Milliken,
1981a, pp. 14-15; Milliken, 1981b, p. 13) Of course, the
established stake in manufacturing process technology had a
role in the selection. SO did the cifcurnstance that the auto in-

_

dustry, upon which Michigan has depended for so long, is
the leader in the application of industrial robots to the
manufacturing process. It was fairly obvious that industrial
robots constituted a threat to the Michigan employment
'base. It was also obvious that the domestic auto industry had
been facing intense competitive pressure from the Japanese,
and that Part of the Japanese cost advantage was emanating
from their superior productivity. This in turn could be at-
tributed to the japanese use of industrial robots, among
other factors. I
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In the face of this situation, the Governor's High
Technology Task Force elected to try to make Michigan a

orld class center of excellence in manufacturing process
technology,, including but not limited totrobotics technology.
The centerpiece of this effort has become the development of
the Indurial Technology Institute as an independent non-
profit cprporation designed (I) to foster basic and applied
research in manufacturing process technology, including the
social and economic implications thereof, and (2) to provide
practical assistance to Michigan manufacturers: in both
adopting and producing new manufacturing process
technology. (Industrial Technology Institute, p. ii)

Because of the various initiatives of the State of Michigan
and the belief that robotics technology might significantly
affect the state's economy, the Michigan Occupational In-
fotmation Coordinating Committee (MOICC) asked the W.
E. Upjohn Institute to look at the labor market implications
of robotics in order to provide a base upon which human
resource planning could proceed. The presthlt monograph
'contains much Qf the information reported to MOICC in the
Michigan study, but the major focus is on the national
estimates. Thus, we regard the present volume as an exten-
sion of the earlier work.,

-
This study is specifically targeted for. policymakers and

social researchers, particularly those involved in employment
and training -questions associated with robotics: No prior
knowledge of indvtrial robots is assumed' or rieeded.
Technical questions about industrial robots are discussed on-
ly to the extent necessary.

There are precious little hard data about industrial robots
today. Our data were gapered through published sources
and through interviews with robot manufacturers, corporate
uSers of robots, and other experts. While some judgment was
undeniably necessary, we attempted to maintain objectivity

1
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throughout our efforts. Our methodol y and judgments are
explicitly stated in the study. This relic ,Our hope that this
study w ill lead toptheref forts to improN4,tche understanding
of the social and economic impacts of indoktrial.robors.

A consistent framework is utilized in the staty to evaluate
the social and economic implications of industrial robots,
particularly the job creation and fob displacement Caused by
industrial robots. That means, for instance, that our Iprojec-
tions of the population of robots in 1990 are consistent with
our estimates of job displacement and job creation in that
same year. Actualty, we provide a range for the estimates
because of the uncertainties involved, but the point is that
the pr6jections are consistent and comparable. This is very
helpful in aN, oiding unrealistic or exaggerated conclusions.

The outline of the study is as follows. In chapter 2 we pre-
sent a selective review of other forecastS-and then our
forecast of the U.S. robot population in 1990. The chapter
concludes with the derivation of the 1990 projected Michigan
robot popplation. In chapter 3 we discuss the jobs to be
eliminated' by the robot population projected in chapter 2.
That includes not only the number of jobs involved but also
the specific occupations. In addition to this examination of
job displacement, There is also a dikussion of the possible
unemployment impacts of robots. Chapter 4 is organized
similarly but discusses'the jobs that will be citated as a result
of industrial robots. in both chapters, the focus is on the
United States and the State of Michigan. The conclusions of
the study are presented in chapter 5.

Giyen the current lack of information about industrial
robots, an annotated bibliography is also provided as part of
the study. It is not necessarily complete, nor does it include
the popular news magazines or many of the technical jour-

' nals. However, it is, to the best of ou'r knowledge/the first
compilation of an annotated research bibliography on the
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'social and economic impacts of industrial robots. We hope
the interested reader can use the annotations to identify
items of interest; they cover a broad range,'from the highly
technical and mathematical economic literature of
technological change to simple descriptions of robot
characteristics.

In this introduction, the basic faCts of robots are discussed
first: What is a robot? What work can a robot do? Where are
they currently being used? Then the place of robots in pro-
duction technology is assessed. Since robots are new
technology, we discuss the development of two other related
technologies, digital computers and numerically controlled
machine tools. Next some historical antecedents, including
the automation scare of the early 1960s, are considered.
These suggested analogies wWt)hopefully lead to some om-
mon ground upon .w hich ,to develop a more dispassionate
iew. of today's new technologyindustrial robots. Finally,
we conclude 'chapter 1 with a discussion of a major study
which has examined the job displacement effects of robots in
great detail: the Carnegie-Mellon study. We believe misinter-
pretation of that tudy is responsible for some of the
misunderstanding about industrial robots in the popular
media.

What is hpobot?

- Complete data on airrent installations of robots in, the
U.S. are not available. In part, that can be accounted for by
confusion in defining exactly what constitutes 'a robot. A
verN, broad definition originated With the Japan Industrial
Robot Association, while the narrower definition, used
throughout this staly originated with the Robot hAstitute of
America (RIA) in 1979. The RIA definition was adopted by
the llth International Symposium of Industrial Rqtpts held
in Tokyo, Japan in October 1981. However, it' should, be
understood that international comparisons are still

1
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treacherous, and RIA and others haVe had to reevaluate the
U.S. robot population. There is still not total agreement
about U.S: installations of industrial robots and no one can
be certain exactly how many robots there are in the U.S. to-
day.

The official RIA definition, now accepted internationally,
is as follows:

A roholt is a reprogrammable multifunctional
manipulator designed to move material, parts,
tools, or other jspecialized devices through variable
programmedotions for the performance of a
variety of tasks. (Robot Institute of America, p. 1)

The key to this definition is that a robot is a reprogram-
mable, multifunctional manipulator. A robot can perform
the same task on identical workpieces repetitively; it can per-
form different tasks on the same workpiece; or it can be
regrogrammed to perform entirely new tasks:

Unlike R2D2 and C3PO of the movie Star Wars, however,
robots of today are essentially "dumb machines." Th4 are
generally immobile, they usually lack any visual or tactile'
sensory perception, ahd they cannot adapt to their environ-
ment in any Nv4, whatsoever. Generally they are no faster
than h6rn- an Workcs, but "they are tireless. In layman's
terms, that means a robot.can reproduce a.specific range of
motions for which it has been programmed, but it does not
know if it is really holding the part it is supposed to be or if
the work was done correctly. Because of the robot's limita-
tions, it must be caiefully irder'faced with other equipment
using mechanical and/or electrical switches to prevent
disasters, and procedures must be established to verify the
performanceRf the robot.

Essentially, then, robots are stationary machines with a
manipulator arm that can perform motions repetitively and
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tirelessly. Unless ,tlitworkpiecaparrives at the exact location
for which the arm is programmed, however, the robot will
fail. If the wdrkpiece is notOf the size expected, or is
oriented in the wrong position, the robot will fail. The bot-
tom tine is that today's robot can only operate in a carefully
structured add oriented world. Furthermore, although the
literature makes much of the reprogrammability of robots,
relatively few robots today are truly reprogrammed. Minoi
alterations may be made in the path of themanipulator of a
welding robot, but most of today's robats perform the same
progfam over and over and over again;

RIA's 1981 survey reports 4,700 r-obots in the U.S. by
functional application area. (Robot Institute of AmeNca, p.
3) By the end of 1982 we estimate that 6,800 to 7,000 robots
were operating in U.S. factoriesl This should make it clear
that most of ale employment impacts to be discussed are in
the future. The growth in application of industrial robots
and the implications of that groth both have to be pro-
jected because of the very limited empirical base to date.

Robots perform a great variety of tasks today, but most
are simple pick-and-place maneuvers such as loading or
unloading machines, palle4ng, etc. A common sequence
might be N follows: the rolvt picks up the workpiéce at a
predeten11ined location; reorients it, places it in a machine
tool, or prpcessing, removes it after processing, reorients it
once again, places the item at a second predetermined loca-
tion and returns to the beginning. There are also
sophisticated welding robots in which the manipulator (arm)
can be programmed to follow a continuous path through
space instead of simply going to various predetermined
points. Control of the entire path of the arm also facilitates
spray painting or application of other finishes.

In the auto industry, welding applications of robotics
dominate today because auto production is particularly
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amenable to spot welding robots. There are only a Jimited
ariety of auto bodies, the assembly line eafi pre-position the
parts ptecisely, and the environment can be perfectly
organized because the nature of the work does not change.
In short, it is a dull, repetitive, hazardous task that is ideally

- suited to today's rObots. For these reasons, automakers are
robotizing assembly.. line welding operations as normal
retooling is done.

There are also pilot applications of robots for assembly
tasks. However, assembly is generally a very complex task
for today's "dumb" robots that cannot tell when the task is -

done correctly and must operate in a .per fectly oriented and
rganized environment. Suffice it to say here that assembly

robots are viewed as the number one growth application of
the future. There are considerable ongoing research and .

deelopment efforts in thrs area, but presently robots cannot
perform 'most assembly tasks with consistency in an in-
dustrial environment at a reasonable cost. The trade
literature implies that all of the problems will be solved very
soon, and assembly robots will shortly thereafter proliferate
in factories all over the world. Others are not so certain.

In sum, the proven applications of robots today are
welding, painting, and various pick-and-place operations,
while assembly tasks hold promise for the future. Given all
of the media attention to robots, it is surprising that there are
so few actually in operation. Part of the reason is to be
found in the limited industrial applications perfected so far.
For a more thorough technical (yet accessible) discussion of
robot applications and capabilities, the interested reader
should consult the book listed in the bibliography by Joseph
L. Engelberger, generally acknowledged as the father of

,robotics. 1

. , 4
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Robots in the Productive Process

The auto. indu.stry is the primary user of robots today. In
fact,, the auto industry pioneered many of the current robot

, applications and continues cpsiderable research and
development efforts'in the industrial application of robots.
Virtually all robots today are utilized in manufacturing
firms, and the bulk are located in what might loosely be call-
ed mstalcutting or metalbending industries (sometimes refer-
red to as the 'metalworking sectorfabricated metal pro-
Clucts, machinery, transportation equipment) and, to a lesser
extent, in instruments and related products. Again, the sur-
prise is that so few industries are actually using.robots, but if
is also true that t ese industries are particularly concentrated
in the five Great Lakes States.

#
.

Robots should be viewed as another form of automated
equipment. Genera we can think of two extremes: custom
production or atthcate a tomation. In custom production,
general purpose machines are usually hand operated by skill-
ed workers to produce a single item or small lots of that ifem.
Capital eqUipment costs may be low but total unit coSts are
high bedause set-up time can be considerible, individual
machining can
and all of the c

a demanding and time-consuming task,
must be spread over a very small number

of units prod ced.'At the other extreme stands dedicated (or
hard) automation, where the initial fixed capital investment
can be quite high btit totitl unit costs are typically very low'
because the automation oF production increases speed and
insures constant quality. The highly specialized equipment
(dedicated automation) is set up onbe and thereafter produc:
tion of a single product can flow continuously.

Robots are not sidentified with either of these extremes.
Set-up time for a robot exceeds that of a human operator in
custom production, and the speed of a robot is no match for.
dedicated automated equipment. Instead, robots are a corn-
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promise between these two extremes in terms of co'st, flex-
ibility and capability. The fixed caPital costs of a robot in-
stallation exceed that for cust0 production but are less than
dedicated autothation; total unit costs are likewise between
the two extremes. In terms of capability, robots.are!lo match
for the subtle skills of a precision machinist, nor can a,robot
repeat a single task as perfectly as highly specialized
automated eqniprrient.

terms of flexibility, the robot once again is no match for
a skilled human operator that can adjust a workpiece, cor--,

),ect a minor flaw, and carefully check each and every piece
as it is produced. On t4 other hand, the robot can do dif-
ferent tasks (if it is preprogrammed for those tasks), unlike
dediated automation which is capable of producing a single
product only. Specialized hard automation sometimes must
be scrapped when the product is changed, whereas in theory
the robOt can be reprogrammed to perform a new task at any.
time.

Despite the fact that robots represent a compromise be-
tween the extremes of custom production ,and dedicated
automation in terms of cost, capability and flexibility,
robots today are being applied primarily in mass production
facilities where the human work& or the type of work itself
already limits the speed of 4he overall facility. Thus they are
ser ingprimarily as a less expensive alternative to dgdicated
automationsather than being applied to automate batch pro-
duction facilities. The robot, once installed, appears to be
just an extenSion of the dedicated-atitomation.

Frequently, one robot that Operates alone in the sense That
it is not interfaced with other robots but only vith the plant
equipment which it services is termed a stand-alone unit or
robot. In this lexicon,,a robot system, then, is simply. two or
more robots that are integrated with each other and the plant
equipment as necessary. Neither stand-alone robots nor

2.4
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robot systems require central computer control over the en-,
tire operation, although sufficient limit switches are needed.
Stand-alone robot installations dominate today and will con-
tinue to do so, at least throt mid-1980s; but robot
systems will likely beco more 1 portant later in the
decade.

So ts hink test potential for robots in
t ture is t of small batch production
acilities. (Ayres Miller, 1981-82, p. 42) This encom=

passes the abil rednce batch sizes in production that
now require m roduction or very large batch facilities
(i.e., dedicate ation). The concept appears to pro-
mise a pa tlity of proOction of a family of parts or pro-
duct s the need arises.' nch systems are usually called flex-
! s manufacturing systems, but there is no universally ac-
cepted definition. It is unclear how the dedicated machinery
for fabrication of manufactured articles would be designed
for these new systems, but computer control appears para-
mount because the automation would require off-line pro-
gramming of robots and possibly other plant equipment to
switch from batch to batch. Ultimately, the individual flexi-
ble manufacturing systems would be linked together and lead
to the completely automated factory, what some people ap-
parently mean by .the term "factory of the future.'

However, flexible manufacturing systems will not
dominate immediately and the completely automated factory
is even farther in the future. Bela Gold, an economist at Case
Western Reserve who has studied technological change for
over 25 years, stresses the many human and economic prob-

I The f orerunners of these systems are maLlunt)it enters in sshiLh one or more robots se--
%Kt: sarious numemally Loin-rolled maame tools to produLe preusion-ut metal parts .

Such machining centers are available foday,

2 The terms fataory of the future, flexiblg, manufacturing systems and others are en-
,a)untered f requently in the popular media and trade literature, but they base no Lonsensus
det mitions at this point

25
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lems in moving toward the factory of the future. (Gold,
1981a, pp. 30-32; pp. 37-38; and Gold, 1979, pp. 298-302,
310-314) But there are also numerous teehnical problems.
Computer memory s'ystems today are quickly exhausted in

controlling even a small manufacturing cell, let alone an en-
tire factory. (Albus, pp. 65-67; Alexander, p. 145; and
Wisnosky, p. 22) The integration of individual automated
systems in facaries involvps very corn.plex problems of coor-
dination and transfer. Finally, among the technical problems
in robots v've nOte that there are no universal grippers, and
off-line programming has not yet been perfected. (Gevarter,
p. 37) Today's continuous path robots, for the most part, are
"taught" their work task by physically moving /he
manipulator through the desired sequence of motions.

Our study is focused on the development and introduction
of industrial robots and robot systems in manufacturing in-

dustries by 1990. Flexible manufacturing systems, the fac-.
tory of the future, etc., are beyond the scope of the -study
because their impacts lie beyond 1990, except on an ex-
perimental basis. We simply do not find that this technology
is sufficiently, close to routine implementation to make ac-
curate predictions of its extent or its impact at thistime.

Technological Analogies

Since the robot industry is very young today but does have
a bright future, t is useful to compare it to other analagous
technologies. Such analogies do not prove anything, but they
can provide a perspective with which 'to assess the likely
development and diffusion of industrial robots. We briefly
review the development of digital computer certainly one
of the most significant technologies o sever 1 decades, and
numerically controlled mhine too , the most closely
related capital equipment to industrial obots.

26
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Before inning, an important distinction is needed be-
t'w een produNtechnology and process technology. As the
names imply, product technology is the specific technology
that,is embedded in a final product, 'such as calculators or
TV's, whereas process technology is the technology that is
embedded in the capital equipment that makes the final pro-
ducts. Robots are definitely process technplogy and will like-
ly remain so in the foreseeable future. We do not see A-early
development of an extensive home market for robots, This
distinction is important because there is ample evidence that
new product technblogy tends to diffuse more rapidly than
new procesv technology. (Gold, 1979, 'pp. 183-184;
Mansfield, 1071b, pp. 77 .and 84; and Sahal, p. 312)

The growtti' of digital computers from 1961 to 1979 is-
presented in table 1-1. The year 1961 was selected because
that was the first year in which shipments of computers ex-
ceeded 2,000 units, roughly the position in which the robot
industry,finds itself today. The apnual percentage increase in
the total population of digital computers averaged 26 percent
throug&ut the'19-year period. There were only three years
in w tiich'annual shipments declined from the prior year level:
1965, 1967, and 1975. Not surprisingly, relative grovylth was
slightly higher in the earlier years when the total population
of computers was smaller, but even in the most recent
10-year period, 1969-1979, the annual growth in the popula-
tion of computers approxirkted 24 percent:

What does the growth of contbuters suggest for the growth
of industrial robots, if anything? Digital computers can be
classified as process technology in that the computer is not a
direct part of the final product (microcomptOdrs for the
home market are excluded from the data). RatheN the com-
puter provides information processingegst;accounting,
recordkeeping, etc.=--t hat in turn supports the production of
a fiaaeproduCt. The revelation is tat computers, widely
heralded as the niost significant technological innovation of

27
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the 1960s and 1970s, expanded at a growth rate of About 25
percent. Yet some are implying vastly higher growtlitres for
industrial robots.

Table 14
Growth in Digrtal Computers in the U.S., 1961-1979

\
Total Percentage

Annual digital increase in
I shipments computers total

Year (thousands) (thousands) . population

1961 2.2 7.6 -

1962 2.3 .9.9
.

,30.3

i 1963 3.0 12.9 30.3

1964 5.3 18.2 41.1
A

1965 5.0 23.2 27.5

1966 7.9 31.1 34.1

1967 5.9 37.0 19.0

196$ 9.5 46.5 25.7

1969 10.3 56.8 22.2

1970 11.5 68.3 20.2

1971 14.9 83.2 21:8

1972 20.8 104.0 25.0

1973 29.3 133.3 28.2

1974 37.9 171.2 28.4

1975 37.4 208.6 21.8

1976 45.0 253.6 21.6

1977 68.7 r., 322.3 27.1

1978 82.1 404.4 25.5

1979 87.0 491.4 .21.5

SOURCE. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Productivity and the
Economy: A Chartbook, Bulletin 2084, October 1981, p. 100.

There are important differences between computers and
robots that must be mentioned. It was realized almost from
the beginning that computers were widely applicable in both

28
p.
,.
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business and government, but robots have only imited ap-
pliccions in, the manufacturing sector today. A individual
firm can potentially use;many more robots than c mputers;
however, robots are directly applied to the firm's production
technique. This necessitates careful design, application and
integration with the existing production process, while com-
puters are really an adjunct to the production process. There
are obviOusly many differences between computers and
robots that make comparisons hazardous, but the fact re-
mains that the growth of the most significant recent innova-
tion in process technology spread or diffused at a rate of,
about 25 percent annually.

The growth of numerically controlled machine tools is ex-
amined because they are more closely related to industrial
robots. In fact, robots themselves can be regarded as
macpine tools. There is also an interesting parallel to
robotics technology in the batch production mode. As With
robots, numerically controlled machine tools were billed as
capable of bringing mass production cost levels to batch pro-
duction processes because of their great flexibility through
reprogramming.

'(Originally, numerical control meant that the machine tool
(lathe, drill press, milling machine, etc.) was controlled by
instructAns contained on paper tape or cards, while today
micropr7essor control is becoming more common. The air-
craft industry, with research stpport of the U.S. govern-
ment, developed numerically controlled machine tools to im-
prove the precision of aircraft parts. This new process
technology became available commercially in the mid-1950sz
it was widely heralded as applicable in industry anywhere
metalcutting was done. By the early 1960s, growth in
employment of machine tool operators was thought to be
seriously threatened. (Macut, pp. 1-6)

29
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The actual growth of numerically controlled machine tools
from 1965 to 1981 is presented in table 1-2. Except for the
years 1966-68, the growth of numerically controlled machine
tools remained under 20 percent annually. In fact, in 7 of the
16 years in the table, annual shipments declined from prior
year levels, The annual growth rate was about 15 percent for
the entire period, but averaged only 12 percent for the most
recent 10-year period. After 25 years, only 3 to 4 percent of
all metalcutting machine tools are numerically controlled. In
short, the growth of numerically controlled machine tools
has been much less than predicted.

There are many reasons why the growth of numerically
controlled machine tools fell far short of expectations, but
only three will be mentioned here. First, the applicability of
numerical contr61 technology to other industries was
significantly overestimated.,It appears to have nb advantage
over conventional machine tooling unless great precision or
moderate sized batch production (but less than that needed
for justification of dedicated machine tools) is required.
(Nabseth and Ray, p. 45; and Mansfield, 1971a, p. 201)
Clearly, there must be an opportunity to recoyer the increas-
ed Capital investment cos-ts of such technology if it is to be ef-
ficient.

Second, there was a significant lack of knowledge about
'.:numerical control, and the new technology not only altered
the basic production structure but also required the new skill
of programming. (Nabseth and Ray, p. 52; and Mansfield,
1971a, p. 201) Thus the human resource limitations were im-
portant as well. Third, the price of numerical control
($150,000-$200,000 today for just the hardware) was perCeiv-
ed by many small firms as too high. Many small shops sim-
ply do not have the capitalization to afford such in-
vestments. Even as recently as 1978, in a survey done of
small machine tool firms of 50-100 employees who were
nonusers of numerical- control but\ likely candidates for

ti
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,

utilization of the technology, it was found that over 72 per-
cent of the sureyed firms had not even evaluved numerical
control. (Pdtriam, p. 100)

Table 1-2
Growth of Numerically Controlled Machine Tools

in the U.S:, 1965-1981
0--,

Percentage
Annual Total NC increase in

shipments machine tools total
Year (thousands) (tho6ands) population

1965 2.1 8.1
1966 2.9 11.0 35.8
1967 3.0 14.0 27.3
1968 2.9, 16.9 20.7
1969 2.4 19.3 14.2

1970 1.9 21.2' 9.8
1971 1.2 22.4 5.7
1972 1.6 24.0 7.1
1973 2.7 26.7 11.3
1974 4.2 30.9 15.7

1975 4.0 34.9 12.9
1976 3.9 38.8 11.2
1977 4.5 43.3 11.6
1978 5.7 49.0 13.2
1979 /.2 56.2 14.7

1980 8.9 65.1 15.8
1981 7.9 73.0 12.1

SOURCE U S Department of Commerce, "Current Industrial Reports, Series MQ-35W,
Metalworking Machinery," Annual Summaries, 1965-1980, and Quarterly Summaries,
1981

.0
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Once again, too much can be made of the comparison be-
tween numerically controlled machine tools and robots, and
there are substantial differences as Well as similarities.
However, the growth and diffusion of numerical control il-
lustrates the general obstacles to the rapid diffusion of pro-
cess technology in general.'

Historical Analogies

The purpose of the fpregoing discussion was to develop a
more rational perspective of technological change by briefly.
looking at two earlier new technologies related to robots,
whereas the purpose of this section is to briefly discuss
economic change in general. The fear of unemployment and
masske displacement caused by labor-saving technology is
not new. Such fears began with the dawn of the industrial era
in the late 18th century; they continue today with the growth
of industrial robots.

For example, the U.S. economy recovered very slowly
froM the deep 1958-59 recession and then experienced
another recession in 1961. The "automation problem" was
of urgent national concernand in 1962 the U.S. Congress
passed the Manpower Development and Training Act to ad-
dress the retraining needs Of technologically displaced
workers. Then, in 1964, the President appointed a National
Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic
Progress to determine the impact .of automation and
technological change on the U.S. economy.

But the economy was already beginning to recover
significantly in 1964, and by the time the Commission
rendered its final report in 1966, the economy was near full
employment. Historical events ultimately obviated the need
for and impact of the Commission; the problem seemed to

4 3 The-interested reader should sonsult the resent %sorks of Sahal and Gold listed in the
bibliography for a r-eview of this literature.
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have gone away. To no one's surprise, the Commission's
conclusion was that a sluggish economy was the major cause
of unemployment rather than automation. (Bowen and
Mangum, pp. 3-4).

The recessionary phase of any business cycle is difficult
'and trailmatic for workers, particularly in a state like
Michigan with its durable goods-oriented economy. The
clear danger is that, we may wrongly attribute the short run
cyclical problem to other factors, such as athomation.
Walter Buckingham issued a grim forecas(at the time-of the
1961 recession: "There are 160,000 unemployed in Detroit
who will probably never go back to making automobiles,
partly because the industry is past its peak of growth and
partly because automation has taken their jobs." (Buck-
ingham, pp. 117-118) Subsequently, however, the auto in-
dustry set new employment peaks in the middle of the 1960s,
and the" auto-dominated Miehigan economy lloomed once,
again. (Verway, p. 1) We suffered through another such cy-
cle, although attenuated, with the 1974-75 recession, Yet the
auto industry went on to its all-time peak employment in
1978.

'The general comparison between the early,-1960s and the
early 1980s appears compelling in our judgment. History

\fNdoes ol and will not repeat itself, but history can provide a
more bjective perspective within which to judge the current
(new) situation. Employment in the auto industry may not
recover to its 1978 peak, but employment gains will be
significant during the recovery phase of the business cycle.

Automation is not the cause of the U.S. or Michigan's
unemployment today any more than it was in the early
1960s. That is not to imply that ,we should take a "rah rah
robots" approach to the coming technological change;
however, neither should we adopt a doomsday attitude that
attributes mo'st or all unemployment during major recessions

1
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to automation. In fact, one might plausibly argue that softie
of our basic industries suffer more today from a lack of
automation and the rational organization of that automation
vis-a-vis our European and Japande competitors than from
too much automation.

-
It is possible to develop a more dispassionate view of

technological change, or more specifically, of the introduc-
tion of industrial robots. First, let us admit that most
technological change throughout American history has been
labor-saving, and that means job displacement` By job
displacement we mean The elimination of job taskS, not
necessarily implying worker unemployment. As will be
discussed later, they are not the same thing by any means.

The powerful job displacing effecrof technological change
is illustrated in table' 173; it lists hypothetical' job displace-
ment in manufacturing in the U.S. and Michigan from 1979
to 1990, assuming a fixed output and a continuation of rthe
slow annual growth in output per worker experienced in the '

late 1970s of 2.1 percent. (U.S. Department of Labor, 1981c,
p. 24) The base year employment for the calculations is 1978.-
Under the unrealistic assumption of constant output,, if the
annual growth in output per worker of 2.1 percent continues
throughout the decade of the 1980s, then cumulative job
displacement by 1990 will approximate 4.6 million in the

and 265,000 jobs in manufacturing in Michigan.

Stated in relative terms, 22 percent of all existing jobs in
Manufacturing could disappear by 1990 as a result of in-

. creases in productivity. Of course, worker productivity gains
are not solely the result of new labor-saving technologies,_
but the total effect is the same; gains in productivity,
whatever the source, can cause considerable and sometimes
dramatic displacement effects an the existing job base if they
are examined in isolation.

3
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. Table 1-3
Illustrative Displacement Impact or General

Productivity Gains; Michigan and U.S. Manufacturing
% ,

Year

Cumulative' displacement
1 Michigan U.S.

1979 24,772 430,605
1980 49,023 , 852,167
1981 72,765 .

1,264,876
1982 96,009 1,668,919

1983 118,764 2,064,477
1984 141,042 2,451,728
1985 162,852 2,830,847
1986 184,204 3,202,004

1987 205,107 3,565,367
1988 225,571 3,921,099
1989 245,606 4,269,361
1990 265,220 , 4,610,309

NOTE. The 1978 base year employment figures are 1,179,600 for Michigan and 20,505,000
for the U S , as found in U S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employ-
ment and Earnings, May 1981, pp. 39 and"125.

SecOnd, the dramatic job displacing effects of
technological change have not caused massive unemploy-
ment in the American economic system because in normal
times they have beeti accompanied by significant economic
growth, i.e., output has not been constant. Displaced
wkqrs are reemployed in other,sectors of the economy, or
they may gain new jobs in the same firm if demand increases

,
sufficiently after the introduction 0 new technology. The
heart of the problem appears to be the perception that there
is only a constant amount of work fo be done, so a machine
or robot eliminates not only ale job task but also the need
for that worker. Historically, this has not generally been
true.

35
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Third, the association o chn lical change and
eeonomic growth is notjust a coincidence; he two are inter-
tw ined,and inseparable. That is not to imply hat adoption of
new technologies necessarily ins res -c o c growth, or
that displaced workers will alw s find new obs. However,
it does mean that we all have a vital stake in productivity
gains (i.e., in displacinLipbs) s -cause that is what allows the
possibility of economic growth. e price of a growing,
dynamic economy that raises incomes and makes more
goods and services available.to all of us is jekb displaeement,
or the elimination of jobs through technological change.

Fourth, although the 'Iong-run impact of technological
change has been favorable on the American 'economy, job

IL)displacement in the short un can be traumatic for the
workers involved, - w usually are concentrated
geographically and occupationally. Displaced workers may,
find it difficult to learn new tasks. Severely impacted regions
may not have the resources to cope with those displaced. Job
displacement in the short run may require significant public
and/or private retraining efforts. Furthermore, the public
education system must insure that entry-level workers
possess the requisite new skills and not old, obsolete,skills.

Finally, we must guard against the temptation to view
technological change as revolutionary; the fear that tomor-
row we will awaken to the.unmanned factory and a world of
robots without workers. Technological change tends to be
evolutionary, especially in process technology. There are
physical, financial, and human constraints on the rate of
change of process technology. While no one would dispute
that computers have changed our world, this has taken a
quarter of a century. /

In summary, industrial robots are simply one more piece
of automated industrial equipment, -bail of the long history
of automation of production. Robots will displace workers

36
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in the same way that technological change has always
displaced workers. There is a possibility that this job
displacement will be a significant problem, particularly in
gken occupations, industrigs, or geographical areas. These
cluestions are examined later in the study. There is also the
certainty that robots will,create jobs, and that also is examin-
ed later in the study. Robots will* not guarantee economic
grow th and we cannot be assured that displaced workers will
be reemployed, although there is reason for some optimism
historically. In the short run, there will likely be some worker
dislocation, and that dislocation may be concentrated
geographically. Policy issues raised by these changes will be
addressed after their magnitude is determined.

The ('arnegie-Mellon Study

We conclude this chapter with a discussion of the only
study which has examined the job displacement impacts of, robots in great detail, the Carnegie-Mellon study. Actually
the Carnegie-Mellon study is not one published document,
but several that originated from a_project in which Rober

VAyres and SteNen Miller Nv-ee-r the principal investigators.
\Ayres and Miller, 1981a)

The fundamental basis of the job displacement estimates
of Ayres and Miller is a survey of corporate users of robots
(with 16 respondents) that asked them to provide estimates
of potential job displacement in 32 occupations by today's
commercially available robots (Level 1) and tomorrow's
robots that would be sensor-based with rudimentary tactile
and/or visual perception -(Level 2). The occupations were
chosen by Ayres and Miller as those most likely to be
robotized. The responses were weighted by size of firm.(six
classes) to obtain A weighted average response. These sam-
pled occupations were then combined with other nonsampl-
ed occupations (based on similarity) and job displacement
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esIimates Were derived for the metalworking sector ar4 for
all manuf acturing.

Perhaps Ayres and Miller best summarize their conClu-
sions in a Technology Review article:

Based on these results, we eitimate that Level 1
robots could Iheoretically replace about 1 million
operators, and Level 2 robots could theoretically
replace 3 million of a current total of 8 million ,

Operators. However, this displacement will take at
least 20 years. By 2025, it is conceivable that more
sophisticated robots will replace ,almost
operators in manufacturipe(about 8 percent of to-
day's workforce), as weil as a number of routine
nonmanufacturing jobs. (Ayres and Miller, 1982b,
p. 42)

'According to Ayres and Miller, 4 million Manufac%ring
operative jobs are subject to robotization ov r the next 20
years or more, and all operatives in manufact ring may be
replaced by 2025. The emphasis is clearly oki theoretical
displacement in the indefinite future rather th n, actual or
probable displacement by some specific date.

We doubt that production technique's, even t eoretically,
are as homogeneous across manufacturing as Ayres and
Miller imply; by Industry, by,size of firm, or by 4e of pro-
duct. But those doubts are minor in the context of thporetical
estimation of the nnbounded future. As Ayres and Miller
themselves point out, their estimates are really o ly rough
guesSes to obtain "a feeling, of how many people ill be in-
volved in ' first order' adjustment processes." ( yres and
Miller, 1981a, p. 100)

Ayres and Miller go on to conclude-that their study has
highly significant policy implications. They talk o an "in-
stitutional failure" in that our public education and training
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programs reflec't obsolete rather than emerging needs. (Ayres
and Miller, 1981a; pp. 22-23) They are particularly critical of
CETA, voeational schools and government occupational
forecasters, none of which in their opinion recognize the
future, employment needs of society. (Ayres and Miller,
1982a, p. 21) Ayres and Miller conclude, "the transition to
the factory of the future is occurring now. . . . If ap-
propriate measures are not taken, the nation will experience
unnecessary economic distress and lost opportunities."
(Ayres and Miller, 1982b, p. 46)

,
We _,do not concur with Ayres and Miller that their

estimates oNtheoretical displacement by occupation at some
undefined point in the future are proof that our pubR in-
stitutions today are training their clientele in obsolete skills.
Furthermore, Ayres and Miller offer no evidence whatsoever
about the emerging occupations, so their criticism in that
regard is especially puzzling. In our judgment, if , policy
responses to the challenges of the future are to be for-
mulated, including the possible effects of robotics
technology, then the assessment must proceed based upon
the most likely or probable events that are expected to occur
within a definite time horizon. That is what we will endeavor
to do in the remainder of the study.

/
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2
Forecasts of the

Robot Population

Unlike the Carnegie-Mellon study, the projections of oc-
cupational displacement in this study are the result of first
forecasting the U.S. robot population by industry and ap-
plication areas within those industries. This approach con-
strains the displacement estimates to eflect the actual ex-
pected sales of robots. In this way, a 'consistent economic
framework is established within which it is possible to
estimate not only thepOpulation of rob ts and job displace-
ment but also the job creatiOn resulting herefrom. The job
displacement and job creation aspects of the d'eVelopment of
robotics are discussed in chapters 3 and 4 respectively.

In this chapter, various other forecasts of the rack
population which are inputs to our forecasts are discussed
first. Then, the specific methodology of this study to
forecast the.population of robots is. developed. That includes
selection of tile projection date, robot application areas, user
industriet, and alternative growth scenarios. Next, our
forecast of the U.S. robot population is discussed. Finally,
the link of our forecast of the U.S. robot population and the
Michigan robot population is established and the resultant
estimates presented.

There are quite a few forecasts of the growth in the robot
population available today. Some of the more prominent

29
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30 Forecasts of the Robot Population .

.overall forecasts are discussed first. Then, three forecasts
that provide more detailed informa ion about vplication
areas and/or user industries are 'examined: the General
Motors corporate forecast, /the University of
Michigan/Society of Manufacturing Engineering Delphi
forecast, hereafter 'shortened to the UM/SME Delphi
forecast, and a forecast of the impact of robots on the U.S.
auto industry by William R. Tanner and William F.
Adolfson.

General Forecasts of the Robot Population

There are no official U.S. government statistics on the
rob6tics industry. The Robot Institute of America (R1A), the
trade association of robot manufacturers and corporate user
firms, estimated the U.S. robot p.opulation at the end of
1981 to be 4,700 units, approximWely 20 percent of the
worldwide total. (Robot Institute of America, p. 2) Laura
Conigliaro, one of the leading investment analysts of the
robotics industry and author of a continuing newsletter
about robotics, estimated 1981 unit sales at 2,100 with a
dollar value of $150 million. (Conigliaro, June 19, 1981, p.
8) Conigliaro points out that the sales revenue of robot
manufacturers includes robots and related itenis such as con-
trols, software, appliations engineering, and sometimes
other peripheral hardware systems. The data problems are

ftven more complicated because robot manufacturing may be
only a small division of a much larger firm, leading to a lack
of accounting uniformity in any robot sales estimates. In
fact; Conigliaro stresses that past sales of robots are
themselves only estimates', such as her figure for 1980 of
1,450 units with a dollar value of $100 million. (Conigliaro,
June 19, 1981, p. 2)

Sales expectatiths for robots in 1982 were originally quite
high for a number of reasons. First, the sales growth rate in
terms of revenue was approximately 50 percent in 1981. Sec-

4 1
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ond, attendance at the industry trade show, Robotics VI,
held in Detroit in March 1982, surpassed even the most op-
timistic projections. (Jablonowski, pp. 163-178) Third, there
Ind been a flurry of announcements by major firms planning
robot productionGeneral Motors, General Electric, IBM,
United Technologies, Westinghouse, and Bendix Corpora-
tion, to name only a few of the potential entrants. Not sur-
prisingly, the industry also has captured considerable media
attention in the last year, which may have fueled public ex-
pectations eveii further.

The media attention notwithstanding, most
knowledgeable industry people were not misled. In our inter-
views, robot manufacturers, robot users, and other robotics
experts indicated considerable dismay at the media fo.cus and
concern that the industry had caught the public's fancy at the
very moment that sales were lagging. As early as March 19,
A982, shortly after the Robotics VI conference, Iron Age, a
respected trade journal of the metalworking sector,
presented an analysis of the robotics industry as one that had
indeed been popularized, but one which was short on orders.
(Obrzut, pp. 59-83) It is also true that the lack of a signifi-

cant economic recovery anytime in 1082 and continued
weakness in the domestic auto industry surprised most of
American industry, including robotics, and may have caused
unexpected cancellation of some robot orders, delay in
others, and failure to dose many prospective sales.

We believe 1982 robot sales were approximately the same
as those in 1981, or perhaps slightly higher. If this is correct,
then the U.S. robot population.at 1982 year-end was about
6,800-7,000 units, utilizing RIA's 1981 base of 4,700 units.'
Actual 1982 robot sales may appear disappointing to some,
but in our judgment, flat sales or modestly rising sales in the
face of a longer than expected recession reflects economic
- _ -
1 The RIA estimate is not universally accepwd, but it is representative. I
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32 Forecasts of the Robot Population

strength. The41esson of 1982 is that robotics, as part of the
capital goods sector, cannot expect to be immune from reces-
sions. The ulnerability of the robotics industry to recessions
will likely increase as robotics expenditures become a more
important (and'postponable) part of the capital investment
plans of user firms.

Overall forecasts of the growth of the robotics industry
usually terminate in 1990. For the convenience of the reader
and due to the importance of 1990 in our projections,
selected estimates of 1990 sales, average annual growth rates,
and the cumulative population of robots in 1990 are
presented in table 2-1. They are representative of /public
sources frequently quoted and respected in the in9ipstry.2
Since there is not universal agreement on the current Opula-
tion of robots, comparison of average annual growth rates
may be less meaningful than looking at the expected popula-
iion of robots.

The available estimates of robot sales and population are
roughly similar. Conigliaro forecasts a 1990 market of over
$2 billion, 31,350 unit robot sales, and a population of U.S.
robots of approximately 122,000. Paul Aron of Daiwa
Securities, a leading American expert on the 'Japanese
robotics industry, forecasts a 1990 market in the U.S. of
21,575 units worth about $1.9 billion. (Aron, 1981, p. 60)
Aron's 1980-1985-1990 sales figures can be extrapolated to
obtain 1990 U.S. robot population of 94,000-95,000. The
UM/SME Delphi forecast, details of which Are discussed
tater, foresees a 1990 or 1991 market of approximately
33,333 units which implies a U.S. population of robots of

2. There are other formasts available, primarily private market studies by such firms as
Fro,st and Sulhvan, International Resouri.es Development, Predisasts, and others. We did
hot have primary aess to these doLuments and did not wish to possibly' unfairly
charauerize them by quoting sei.ondary sourt.q. Suffice it to say that these private market
studies tend to be optimistj i. and project 100,000 or more units installed by 1990.

.o
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well over 100,000 in 1990 or 1991.3 Joseph Engelberger, the
father of robotics and president of Unimation, Inc., the na-
tion's leading robot manufacturer, predicts an average an-
nual industr} grow th rate of 35 percent, with possibly 40,000
unit market sales in 1990. (Engelberger, p. 115) Finally, the
RIA, in its own survey, foresees a U.S. robot population of
75,000-100,000 units, in 1990. (Robot Institute of America,
p. 30) /

The coierall forecasts of the development of the robotics
industry are informative and valuable. However, more
specific information is needed to provide occupational and
industrial specificity for our study. For that reason the GM
corporate forecast, the UM/SME Delphi forecast and the
forecast by Tanner and Adolfson are presented.

General Motors Forecast

The GM corporate forecast is presented in table 2-2.
General Motors plans to increase the number of robots in use
from fts 1980 total of 302 to 14,000 in 1990 for an average
annual growth rate of 47 percent. As of April 1982, General
Motors reported a total of 1,758 robots available (in house
or in use). Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine ex-
actly how many are ktually in operation, but the goal of
1983 would appear to be well within reach.

Beyond 1983, the GM goals may be more challenging. In a
goernment report about the status of the U.S. auto industry
released in late 1981 in which three agencies participated, it is
suggested that the length and severity of the slump in the

1 lic Delphi estimates are derived from information in the 4udy. kobot sales in 1990-91
arc nedrk S2 billion, the average prieettli30,000 in terms of 1980 dollars, 40 percent of all
robot vales are a part of vystems, and ire robot is 30 percent of the cost of the systems.
Thuv, the nearly S2 billion in robot sales consists of S.6 billion in stand-alone units, S,4
billion pdvkaged for systems, and S933 million of other systems hardware. The SI billion in
sales of' lobuts only (euluding the other systems hardware) can then be divided by the
average price of S30,000 to obtain 33,333 uniq-sales in 1990-91

4 4



34 Forecasts of the Robot Population

auto industry has resulted in a serious erosion of the finan-
cial strength of the auto firms. (U.S. Department of Com-
merce, pp. 1 and 7) Postponement of some modernizing in-
vestments for purposes of increasing productivity (such as
robots) may be necessary in order to preserve the industry's
liquidity. (U.S.' Department of Commerce, p. 8)

Table 2-1
SelectejEstimates of 1990 Sales,,Population

and' rowth Rates of Robots in the U.S.

1980-90
Unit Value annual
sales (billions) growth rate Cumulative

Source 1990 (1980 S) (percent) population

Conigliaroa 31,350 k 2.0+ 38 122,000
Aronb 21,575 1.9 36 94-95,000
UM/SME

Delphic 33,333 2.0+ 45 150,000
Engelbergerd 40,000 35 150,000
RIAC 35-39 75-100,000

NOTE, The 1980-90 annuargrowth rate and the cumulative population in 1990 are not
necessarily stated directly in all of these studies but can be calculated from data that are
provided.

a. Laura Conigharo, Robotics Newsletter, Prudential-Bache Securities Inc., January 15,
1982, p. 7 and' June 19, 1981, p. 8.

b. Paul Aron, ''Robots Revisited. One Year Later," in Exploratory Workshop on the
Social Impacts of Robotics. Summary and Issues, Office of Technology Assessment, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, July 1981, p. 34.

c Donald N Smith and Richard C. Wilson, Industrial Robots: A Delphi Forecast of
Markets and Technology, ciciety of Manufacturing Engineers, Dearborn, Michigan, 1982,
pp. 47-51, and Donald N Smith, Peter G. Heytkr, and Murry,D. Wikol, "Sociological Ef-
feus of the Introduclion of Robots in U.S Manufacturing Industry," Industrial Develop-
ment Division, Institute of Science and Technology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan Unpublished paper presented at the CAM/420 '82 Conference on Computer
Aided Manufacturing,and Productivity, Octoiber 1982, p. 7.

d. Joseph L. Engelberger, Robotics in Practice, American Management Association,
AMACOM Press, New York, 1980, p. 115.

e Robot Institute of Amema, R/A Worldwide Survey and Directory on Industrial Robots,
Dearborn, Michigan, 1981, p 30.
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Table 2-2
, Projected Robot Applications in General Motors

Number of robots in use

Application 1980 1983 1985 1988 1990

Welding (Arc and Spot) 138 1,000 1,700 2,500 2,700
Painting 47 300 650 1,200 1,500
Assembly 17 675 1,200 3,200 5,000
Machine Loading 68 200 1,200 2,600 4,000
Parts Transfer 32 125 250 500 800

Total 302 2,300 5,000 10,000 14,000

SOURCE GM Technical Center, Robotics Display, April 1982.

In 1982 there have been media reports of a slowdown in
robot acquisitions at GM and other auto firms due to the
lack of financial capitals ("A Robotics Mecca in Michigan?
Car Sales Must Rebound First") yet GM must_more than
double yearly acquisitions from 600-700 to almost 1,500 to
meet its 1985 goal. If GM is to meet its robot installation
goals, the need for some recovery in the auto industry is ap-
parent. From a slightly different vantage point, near term

, goals are aided by a major retooling effort that GM commit-
ted itself to several years ago,'while long term efforts require
an increasing share of. available financial capital and

httherefore bot larger management and manpower commit-
ment to robo applications.

Insofar as the details of GM's forecast of .their robot
population are concerned, GM anticipates a significant and
dramatic shift in specific application areas. Welding robots
represent almost two-thirds of GM's , installations today,
while they will be slightly less than one-fifth of the installa-
tions in 1990. In contrast, assembly robots, an almost in-
significant portion of the total now will grow to over one-
third of the total -by 1990. The growth in painting and
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machine loading is more steady. However, new installations
of both painting and welding robots will level off well before
1990, while almost one-half of the Aew ,installations in that
same year will be assembly robots.

There are a number of important implications of the GM
plans. First, notice .that of the 14,000 robots GM expects to,
have by 1990, approximately 64 percent will be installed after
1985. This fact alone should emphasize the uncertainties and
conditiojaal nature of these plans. Second, early arguments
for robots have concentrated on elimination of dirty and
dangerous tasks. That argument will carry less weight as
robots diffuse to assembly operations and become even more
important in machine loading. Third, given that GM expects
to install 76 percent of its assembly robots after 1985, it ap-
pears that successful application of assembly robots in large
numbers awaits technological developments and/or
reorganization of the factory floor.

UM/SME Delphi Forecast

The UM/SME Delphi forecast of industrial robots,
authored by Donald N. Smith and Richard C. Wilson
represents another important contribution to our under-
standing of robotics. The current UM/SME Delphi forecast
reports results of. three 'rounds of questioning on many
technical, marketing, and sociological aspects of the
development of industrial robots. Over 200 questions were
.asked in round one, while rounds two and three repeated
some questions of round one as well as 'adding supplemental
questions suggested by the experts. The total number of par-
ticipants ranged from 36 to 60, with as many as 90 percent
from corporate,tiser firms.

The Delphi technique itself is an iterative forecasting pro-
cess in which experts independently input their own forecasts
of the future by responding to a consistent series of ques-

4 7
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tions. The objective of the Delphi methodology is to gain
consensus through iterative polling. The assumption is that
the collective opinion of the group is better'than that of any
sidgle person. It should be mentioned that the current
UM/SME Delphi forecast is an interim report and does not
yet meet the usual Delphi requirements for consensus and
precision.

One pertinent aspect of the UM/SME Delphi forecau for
our study is a ranking of the importance of various robot ap
plication areas by industry for 1980, 1985, and 1990. Tables
2-3 and 2-4 summarize these rankings for all industry and for
autos. Once again, the growth in importance of assembly ap-
plications is clear, particularly in autos.

It is even more interesting to examine the percentage or
relative usage of robots by application areas and industry.
Since the percentage shares remain more or less stable, table
2-5 presents the results for 1990 only. However, it does in-
clude all of the industries specified in the UM/SME Delphi
forecastautos, casting/foundry, heavy manufacturing,
light manufacturing, electrical/ electrohic, and the aerospace
industry. Although the UM/SME Delphi forecast defined
the robot application areas differently here from in the rank-
ings just discussed, it is apparent that welding and painting
are more Important in autos than elsewhere, while machine

. loading, press loading, and drilling, routing, and grinding
are. slightly less important in autos. ,

Finally, the UM/SME Delphi estimates -of the total
relative market shares by industry, i.e., the percent of tdtal
robot shipments to each of the industrial sectors, are
presented in table 2-6 for all of the years reported in the
UM/SME Delphi forecast. The auto industry is expected to
remain a stable part of the market with slightly less than one-
fourth of all shipments. Light manufacturing is expected to
have a somewhat larger,share, although the UM/SME

r
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Table 2-3
Delphi Forecast: Rank fipportance of Robot Application

Areas in All hdustry, 1980-1990

Application 1,980 1985 1990

Pick-and-Place I 1 1

Machine Loading 2 1 1

Continuous Path (e.g., paint, weld) 3 3 1

Manufacturing Processing
(e.g., drilling) 4 5 5

AsseMbly 5 4 4 .

Inspection 6 6 6

SOURCE Donald N. Smith and Richard C. Wilson, Industrial Robots. A Delphi Forecast
of Markets and Technology, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, Dearborn, Michigan,

p. 32.

NOTE: Ranked from most frequent (1) to least frequent (6).

c;

Table 2-4
Delphi Forecast: Rank Importance of Robot Application

Areas in the Auto Industry, 1980-1990

ApplicatiOrt 1980 1985 1990 :

Pick-and-Place 3, 3 4

Machine Loading. 2 2 2

Continuous Path (e.g., paint, wdd) 1 1 1

Manufacturing Processing
(e.g., drilling) 4 5 5

Assembly 4 4 2

Inspection 6 6 6

SOURCE. Donald N. Smith and Richard C. Wilson, Industrial Rob
of Markets and Technology, Society of Manufacturing Engineers,
1982, p. 53.

NOTE: Ranked from most frequent (I) to least frequent (6).

4 9
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Table 2-5
Delphi Forecast: Relative Importance of Robot

Application Areas by Industry, 1990

Application

Percentage of robots within industry category

Automotive
Casting/
foundry

Heavy
. manu.
facturing

Light
mann.

facturing
Electrical/
electronic Aerospace

-Gas/Metal & Arc Welding ., 11 6 12 9 9 5
-Resistance Welding 17 6 6 11 4 21
Machine Loading 23 33 23 23 27 16
Painting 14 6 12 11 9 11
Press Loading/Unloading 11 22 23 17 13 11
Drilling, Routing, Grinding 11 16 12 11 16 21
Other 11 11 12 17 22 16

Total 100 100 100 100 TOO 100

SOURCE. Donald N Smith and Richard C Wilson, Industrial Robots. A Delphi Forecast of Markets and Technology, Society of Manufactur-
ing Engineers, Dearborn, Michigan, 1982, pp. 56-58.

NOTE Totals may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.

4e=ir



Table 2-6 't
Delphi Forecast: Percent'of Total Robot Shipnients

by Industry ..ri0

Industry 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Automotive 17.8 20.0 22.2 23.3 23:3 23.3 22.5

Casting/Foundry 21.3 19.4 20.0 20.0 14.0 13.3 11.3

Heavy Manufacturing 9.9 9,7 8.9 8.3 8.1 7.5 6.3

Light Manufacturing 36.6 33,3 33.3 3 3.3 k 27.9 31.7 25.0

Electrical/Electronic 11.1 11.1_ 9.8 11.7 9.3 10.0 8.1

Aerospace 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.1 2.0

Other 2.4 5.4 4.5 1.7 15.1 12.1 24.8

All Industry 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

SOURCE: Donald N Smith and Rickard C. Wilson, Industrial Robots: A Delphi Forecast of Markets and Technology. Society of Manufactur-

ing Engineers, Dearborn, Michigan, 1982. p. 51.
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Delphi forecast does not provide a specific definition for this
industry. Notice also the small market shares expected for
aerospace and the electrical/elptronic industries.

Tanner and Adolfson Forecast

William R. Tanner, a robotics expert and engineering con-
sültant, and William F. Adolfson have conducted a study of
the application of robots in the North Arnerican motor vehi-
cle industry for the U.S. Department of Transportation. The
report presents a wealth of information about robots in the
auto industry not obtainable from any other source.

The estimates by Tanner and Adolfson of the North
American robot population in aptos for various years are
presented in table 227. These projections are classified ac-
cordingjo.various assumptions about conditions in the auto
industry and the nation. The "minimum effort" estimates
assurnE continuation of the status quo which includes lagging
auto sales and Arong foreign competition, at least through
the mid-1980s. The "moderate effort" estimates assume a
modest recovery in the domestic auto market and some
decline in interest rates., The "strong effort" 'estimates in-
clude the moderate effort assumptions and add assumed im-
provements in general, invecstment incentives such as tax
credits and accelerated .depreciation allowances. They also
anticipate advances in robotics technolbgy which might in-

. clude low-cost sensory feedback sYstems. Finally, the "max-
imum effortl" estimates assume, in addition to the foregoing,
direct investment incentives for -robots and government pro-
vision of retraining/relocatibn assistance 'for displaced
workers. In sum, Tanner and Adolfson forecast a 1990 robot,.
population in the North Atherican auto industry ranging
:ffom a low of 18,500 units to a high of 35,700 units.

Tanner and Adolfson also. present representative cost
breakdowns for a single robot installation for machine
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loading and for a major robot welding system. These detail-
ed estimates are presented in tables 2-8 and 2-9, respectively.
The single installation carries a price tag of $125,000, while
the major system of 12 robots costs $2.5 million. The specific
cost estimates are not as important as the fact that even in
the case of a single robot installation (frequently called a
stand-alone robot), the robot itself represents less than one-
half of the total cost of the installation. That percentage
shrinks to one-third or less in the case of a major robot *
system. Tanner and Adolfson project the auto industry may
have a cumulative investment in robots of $2.3 to $4.0 billion
by 1990. . *

Table 2-7
Tanner and Adolfson: r tojected Industrial Robot Population

in North American Automobile Industry, 1980-1990

Assumption 1980 1983 1985 1988 1990.

Minimum effort 1,065 2,600 4,700 10,800 18,500
Moderate effort 1,065 4,050 7,500 16200 22,600
Strong erfart 1,065 4,500 10,000 20,00a 28,000
Maximum effort 1,065 4,500 11,200 25,000 35,700

SOURCE. William R. Tanner and William F Adolfson, Robotics Use in Motor Vehicle
Manufacture, Report to the U S. Department of Transportation, February 1982, p. 100.

.....-...., ..,
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All of the available forecasts were valuable aids in the
development of our methodology and forecasts. Not surpris-
ingly, however, none were exactly compatible with our need
to project application areas with specific occupatiopal and
industrial content. This wasespecially tru'e in view of the
need to apply those estimates to the State of Michigan. Fur-
thermore, it is clear, regardless of tke desire of poljcymakers
and others for deta,iled informaticli about the future of

- robots, that only general and tentative information is possi-
ble today.

Table 2-8
Tanner and Adolfson: Cost Elements of Typical
Single Robot Installation for Machine Tending

Hem en t

Representative
cost

(thousands)

Percent of
total systems

costs

Robot 55 44
System design 10 8
End-of-arm tooling 5 4

Conveyors and part orienters 15 12

Controls and interfacing 7 6

Safety devices, gyatrsd rails, etc. 5 4

Rearrangements itnd site
preparation 5 4

Equipment rilocation
and revision 5 4

System installation, robot
programming and debugging 5 4

Personnel training 3 2
Efficiency and production

losses during start-up 10 8

Total $125 100

SOURCE 5,511harn R lanner and William I Adolfson, Robotics Use in Motor I,etucle
Monoluitiire. Report to the U S Department of Transportation, February 1982, p. 42.
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Table 2-9
'Canner and Adolfson: Cost Elements of Typical

Major Robot System for Body Assembly Welding

Element
-
Twelve robots

I'm design
ding guns, trans-

romers and controls
Conveyors
Locating and positioning

fixturing
Controls and interlacing
Safety devices, guard rails, etc.
Site preparatiod

'.System,ass.ernbly, tryout
and shipping

System installation, robot .

programming and debugging
Personnertraining
Efficiency and production .

losses during start-up

Tchal

Representative
cost

(thousands)

Percent of
total systems

costs

850 , ' 34
250 II 10

150 6 ,

150 6

250 16

200 8

'` 50 2

150 6
,

250 10

100 4

25 1

75 .3'

/$2,500 100-

SOURCE. R Tannet and William F. A.dolfson, Robotics Use in Motor Vehicle
Manufacture. Report to the U.S. Department of Transportation, February 1982, p. 41

Upjohn Institute Forecast

The purpose of this section is to present our forecasts of
th& 1990- U.S. robot population and ae Michigan robot
pOplation. That requires selection' dr a projection date,
economic scenarios, robot application areas, aria 'user in-
dustries. Second, a logical relationship between the robot
population in the U.S. and ..the State of 'Michigan is
developed to specifically estimate Michigan's robot popula-
tion. .
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Methodology

nquestionably, the easiest methodological decision was
the election of a projection date. Few forecasts of the im-
pacts of robotics have ventured beyond 1990. Post-1990
technology is problematical, and it is difficult enough just to
project the impact of an infant industry to that date. In
short, the terminal projection date of this study .of the
human resource implications of robotics is 1990.

ingle point estimates of future unit sales of robots, dollar
value of sales, and population of robots are inadvisable. Our
judgment is that such specificity is misleading, however well-
intentioned the estimates may be. Consider, for instance, the
impact of a 5 percent variation in Engelberker's expected 35
percent average annual growth rate in the population of
robots, 1983-1990,, assuming the 1982 year-end stock ap-
proximates 6,800. If the growth rate is 30 percent (a healthy
growth trend for any industry) the stock of robots at the end
of 1990 is 55,470. On the other hand, with a growth rate of
40 percent, the stock of robots at the end of 1990 Would be
100,354. A variation of plus or minus. 5 percent around
Engelberger's expected growth rate of .35 percent causes
nearly a 100 percent variation in the 1990 stock of robots. Of
course, such a result reflects the small existing stock of
robots and the aspmption of exponential growth.
Nonetheless, this example clearly illustrates the difficulty
with point .estimates for the population Ofjobots.

Two scenarios are developed in this stddy. The low-growth
scenario for robotics assumes relatively high interest rates
and slow real GNP growth, approximating the late 1970s an-
nual average of 2.0 percent. The implications for the auto in-
dustry in the low-growth scenario are some recovery of
domestic auto sales from their current depressed levels, but
failure to achieve the vigorous rebound that has so often
characterized auto sales in the past. The high-growth
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scenario for robotics envisions fu'rther interest rate declines
and real GNP growth, that approximates the post-World War

0 II annual average of 3.5 percent.

Neither scenario includes any' specific assumptioris of
breakthroughs in robotics technol9gy, although clearly, as
will be pointed out later, the g&ewth in importance of
assembly robots requires some technological improvements.
There are three reasons why specific technological assump-
tions appear unwise. First, the available economic research
indicates that there can be a considerable lag betweeh a

0, specific technological breakthrough and successful
iharketing of the resultant product, particularly in the 'case
of process technologY.4 Second, the same economic research
indicates there can be f onsiderable delay in application of
new process technology across industries even after suc-
cessful adopticin in one industry. The reason is that the
technical requirements of eadb industry tend to be unique,
and cross-industry adoption frequently requires further
adaptation of the original process. Third, as stated by the
Chairman of the Board of,Prab Robots, Inc., "the present
level of robot technology seems .to be much more than U.S.
industry can readily absorb." (Prab Robots, Inc. Annual
Report, 1981, p. 4)

,

The implication, strongly confirmed by our interviews, is
that diffusion of robotics technology will be limited more by
a lack of human understanding of the existing technology
than by 'a lack of new hardware. Perhaps surprisingly, this
lack of understanding applies even to the major corporate
user firms of today, including the auto industry. In any
event, it appears Unwise and unnecessary to make any
specific technological assumptions .for the forecast ppriod,
except as already noted.,

4. Sce thc works of Mansfield. Sahal and Gold for an elaboration of these points.,

,
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Several other factors specifically included in our alter-
native growth scenarios must also be mentioned. First, con-
tinued strong foreign competition in autos is expected
throughout the decade. Second, special investment incen-
tives for robots are unlikely. Third, there is the usual caveat
about unforeseen economy-wide thocks that may completely
invalidate the forecast.

In short, our low-growth scenario for robotics presumes a
continuation of slow GNP growth, lagging auto sales, and
high interest rates, while the high-growth scenario maintains
a return to our historical GNP growth trend and decline in
interest rates to more reasonable levels as well. Obviously,
the extremes of major economic depression or "booming"
reindustrialization are avoided: 4

The selection of specific robot application areas to be
enumerated in this study is important beCause the applica-
tion areas must have related occupational content to be
meaningful. The need for occupational content coincident
with available data restricts the application areas io five in
the study: welding, assembly, painting, machine
loading/unloading, and other. Clearly, more specificity
would be desirable, but it is necessary to develop the robot
data in a way that maximizes the comparability with employ-
ment data. Thus it seems preferable to aggregate robot ap-
plication areas somewhat differently from other authors for
our purposes.

The robot application area of welding includes resistance
or spot welding and arc welding. Resistance welding applica-
tions dominate in industry today, especially in autos. Utiliza-
tion of arc welding robots will grow in the 1980s now that
seam-following arc welding robots are available, although
there is still some disagreement about the likely extent of that
grow th.
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Assembly robots exist in research and development
laboratories and pilot applications in industry, but most
assembly operations are incredibly complex for ioday's
robots. The future importance of assembly robots depends
on several intertwined factors: the adequacy of sensory
perception, adaptability to the workplace environment, and
the rationalization or orderliness of the workplace environ-
ment. Rudimentary ,viSion systems are available, but adap-
tability remains extremely limited and reliability has yet to be
conclusively demonstrated in an industrial environment. In
part, it is simply a problem of consistencythe robot or
robots must assemble a workpiece of perhaps 8 to 16 parts
(or more) perfectly for 14 hours a day.

In a joint project, Unimation and General Motors have
developed a robot for small parts assembly called-the Pro-
grammable Universal Machine for Assembly (PUMA). In-
itial applications of the PUMA robot are now in progress.
Engelberger describes these robots as designed to do
automotive subassemblies; they will work alongside their'
human counterparts doin& the simpler assembly tasks.
(Engelberger, p. 137) He also believes that assembly robots
ake closer to reality than any other new application.
(Engelberger, pp. 134-135)

The robot application area of painting includes robots that
are capable of spray painting and application of other
finishes, coatings, and sealants. It should be noted that the
workplace environment here is partièularly unhealthy for
human workers. In addition, consistency of the final product
can be improved with robot amlication, and significant sav-
ings in materials are also reported. Painting now ranks with
welding as a proven robot application.

The application area of machine loading/unloading is very
broad in this study. It encompasses casting, forging, press
loading, machine tool loading, and heat treatment. Machine

5 9
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loading robots are currently more important, both absolute-
ly and relatively, outside the auto inaustry, and that relation-
ship is expected to continue.

The final category of "other" includes robots that are
used primarily for parts transfer or material handling, in-
spection and other new application areas. The auto industry
does notiforesee a large role for robots in parts transfer in
their operations, but the posAbilities may be significant in
other manufacturing areas'.

The specific application areas of robots are closely related
to the industries that will most likely use robots. Virtually all
robots today can be found in the manufacturing sector, and
that is not expected to change significantly in the foreCast
period. In this study, industrial detail is shown for autos and
all other manufacturing only. The dichotomy of autos and
all other manufacturing was chosen for a number of reasons.
First, considerably more information is available about the
auto industry. It is not only the largest current user of
robots, but also the auto firms have publicly announced their
future pIans for utilization of robots. Second, the auto in-
dustry is dominant in the State of Michigan, and it is only in
the auto industry that robots will have a significant impact in
the state during the forecast period, as discussed later. Third,
since the auto industry is 'beset with such severe problems
and challenges at the present time, it may well serve as a pro-.
totype for the general impact of robotics on manufacturing
technology in the U.S.

U.S. Robot Population in 1990

Our .forecast of the U.S. robot population by application
,and industry is presented in table 2-10. Although we utilized'
all available information in 'formulating these projections,
including other forecasts and our interviews with leading ex-
flerts in the industry, the forecast represents our own judg-

,
_
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Application

Nelding a
Assembly

Painting

Machine loading/unloading

Other

Total

Table 210 o
Forecast of U.S. Robot Population

by Application, 1990
co

0

CD

Autos All other manufacturing . Total

Range of estimate Range of estimate Range of estimate

Low High Low High Low High

3,200 4,100 5,500 10,000 8,700 14,100 0

(21.3%) (16.4%) (15.7%) (13.3%) (17.4%) (14.1%) 0

4,200 8,800 5,000 15,000 9,200 23,800

(28.0%) (35.2%) (14.3%) (20.0%) (18.4%) (23.8%)
11.'

1,800 2,500 3,200 5,500 5,000 g ,000

(12.0%) (10.0%) (9.1%) (7.3%) (10.0%) (8.0%)

5,0(X) 8,000 17,500 34,000 22,500 42,000

(33.3%) (32.0%o) (50.0%) (46.0%) (45.0%) (42.0%)

800 1,600 3,800 10,500 4,600 12,100

(5.30/o) (6.4%) (10.9%) (14.0%) (9.2%) (12.1%)

15,00() 25,000 35,000 75,000 50,000 100,000
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ment. In general, we concentrated on forecasting the in-
dividual application areas by industry first, rather than the
overall totals. For the convenience of the reader, however,
we begin with a discussion of the overall forecast and then
proceed to the industries and specific application areas
within those industries.

We expect strong growth in the utilization of industrial
robots in the decade of the 1980s. By 1990 the total robot
population in the U.S. will range from a minimum of 50,000
to a maximum of 100,000 units. Given our estimate of the
year-end 1982 population of approximately 6,800-7,000
units, that implies an average growth rate from 30 percent to
40 percent for the eight years of the forecast period, or
roughly a seven- to fourteenfold increase in the total popula-
tion of robots.

It may be worth mentioning that our range for the total
population of robots in 1990 is not dependera in any way on
the 1982 year-end stock (or sortie hypothetical growth rate).
There is no universal agreement on the U.S. population of
robots in 1981, although RIA's estimate of 4,700 units is the
one most frequently accepted, and our estimate of 1982
sales may be in error. In short, regardless of near term
market conditions and/or re-evaluations of the existing
population of robots, we believe our forecast range
represents an appropriate and reasonable minimum and
maximum for the U.S. po-pulation of robots in 1990.

The overall forecast may appear similar to other available
forecasts, but it differs from them in at least one major way.
Other industry forecasts for the 1990 U.S. population of
robots tend to be near 100,000 units or above. Presumably,
these are "most likely" or "most probable" forecasts, since

3 I here appear to he two rirohlems RIA's definition ot a robot was mil) offiLially
adopted III 19'9 II %%,,Iuded nie k. hankal transter de% i'Les and thus required downward 1.0 I-

VI) the to%.4, euntate% ,ei.ond, the impost%, of robot% are %ery dlifi%ult to tfmunate
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they are single point estimates only, whereas our 100,000
unit forecast is a maximum. which we are reasonably confi-
dent will not be exceeded. In other words, we predict strong
growth for the robotics industry in the 1980s, but that
growth will likely be slightly less rapid than other forecasts
would indicate.

There are many factors that suppOrt our conclusion of
strong growth for robotics, biit perhaps less spectacular than
generally anticipated. Some of these factors have been
discussed previously, but they are mentionedonce again to
highlight the important points. First, and perhaps most im-
portant, American industry lacks trained personnel both to
implement robotics technology and to maintain and support
that technology once installed. One corporate user reported
advertising for a graduate engineer with experience in
robotics and then receiving only one application showing any
experience whatsoever (and that experience was minor).

Another complaint mentioned in our interviews was that
American universities produce engineers who are overly
specialized, rather than a generalist who understands
manufacturing technology and how to make itzork. There
were even complaints about the lack of salesmen who truly
understand the capabilities and possibilities for utilization of
robotics technology. As stated previously, the lack of skilled
manpower appliesdo major current corporate users and to a
lesser extent to robot manufacturers. Although educational
programs for skirled robotics technicis (two-year degree)
are expanding rapidly, the supply of graduate engineers is
much less elastic. The lack of engineer's' with meaningful and
practical robotics work experience will likely continue for
quite some time. These matters are discussed more fully in
chapter 4.

A second factor that will limit tlie growth of industrial
robots is the financial commitment necessary to implement
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robatics technololyt A system of four to six robots can cost
in excess of $1 *million. Even three stand-alone units can cost
from $300,000 to $400,000. Engelberger reports that utiliza-
tion of less than three robots at a particular location is un-
wise and uneconomical tile to maintenance requirements. *
(Engelberger, p. 86) Others might place this figure slightly
higher, but the important point is that robotics technology
requires more than a nominal commitment of funds. Fur-
thermore, although advertised robot prices are falling, the
robot itself usually represents less than 40 percent of the total
cost of installation, so dramatic price relief is not likely.
Finally, our interviews with robot users consistently in-
dicated one warning about the cost of robot installations: be
prepared for a longer than expected start-up time. Given that
the primary motivation in adopting robots is the labor sav-
ings, start-up delays can erode some of the cost savings
rather quickly.

The third limit to the growth of inthistrial robots, closely
allied with the financial commitment just discussed, is the
management commitment needed to successfully adopt in-
dustrial robots. Pilot installations of robots almost in-
varial4y identify some part of the factory that can operate in
isolation from the rest of the factory to ease the initial in-
troduction of robots (and assure their success), but those
types of installations are limited. Eventually, user firms must
rethink and fundamentally restructure the factory to accom-,
modate robots. According to Bela Gold, however, the em-
phasis of American industry on short-run payback does not
facilitate such fundamental rethinking. (Gold, 1981a, p. 37)

The UM/SME Delphi survey asked respondents for the
payback period required by user industries to justify an in-
vestment in a robot. The response was that the required
payback period today is two to three years. (Smith and
Wilson, p. A-60) More important, the respondents also said
that the required payback for a robot investment is expected
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to remain stable or decrease in most industries. (Smith and
Wilson, p. A-60) In that light, it should come as no surprise
that the Carnegie-Mellon survey found that the bulk of all
respondents expected to install robots as retrofits in existing
plants over the period 1980-1985. (Ayres and Miller, 1981a,
p. 142) The apparent conclusion is that the emphasis of
American industry on short-run payback to justify expen-
ditures on new plant and equipment applies to robots as well.

The fourth limit to the growth of industrial robots might
be termed general economic conditions. Very few economists
expect vigorous GNp growth in the decade of the 1980s, and
Most would probably argue that even average GNP growth
consistent with the post-World War II annual average of 3.5
percent is unlikely. Furthermore, the robotics industry will
not likely be immune from the business cycle, so several
years of 50 percent growth may be followed by no growth or
even sales declines. Although we are aware of the reports
that. American industry must rsndustrialize rapidly to sur-
vive in world markets and that such capital investment is in-
evitable due to the aging of the existing stock of capital in the
U.S., we expect economy-wide investment will be more in-
cremental and gradual, consistent with slow GNP growth.

Finally, much more rapid diffusion of robotics technology
than earlier process technologies appears highly unlikely.
Not only are there significant time lags between innovation
and successftil marketing but also there can be significant
lags between successful adoption in one,industry and adop-
tion in other industries, as discussed earlier in the study.
More important, and in shim contrast to the Carnegie-
Mellon study, we expect diffusion of robotics technology to
be limited primarily to large firms, and perhaps even Fortune
500 firms, for the foreseeable future. Just as small firms
have not adopted numerically controlled machine tools,
small firms will not risk their very existence by the adoption
of robots.

6 5
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The foregoing limits notwithstanding, we do expect sus-
tained growth for industrial robots. It is only because of the
almost euphoric eNpectations for this industry that we em-
phasize our doubts: the lack of trained personnel, the large
financial and management commitment required, the unlike-
ly prospect of vigorous GNP growth to support robot in-
vestments, knd the difficulties of diffusion of process
technology i general, including the likely prospect that
robots will remain large firm "big ticket" items for the

eteeable future. In short, the robots are ctning, but we
beli ve the _change will be incremental and evolutionary .
rather than revolutionary.

Turning to the industry forecasts, we project that the 1990
U.S. population of robots in the auto industry will range
from 15,000 to 25,000 Units. If the auto industry firms were
tp exactly meet their announced plans, there would be nearly
20,000 robots in, the U.S. auto plants by 1990. The range of
our forecast thus allows for approximately a 25 percent
variation in those plans. It is roughly comparable to -the
minimum and strong effort forecasts for the auto rindustry
by Tanner reported in table 2-7 (less Canada and Mexico).

This small range, much smaller than for the remainder of
manufacturing, reflects our judgment on a numbertof mat-
ters about the auto industry. First, the auto industry is the
recognized pioneer and largest current user of robotics
technOlogy. Second, the auto*industq has undertaken con-
siderable research and development efforts in robotics
technology. Third, international competitive pressures and
one of the highest average wage rates in U.S. manufacturing
,lend economic support to the robotization of auto plants.
Finally, although considerable retooling of auto plants has
already been accomplished to accommodate the new down-
sized, front-wheel drive, fuel-efficient autos, U.S. auto
manufacturers 'plan strong capital expenditures throughout
the decade of the 1980s to continue product changes and

I
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meet government-mandated.standards. (Arthur Andersen &
Co., 1979, p. 14) Of course, if thcre is no recovery from the
current depressed state of the auto industry', then robot sin-
estment plans and the very survival of the industry will be
jeopardized. However; we do rigt think such gloomy
possibilities are reasonable.

Within the auto industry, the relgive magnitudes of the
estimates were strongly influencid by the public an-
nouncements and plans of the auto firms. Assembly robots
are the most important application area within the high
range of the estimate, with 8,800 units or 35.2 percent of the
total of 25,000 robots in the auto industry, while assembly
robots are second in importance within the low range of the
estimate. Machine loading/unloading is the most iriiportant
application in the low-growth case, with 5,000 pints or 33.3
percent of the total of 15,000 robots in the auto industry,
while machine loading/unloading is secOnd in the high-
growth case. Thereafter, the relative-rankings are the same in
both the low and high range of the estimate, with welding ap-
plications third, painting applications fourth and other ap-
plications fifth. In the auto industry, in the decade of the
1980s, there is little doubt that the proven applications of
welding, painting, and to a lesser extent, machine
loading/unloading will be pursued most aggressively first,
followed by assembly applications later.

The forecasts of the specific application areas within autos
and all other manufacturing reflect more technical con-
siderations than anything else. In-general, the range of the
estimates for each of the application areas in autos is nar-
rower than for each of the application areas in all other
manufacturing due to the greater uncertainties in all other
manufacturing. The range of the estimates for weIding,
painting, and machine loading/unloading tend _to be nar-
rower than the other application areas in both autos dnd all
other manufacturing because these three application areas
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are technically feasible today. Likewise, the range of the
estimates for assembly robots and "other" robots is broader
because assembly robots are not currently proven applica-
tions and the other category of robots allows for the develop-
ment of new applications as well.

Th diffusion of industrial robots in all other manufactur-
ing is more difficult to predict than in autos. While the major
auto firms have -announced their robot investment, plans,
much less information is availoble about other industries.
Whereas the auto industry is almost totally dominated by
large firms likely to adopt robotics technology, other
manufacturing is less dominated by large firms: The auto in-
dustry is 'clearly the pioneer in the successful, utilization of
robotic> technology, but its technical applicability to other
industries may require further adaptation, and the cost-
effectiv eness.of those applications is not as certain. For these
reasons and others, we project a rather broad range for the
population of robots in all other manufacturing of 35,000 to
75,000 units in 1990. .

-Within all other manufacturing, machine
loading/unloading applications are expeeted to continue
their dominance in both the high. and low range of the
estimates with nearly 50 percent of the total population of
robots performing Machine lOading/Calloading .-tasks
Assembly applidtion-s are second in the high-growth .case,
Vohile thq Are third in the low-growth case. The range of the -

.. .
estimate for asseMbly robots is especially broad-5,000 to

-15,000 unitsreflecting both the technological uncertainties
and the possible di.fficulties of adaptation across industries. i

, In that regard, it -should be mentiOned that research and
dev elopment in assembly robots is being conducted by the
electronics and office computer industries within all other
manufacturing.

Welding, a proven -application, is the second most fre-
quent application in all other manufacturing within the low
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range of the estimate, while it falls to fourth in. the high
range of the estimate as newer applications, especially
assembly, become relatively more important. Finally, paint-
ing remains in fifth position in both the high and low range
of the estimates in all other manufacturing, with 3,200 to
5,500 units expected to be installed by 1990.

As stated earlier, we focused on forecasting the ,specific
application areas by industry rather than the overall totals,
so the overall totals by application.areas are simply the sum
of the individual industry estimates by application areas.
OveralL in our forecast, it turns . out that machine
loading/unloading is first, assembly is second, welding is
third, and painting and the "other" category exchange the
fourth and fifth positibns depending on the assumed groWth
scenario. .

Some final comments about our robot forecast are in
order. Although autos represent about one4ourth of the cur-

. rent robot market, there is nO necessary reason for that rela-
tionship ta continue. It. is reasodable to think that the market
share of autos as a proportion of total robot sales will de-
pend on economic conditions in the auto, industry itself.
Also, there is We reason to select the mid-point of the range
of any of our estimates (including the range fcir each of the
specific application areas) as the most likely single point
estimate possible. Uncertainties about the development and
diffUsion of industrial robots are so great that more specifici-
ty' than the range itself is impossible at this-time.

Michigan Robot Population

The forecast of the U.S. robm population in 1990 is used
to derie the Michigan robot population in that same year.,
The specific methodology is illustrated in table 11. 'Accord-
ing .to the 7977 Census of Manufictures, 35.5 ifereent of aH

e producltion workers-in the U.S mbtor vehicle and equip-
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tnent industry (SIC 371) are located in Michigan, while only
4.1 percent of production workers in the remainder of
manufacturing are located in the state. These percentages,
indicating the relatke importahce of a particular industry in
Michigan as a proportion of the same industry in the U.S.,
are utilized to assign robots to tht State by industry and ap'-
plication area.

Table 2-11
Production Worker Employment
in Michigan and the U.S., 1977

Industry

U.S. Michigan
production production Percent lif

workers workers U.S. industry
(thousands) (tho6ands) in Michigan

N1otor vehicles
and equipment

*All other
manufacturing

727.6 258.4

12,963.4 531.0 . 4.1

Total manufacturing 13,691.0 789.4 5.

SOURC I LS Department ot Commerce. Bureau of the Census, 1977 Census of
Ionufa.turo General Stonmao. N ol I, U S. Go\ ernment Printing Office, Washington,
DC , 1981, pp 1-59 and L-94

Although the foregoing appears to be the only feasible
altetnatke to estimate the number of robots in Michigan in,
1990, there are a number of implications and/or limitations
that must be explicitly stated. First, this method assumes that
the relatk e importance of autos and all other manufacturing
in the state vis-a-v.is the nation will remain the mine during
the forecast period'. That is not at all clear. David Verway
reports that a centralized auto industry utilizing the Japanese
"kan-ban" system of producing and delAring parts exactly,
w hen they are needed strongly favors the Midwest, not only

t
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because the Midwest and Michigan are already the center of
the auto industry, but also because strong import competi-
tion on the East and West Coasts argues against expansion

(Verway, p. 6)

On the other hand, Verway also argueii that the passage of
domestic content legislation would work against the Midwest
because the Japanese would probably locate their U.S.
plants near their major markets, the East and West Coasts.
(Verway, p. 6) Complicating-matters more, GM announced
recently that discussions were under way, with Toyota for
joint production of a subcompact car, prObably utilizing WI)
California plants which were only recently shut down.
Chrysler recently announced similar joint plans with Mit-
subishi for a subcompact automobile utilizing a Missouri
plant.

All of these potential locational inflUences and Viers can-
not be untangled sufficiently to support any-other assump-
tion than relative stability in Michigan's proportion., of pro-
duction in the U.S. auto industry during the forecast period.
:Michigan's proportion of .all other manufacturing may fall
slightly during the forecast period, but that is- of little impor-
tance since the number of robots in all other manufacturing
in Michigan is expected to be small.

A second implication of the methodolw utilized to
estimate the number of robots in the State (3- Michigan is
that :it directly assumes that on average the auto firms and
other firms will install robotS in Michigan in the same pro-
portion as the relvant.production worker employment in the
state. The presumption is "hat production worker employ-
ment represents an adequate measure of the likelihood of
robotizing Michigan's factories. That appears reasonable,
since robots will replace such workers, but it remains only a
;iery rough approximation. In particular, decisions to
robotize could be expectpd to reflect wage differentials and
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other deter,minants of production techniques. In addition,
the rate of introduction of robots is expected to be more
rapid w here new plants are opened, thuS' reflecting choices of
the location of new productke capacity. Influences such as
these on the probability of robotization of Michigan fac-
tories cannot be accurately predicted at this time.

The clerked forecast of the Michigan robot population can
be found in table 2-12. Since the relative importance of the
application areas within each industry remains the sairie as in
the U.S. forecast, no disvussion of those estimates is needed.
The relatk e importance of the estimates across industries in
NIichigan, however, differs sharply from the U.S. totals.
Specifically, three-quarters of the robots in Michigan are ex-
pected to be in the auto industry, while in the U.S. only
about one-fourth of the robot population will be in autos.

In absolute .terms, the number of robots in the auto in-
dugtry in Michigan in 1990 is expected to range froth a low of
5,327 units to a high of 8,879 units; the same figures for all
other manufaCtut ing in Michigan are 1,434 to 3,072 units.
The combined total 1990 population of robots in Michigan is
then 6,761 units to 11,951 units. Since about one-third of
Michigan employment is in the auto industry, but three-
fourths of Michigan's rybots are expected to be applie'd
there, it is obvious that the impacts will be much more
dramatic in the auto industry.

The remainder of the monOgraph addresses the human
resource impacts expe9kd to result from this projected
population of industrial robots in both the U.S. and in
Michigan. The next chapter specifically.addresses the clues-
don of job displacement, while the following chapter
discusses those jobs that will likely be created by the spread
of robotics technology. It will become clear as we proceed
that thq., forecast of the robot 6opu1atIon is the key liqk in
our procedure. The robot forecast establishes the scare to
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Table 2.12
Forecast of the Michigan Robot Population

by Application, 1990

Application

Autos

Range of estimate

Low High

Welding
vi-

1,136 1,456

Assembly 1,492 3,125

Painting 639 888

Machinc loading/unloading 1,776 2,841

Other 284 569

Total 5,327 8,8.79

..

All other manufacturing

Range of estimate

Low High,

225 ' 410

205 614

131 225

717 1,393

)56 430

1,434 3,072
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Total

Range of estimate

Low High

1,361

1,697

770

2,493

440

1,866

.3,739
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6,761 11,951
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w hich the specific employment impacts are adjusted. In our
opinion, it is the consistency of these human resource im-
pacts with the robot population forecast that is one 9f the
major contributions of the study.
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3
Displacement Effects

. of Robots

Before attempting to estimate the displacenient effects of
robots, it is iniportant to insure that the meaning of the term
"displacernent" is clear. We use displacement to refer to the
elimination of 'particular jobs, not to the layoff of individual
workers. Certainly it is possible that the displacement of a
particular job by a robot might lead to the layoff of the occu-
pant of that job, but it is not necessary. Layoff refers to the
involuntary separation of the worker from the firm,
diSplacement refers to the elimination of the job itself
without any assumption as to whether the worker in that job
is separated froni the firm, either voluntarily or inVoluntari-
ly. Later in this chapter, after the discussion of the potential
displacement effects of industrial robots in Michigan, the
issue of unemployment resulting from this displacement will
be discussed.

The basic Methodology of this study proceeds from the
forecast of the robot population presented in the last
chapter. Once the number of robots by application area and
industry can be specified (even within a broad range), it is
only necessary to determine the average job displacement ef-
fect of each robot. Then these estinfates of displacement by
application 'and industry can be compared to the employ-
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66 Displacement Effects of Robots

ment totals for the same application and industry to derive
an estimate of the relative magnitude of job displacement
associated with the projected robot population.

Average Rate of Job Displacement
by Robots

Our interviews strongly supported the following conclu-
sion about the average Sisplacement effect of robots: one
robot replaces one worker per shift'. That conclusion should
not be surprising. la`tyts are not any faster than human
workers, and regardless of the protestations of some in the
industry that robots should not be compared to humans,
robots do in fact perform functiOnk that were previously
done by human workers. Engelberger admits that one focus
of the development effort of the PUMA .robot for small
parts assembly was to make It human size to work alongside
human workers. (Engelberger, p. 137) In several articles
discussing cost justification of robots, John A. Behuniak,
program manager, of Automation Manufacturing
Technology, General Electric Company, fitresses that
managers should guard against overly optimistic estimates of
labor ,savings. (Behuniak, 1979 and 1981) He states,
"kobots, unlike other Forms of automation, usually only
replace humans on a one-for-one basis." (Behuniat, 1979,
p. 1)

There is a possibility that the average displacement effect
may increase as technblogical improvements occur, asTobot
sS/stems become more prevalent, and as the fund Of human
knowledge of robot applications increases. Tanner and
Adolfson, in their study of the U.S. auto industry, eonclude
that One robot replaces 0.9 workers today in the auto in-
dustry, but that will improve to 1.2 workers by 1990. (Tan,-
ner and Adolfson, p. 103) Of course, these data relate to new
installations only and not to the total stock of robots. So
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een it' robot productkity iMproes, a substitution rate of
one robot for one worker will not be far off.

It should be reiterated that stand-alone robot installations
are expected to dominate oer the next few years. By 1985
the UNI:SME Delphi forecast anticipates only 20 percent of
robot sales will be for inclusion in robot systems, and by
1990 that figure is expected to rise to 40 percent. (Smith and
Wilson, p. 46) Currently it appears that the displacement ef-
fect of isolated robot systems or cells in production facilities
is not much different from that of stand-alone robots
themsek es. However, as we slowly move toward the factory
of the future and these cells are themselves linked together.,
some observers expect the displacement effect to rise
dramatically. i

On the other hand, it may be far too easy to overestimate
the productivity (displacement) impact of technological
change in general. Bela Gold, who has studied this question
in many industries, conclude's that even major technological
changes have "fallen far short of their expected effects."
(Gold, 1981b, p. 91) The source of the overestimate is the
tendency to focus only on' the chaiage itself and thereby
neglect the totality of the production process. (Gold, 1981b,
p. 91) It is somewhat akin to recognizing the important dif-
ference between potential effects and actual effects, as
discussed in chapter 1, and may in part account for the warn-,
ing by Behuniak not to overestimate the labor savings at-
tributable to robots.

There are several Factors that will tend to..mitigate the job
displacementpimpact of industrial robots.. First, as robots
become more common in manufacturing processes, they will
replace hard automation such as mechanical transfer
devices, as well as human workers. This kind of substitution
follows from the fact that industrial robots represent an in-
terme&ate technology between dedicated or hard automa-
tion and manual or human labor.

,
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Second, as robots become more numerous', the need arises
for redundancy in some robot installations. That is already
occurring today in body assembly welding applications in the
auto industry, where one or two robots at the end of the line
are actually spares, available in the event of robot failure.
Third, there will eventually be a need for replacement
robots, although it is still too early to establish an average ex-
pected lifespan for a robot. Our interviews revealed
estimates from 10 to 15 years; one person even maintained,
that with proper maintenance and replacement of parts tde
lifespan of a robot is indefinite,texcept where the work en-
ironment is unusually harsh, such as painting applications.

The problem, of course, is that without specific information
about discards, we may mistakenly count replacement robots
as new robots and subsequently new displacement when in
fact no new displacement has actually occurred.. In any
event, dramatic changes in the average displacement ratio
are highly unlikely during the forecast period, and it is our
judgment that the one-to-one relationship between robots in-
Stalled and vtorkers displaced represents the best approxima-
tion to the actual gross disOlacement impacts that will occur.

A closely related question is the number of shifts per day.
This typically varies depending on the industry, stage of the
business cycle, and sometimes seasonal factors. On the one
hand, sinle formulas suggested to evaluate robot acquisi-
tions imply ,that single-shift operation of robots is not
generally cost-effective, although some robots today ,are be-
ing so. used. (Engelberger, pp. 104-106) On the other hand,
most American manufacturing industry does not currently
operate three shifts. The UM/SME Delphi forecast foresees
little impact of robots on the number of daily shifts (Smith
and Wilson, p. 82) but a careful reading of the i-ationale pro-
vided by the experts supporting their opinions reflects con-
siderable disagreement on this issue. (Smith and Wilson, p.
A-88) Some of the experts polled did point out that once
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robots are implemented in significant numbers, time must be
allowed for robot maintenance. So industry movement to
three-shift operation may not be likely even with widespread
robot application. . .

Given the vagaries of product demand over the business
cycle and direct maintenance requirements, it appears that
an average number of shiferfi excess of two is highly unlike-
ly. But economic constraints appear to prevent widespread
robot utilization in single-shift applications. Thus, iin 'this
study two-shift opefations are assumed; so,.on the average,
two workers are displaced for'each robot installed. As robot
utilization becomes more common in,productioe facilities,
this simple ratio assumption may need to be i-e-examined,
but with a 1990 focus two jobs displaced for each robo,t ap-
pears to be very reasonable..

U.S. Job Displacement
..,-

The robot population forecasts presented in the previous
chapter can be translated directly into the number of jobs
displaced on the basis of an average of two jobs per robot for
each functional application. Table 3-1 reports these results
for the U.S. as a whole. Clearly, the forecast of 50,000 to
100,000 robots operational in the U.S. by 1990 means that
100,000 to 200,000 jobs will have been displaced by robots
during the decade of the 1980s.

Further, we expect job losses of 30,000 to 50,000 in the
U.S. auto industry as a result of the application of rdbots,
and 70,000 to 150,000 jobs lost in other manufacturing in-
dustries. These totals can be broken down to specific func-
tional areas as well. For instance, our robot population
forecast implies that 6,400 to 8,200 jobs will be eliminated by
welding robots in the auto industry. Similarly,, 11,000 to
20,000 welding jobs in other manufacturing industries will be
lost by 19904. I
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Table 3-1
Estimate of Job Displacement in U.S.

by Application, 1990

Autos All other manufacturing. Total

Range of estimate Range of estimate Rapp of estimate

Application Low High Low High Low High

Welding 6,400 8,200 11,000 20,000 17,400 28,200

Assembly 8,400 17,600 10,000 30,000 18,400 47,600

Painting 3,600 5,000..
6,400 11,000 10,000 16,000

Machine loading/unloading 10,000 16,000 35,000 68,000 45,000 84,000

Other
ic

1,600 3,200 7,600 21,000 9,200 24,200

Total 30,000 50,000 70,000 150,boo 100;000 200,000
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,

A larger rrumbp- of assembly jobs are expected .to be
eliminated by'industrial.robots during this decade. Table 3-1
reports that from 18,400 to 47,600 such jobs are ati risk of
robotization. The range of predictipn for assembly displace-
rrient i's w ider than that for welding, owing tQ the uncertain-
ties of robot assembly capability as discusstd in Chapter 2. If
robots enjoy early success at more complicated assembly
tasks, the job displacement will range to the higher end of
our estimates. Painting robots will displace fewer jobs than
either welding or assembly robots as shown in table 3-1.
How eer, as \ N e will see later, the relative impact on employ-
ment in this 'area loOks to be very significant..

b

The greatest number of jobs will be eliminated by pick-
and-place robots performing machine loading and unloading
functions. These functions include casting, forging, press
loading, machine tool loading and other similar operations.
Table 3-1 suggests that roughly 40- percent of all robot job

, displacement will occur in this areas Machint loading and
unloading'is the best known general use of robots in,U.S. in-
dustry today and will continue to be the most prevalent kind
of industrial robbt in the future. It is worthy of note that this
area is significantlyless concentrated in the auto industry
than those discussed heretofore.,

But these numbets have only limited meaning without
,. reference to an employment base to put them in relative

perspeetke. That is, it is interesting to know ,that there may
be 3,200' to 4,100 welding robots in the auto industry by
1990, and that these robots can be expeCted to eliminate
6,400 to 8,200 jobs. But the impact of such a development
depends to a considerable degree on the relative magnitude
of this displacement. Does this represent 1 percent or 10 per-
cent or 100 percent of the welding jobs? The answer to such a
question is required before any conclusions about the
seriousness of this situation can be reached.
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For-instance, if the welding jobs eliminated represent only
a tiny fraction of welders employed in the auto industry, lit-
tle disruptiori or distress would be expected. Normal
employee turnover could be expected to effectuate the reduc-
tion in force, required, and displacement of jobs need have
no implications of layoff or unemployment. On the other
hand, if a large proportion of jobs is represented, there is
more cause for concern.

W'hatis.needed is an occupational data base organized by
industry that makes possible the comperison of these poten-
tial job displacement figures with the existing employment
levels in the same geoeraphical area, function, and industry.
Fortunately, such a detailed occypational data base does ex-
ist. It is called the Occupatiobal Employment Statistics
(OES) survey published by the U.S. Department of Labor,
.Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The OES survey was developed during the 1970s to fill the
need for a relatively current, detailed data base for making
occupational projections. The BLS had used industry-
occupation matrices based on the 1960 and 1970 Decennial
Censuses but found that a more frequent survey was desired.
The 10-year intervals between observations just proved 'too
infrequent to serve the purpose of projecting occupational
needs. (U.S. Department of Labor, 1981b)

,

The OES survey is conducted jointly by the federal and
state. governments on a 3-year rotating schedule. All
nonagricultural employers are divided into one of three
groups according to industry. A sample of establishments
from one of these groups is surveyed each year. Manufactur-
ing employers were surveyed in 1971, 1974, 1977 and 1980,
although coverage by state was rather spotty before 1977.
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1980b, p. 91) Detailed occupa-
tional ihformation is collected for a total of 1,678 occupa-
tional titles and 378 industries. The information is gathered
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from each eMployer u4ng no more than 200 job titles that
have ,been previously found appropriate to that industry.
Employment is reported according to'the highest skill level
performed by an individual employee as of the 12th of April,
klay, or June, depending on which month shows the least
eashriality ii eniployment in the industry.

From this raw data, the BO produces national indiistry-
ocCupation matrices. In addition, most states participating in
the joint effort also produce statewide matrices based on a
common set of procedures developed by the BLS. To
eklaluate the relative magnitude of joli) displacement, we can' .
compare the gross.displacement estimates from table 3,1 to,
employment levels reporTed in 1980 in the OES survey of
manufacturing employers.

This procedur.e should grove sufficient to , put the
magnitude of. projected job dispfacement in perspectiVe, but,
there are problems with misinterpreting tfre precision of such
estimates. We discuss four of these problems. First, the
utilization of employment data from any given year implies
the assumption 'of constant output. Thns,:using a 1980
employment datallse to assess 'the significance of job
dis-placement carries the assumption thatpaput and employ-
ment in 1990 would be comparablealk1980 levels, except for
the influence of robots. Of course, tiiis is highly unrealigtic;
there are a mUltitude of forces that will cause output and
employment levels in .1990 to differ from these in 1980.

The onlY alternative to this untealistic fixed output .

assumption is to forecaSt the influence of all these other fac-
tors and then use the projected output and employment
levels as a base far deterMining the relative impact of robots.
Results of this type will be Presented later in the chaptef.
Suffice it to say that thle is some merit in using known facts
as a basis to assess the significance of a change 'rather than a
projection of Linknown accuracy.
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Second in addition to the implicit assumption of fixed
output, choice of a particular base year also carries with it
the peculiar-circumstances of that year. This can best be il-
lustrated by regent employment Irends in the auto industry.
Auto sales and auto industryitemployment peaked in 1978.
For the U.S. as a whole, employment in the auto industry-
declined precipitously from 1979 to 1980 and has shown no
improvement since. In fact, 1982 employment levels reflect a
further desline over the depressed 1980 and 1981 totals.
1"able 3-2 reports these totals With an index number showing
the empliiyment level relative to the 1978 peak for all.
employees and for production ,vorkers. It is clear, from the
table that employment in 'the auto industty has'declined by
roughly 30 percent from 1978 through May of 1982. Between
1979 and 1980 alone, the average total employment in the
auto industry declined,by o4:420 percent, due' to the impact
of the recession and foreign imports. 1`.

-

Table 3-2
Employment in U.S. Motor Vehicle and Equipment

Industry (SIC 371)
1978 to 1982

- 'Total '
. employment

Year 4 (thousands)

. .

I.Index
(1978=1.00)

Production
...workers
(thousands).

index

,
(1978= .00)

, 1978

1979
1980

1981

May 1982

1,004.9
990.4
78-8.8

783.9
717.0

. .

'

1.000
.986
.785

.780

.714

4,

781.7
, 764.4

575.4
582.8
533.2

:'
1.000

.978

.736

.346

:682

.

J

*4

SOL RcbS. Data for 1978 through 1981 from Supplement to Employment and Earnings.
Reused Establi.shment Data, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Jun.e 1982, p. 88.'The 1982 data
are trom Ernptoyment and Earnings. Bureau of LabOr Statisties,,August 1982, Table 13-2,
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But it' one is trying to assess the relative displacement ef-
fect of robots, w hich employment level is appropriate? If the
reduction in employment in 1980 is regarded as a permanent
change, clearly 1980 is an adequate base year. If, however,
the reduction is seen as a short term phenomenon, using 1980
employ'tnent numbers will significantly distort the results.
Clearly, the reduction of 20 percent in 'auto employment in
1980 w ould cause an increase of 20 percent in the calculated
displacement rate witli2the methods used here.

Actually; we wonid not regard either the peak 1978
employment levels or the depressed 1982 employment levels
as a fair baseline. It is probably not reasonable to predict a
return to 1978 employment totals in the auto industry, 'even
&sales do recower to the 13 million level. The U.S. auto in-
dustry must raise the; productivity of its 1Aor force (or
reduce 014 leels of compensation) if it is to meet the foreign
competition. Thus it is appropriate to anticipate a declining
labor input requirement foa given revel ctf. Ales. The ap-
plication of industrial robots issebiously one of the ways the
industry is attempting to meet the challenge.

On the other hand, if profitability cannot be restored to
the industry' through significant sales gains in the short term,
the capacity to finance the capital improNements (including/
robots) needed to:meet the long term competitive goals will
be seriously impaired: FroM the perspective of anticipated
employment levels in the indus*, these considerations lead

to believe kbát an emplOyibent base sothewhere 64ween-
the 1978 level and thb 1982 leyel is most reasonable:The 1980
eMployment base utilized here thus dpears overly
pessimistic, but it represents the mOSt recently available data
from tqe OES base., Utilizing an cmployynent, base that
underestimates the true level will? serve to bias the job
displacement.rates upward. This issue willbe diussed brief-
ly ag'ain when the Michigan displacement. figures are
presented later in the chapter..
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The third ,reason to he calitious about the precision of our
estimates involvei the definitiOn of the auto industry itself.
Up to now it has not been necessary to.spEcify precisely_what
is meant the term auto industry. ImPlicitly we have used
the term to refer to the major auto produce'rs, General
Motors, Ford, Chrysler and American Motors.- This is
primarily a matter of convenience, but also reflects,the judg-
ment that robots will continu to be large firm technology"
Phrough at least 1990. At the' otger definitional extreme
NNould be %hat the Michigan Employment SecuTity Commis-
sion has called "Motor-Vehicle-Related" employment. .

(Michigan Figoloymeht Security Commission, 198.1b,°p. 2)
This' includes not onlY the assembly of motor vehicles, but
component parts suppliers, raw material providers,- and tocil
and die shops as well.

Unfortunately, neither of these options ar.e Workable when
matching up ,against an occupational data base. The OES
uses three-digit SIC codes as the minfmum level of aggrega:
tion aailable'to the public. This poses a potential problem
of comparabilit5 with the robot forecasts presented earlier.
The, only workablef definition of the auto industry at the
three-digit SIC level is SIt..371, Motor Vehicles and Equip-
ment. This will include° auto parts and accesso0 manufac-
turers, but excludes, stamPing pIant§, 'engine plants, and
other major component manufacturing frofn the..industry-
occupation claw -base. The result is that there can be a
discrepancy between the areqs of applicalion of the robot4,
and the' occupaticral erhployment figgres against which the
displacement should be measured. Given the lack obf more
speCific information, thoe inaccuracies musf be toterated.

The final reason to question the precision ofour estimates
is the problem of determining what,-if any, displacement im-
pacts have alfeady been registered in the U.S. economy.,
Idelly, an employment observatio9 dating before any
,substantial robot deployinent would-eliminate the ppssible

.86
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quesLn of intermediate impacts. That is, if. the employment
profile aNailable predates the application of robots, there is
no necessity to try to determine what eff,ects have occurred to
dat and are therefore already imbedded in the, measured
ernplby ment base. Unfortunately, there is insufficient infor-
mation to determine the industry of use or application areas
for the less than 2,000 robots installed in the U.S. by the time'
of the surey. Thus, we must d'sregard these intermediate
impacts, which are quite small in ny event, when using a
1980 employment base.

In summary, there are many reasons to be wary of the
precision of our displacement tates. There are serious ques-
tions about the assumption of constant outp'ut, the ap-
propriateness of the base year, the definition of the auto ih-
dustry, tnd the neglect of intermediate impacts. Thus. the
'estimates of the relatke ma\gnitude of job displacethent must,,
be regarded arepresenting a general range rather , than a
precise, point. We do believe;, however, that we can identify
the general' order of magnitude of robot impacts, even if
specific estimates are inaccurate. Furthex, We submit that it is
the order of magnitude that should 'shape any policy
response to.the challenge of robotics'at this early date.

Table 3-3 presents the estimated displacement impact ot
industrial robots in the U.S. Since employment levels are
from 1980 and the robot population forecast is for 1990, the,
job displacement is a cumulative total over the 1;9 8 0 to 1990
period. For each of the ap lication afas listed; a specific oc-

.

cupational correlate w selected from those.available in the
OES. For, the weidin 4obot application area, the occupa-,

.tiobal title. "welders and .flamecutters" was selected as
- representing- the job, content against Which the projected

number'of welding robots would be applied. For assembly
robot§, the "assembler': titles were judged to be tile employ-
ment base. For painting robots, tile "production,paititer
occupation in the OES was. cliosen. For the machine loading

8 7 r

,

)
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Table 3-3
Displacenient Impact of Robots in the United States

by Application, Cumulative 1980 to 1990

CO

rC

AppliOtion

AutoS All other manufacturing ' Total

P.
tri

1980

employmint
leve)

Displacement
range .

(percent)

,1980
employment

level

Displacement
range

(percent)

1980
employment

level

Displacempnt
range

(percent)

Weldine 41,159 15 - 20 359,470 3 6 400,629 4 - 7

sseinbly 175,922 5 - 10 1,485,228 1 - 2- 1,661,150

.106,178

1 3 PCI0
c3-

, Painung t3,556. 27 - 37 92,622 7 7 12 9 15 52.
CA

Machini: loading/
unloading 80,725 12 - 20 .* ,98ti,815 - 7 1,069,540 4 - 8

All operatives
and iaborers 467,846 6 - II 9,934,048 1 - 2 10,421,89( r - 2

All empl6yrnen_ 773,797 4 - 6 19,587,7714 ; 0 - 1 . 20,361,568 0 - 1

SOL RC ke.Ernloymenr data based Upon unpublisled OLS dataprosided by Office of Econtimie Growth and Emplôyment Projections, Bureau

oi abor Statistics, U S Department of Labor, Washington. DC

0
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and unloading p,plications, the semi-skilled,metalworking
opffatiNe group (with the exclusion of welders and flamecut-
ters) %k as selected. This include's drill.press operative% grind-
ing and abrading machine opera ves, lathe and milling
machine operatik es, punch an tamping press operatives,

. and other precision machine _operatives.

Clearly, the choice of the specific occupational content
against which to apPl; the robot displaCem5nt figureS is
spmewhati arbitrary. For :instance-, we those to apply the '-
paieting rOliots agaipst employment in the production ....

painter.occupational &ategory. But it is quite likely that.soln9,4
of the jobs actually displaced will° come from other occupa-
tions, sa,, materials handlers or general laborers. This is par-
ticularl, likely if a robot system is installed rather than just a
stand-alone retrofit robog, Again, the conelusion ig that
these .numbers .should be Taken as indicative of the general.,
range-of impact on occupational employment. -..,_ .

', Table 3-3 _indicates that the robot population forecasts

4
i, resented in sipa'pter 2 will have widely varying impacts on

if ferent occupations. The most dramatic displkement rate
for production painters in the auto industry. Our results

. show thai .from 27 to 37 percent of these jobs 'Inay be
eliminated by 090. In addition, table 3-3 shoNis that 7 to d.
percent of production painter jobs in other manufacturing .
industries may be displaced. 0erall, 9 to 15 percent of these
jobs...are threatened bY robots in this decade. These restilts
'shotild not besurprising. painting is a prime robth applica-
tion, in tharit-is based on ekisting techi4gy, and,painting

4
itself is a particularly dirty,and potentially hazardous job:.. .

Significot job displacement is also anticipated for
kk eldin& occupations, another prime robot applica;tion. Table
3-3 indicates that 15 to 20 percent of welder jobs in the auto
industry %k i l l be displaced by welding robots. A lesser impact
on other manufacturing welding jobs is also shown, with to
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6 percent displacement forecast4For'all manufacturing, 4 to
7 percent of 'welder jobs are expected to be eliminated by
1990.

Very similar results apply to the machine loading and
unloading robot application area. Overall, 4 to 8 percent of
this large employment group can expect to be digplaced by
1990, with autos showing three tp four times the impact of
other manufacturing. 'Since this job .content is already
automated to soine degree, robot application here calls for
integrating the robots into the existing production facilities.
This is notoriously difficult to accomplish smoothly.

This is syen more true for the assembly robots, the task
which shows the least impact in table 3-3. While 5 to 10 per-
cent of auto astembly jobs are expected to be robotized, only
1 to 2 percent of such jobs in other manufacturing are ai
risk. The aggregate manufacturing displacement rate, for
assembly will only be 1 to 3 percent. AS mentioned earlier,
this impact depends on continued refinements in robot
capability, adaptability, and reliability. The projections here
are clearly more speculative than those for welding orepaint-
ing.

Some may question why s011ie of the s'pecific Occupational
aisplacement rates are not higher, particularly in the autoin-

J 'dustry. For example, in chapter 2 k was pointed out that the
installatipn or welding fobots in the auto industry will slow

Alt:Mt-after -1988. Presumably that represents -maximum ap-
plicatiofi of robotics technology to welding functions. Wh.y,
then, isn't the displacement of welders approaching 100 er-
cent?

.

There are a number of reasonsfor thikapparett disc epan-
cy. first, it is'clear that. the OES occupation of welders and
flamecuttersin the auto industry includes people doing work
other than weldifig auto bodies together on the assembly
line, the primary .robot appliCation. Second, the auto in-

..
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dustry as defined in the OES data base includes many small
firms producing auro parts and. accessories.' As discussed
earlier, we do not expect small 'firms to adopt 'robotics
technology in substanpal nurhbers before 1990. So there is a
considerable population of,w, elders in smaller firms who may
not even tee a welding tobbt by 1990.

Thir,d,-eN en though we have tried to be as careful as we can
in formulating our estimates and .applying thern to the
aNailable occuPational data ,base, there are bound to be
many inaccuracies asSociatraVith such a procedure. For in-
stance, actual job classification schemes utilized Liao, most
large firms tend to be much more detailed,than the odcupa-
tional data avaitable in tile OES daOt base. Thus when we

ink of occupational displacement, we may'be utilizing a
broader definition of an occupation than some other
obsrvers. .

In general, without etailed case study at the plant level
,input ve ior's before and after a specific

technological change, it 'is difficult to say how much our
simplifying assumptiOns may have influenced particular oc-
tiup&tionat displacement rates. This is yet another reason.to
regard ou r. relative displacement rates as,estitnates bf the
general order of magnitude df job elimination rather than,
prec,ise ,pb\ipt estimates. It is also one of.the reasons that we
N% ill ne:a iagsess the impacts of robots against rnorl general
measares of oploymerit, where occupational classificator4
is 'not a factor.

The twO 15oftom rows of table 3-3.,express the relative -

displacement:impact in this Tnore aggregated manner. ,The
job diTlacquent expected is calclilated as a proportion of,all
employment and of all operatives and laborers, in other
,wprcE, the semi-skilled ahd unskilled manufacturing labor
force. As show n in the table, aggregate job isplacement of 4
to 6 percent in the auto industry is anticip ted. However;this

gio
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represents 6 to 11 percent of operatives!.and laborerS, the
"blue collar"workforce. Thus, dbring the decade of the '80s
production worker employment in the auto industry is pro-
jected to be up to 11 percent lower than it otherwise would be .

due to the introduction 6f robots.

Table 3-3 also reveals that anticipated impacts are much
'lower in other manufacturing industries. From 1 percent to 2
percent of all semi-skilled jobs will be eliminated by 1990 in
these areas., Of cdurse, individual iddustry impacts would .0.0
tend to be higher than the average in those industries wheq.'
robots are well.suited to production techniques. On the other
hand, we are not aware of any other industry that will show a
gross impact, equal to the auto industry. Thus it .is not
unreasonable to suppose that our displacement figures for
the auto industry represent an upper bound for other
manufacturing industries during the forecast period.

In summary, table 3-3 indicates that robots will not have a
signgicant direct impact on overall employment levels in the
U.S. between now and 1990. Robots in total.will eliminate
less than 1 percent of all jobs in this period. In the auto in-
dustry, however, overall displacement impact does appear
significant. Id particular applications like welding and paint-
ing, the job displacement impact is quite dramatic. The im-
pOrtance of these job displacement results is that they in- _

dicate a wide range in the impact of robotics. While there is
no cause fm 'concern in an aggregate sense, there will be
pockets of significant job displacement. Later in the chapter
we will, attempt to describe the possible unemployment im-
pact of this job displacement.

Before going on to discuss the potential displacement in-
duced by r?bots in Michigan,,it may le useful to comp- are

_

our U.S. "results with others, especially the Carnegie-Mellon
study and the UM/SMt Delphi forecast. Table 3-4 presents
these comparative results organized according to the applica-..



Table 3-4
Comparison of Displacement Rates, Various Studies

W. E.-Upjohn Institute Carpegie UM/SME
estimates Mellon survey Delphi Forecastb

Occupation Auto Total (Level Ha Potential Actual

Welding 5 - 20 4 - 7 27.' 20 . 10

Assembly' '5 - 10 1 - 3 10 10 5

Painting 27 - 37 9 - 15- 44 20 15

Machine loading/unloading 12 - 20 4 - .8 20 10 6 0
g'x
.oa., The displacement rates shown are those from the weighted average response for Level 1 robots. See Robert Ayres and Steven Miller, The Im- Is.

pacts t!fRohotics on the Workforce and It orkplaii>, Carnegie-Mellon University, Department of Engineering andPublic Policy, June 1981, pp. 2r5
97..99

b .1 rom Donakl N Smith and Richard C Wilson, Industrial Robots A Delphi Forecast of Markets and Technology, Society of.Manufacturing ,..
Ungineers, Dearborn, Michigan, 1982, P. 70,
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84 Displacement Effects of Robots

tion areas used for this study. Maximum comparability was
sought here, but comparisons across studies must always be
interpreted cautiously because of differing scope, puposes,
methods, definitions, time periods, etc. Even the occupa-
tions themselves are no,t identical across the studies,
although they are similar. In general, our estimates of
displacement are the lowest ones shown. This is especially
marked w hen comparing our' total displacement rates with
those from the Carnegie-Mellon study. But the results from
the/UM,'SME Delphi forecast may help make it clear why
this is so.

1 k

Recall from chapter 1 that the Carnegie-Mellon study ask-
ed w hat proportion of the work done by given occupations
could be performed by Level 1 or Level 2 robots. Thus the
questiOn corresponds most closely with the potential
displacement figure from the UM/SME Delphi survey. In
fact, the Carnegie-Mellon displacement rates are even
higher, though the.rates shown are the average response for
Level 1 robots only. It is also interesting to note that the
Carnegie-Mellon displacement rates are rather close to the
top end of our range for the automobile industry.

This result may be due in part to the Carnegie-Mellon
eighting procedure which gives greater,importance to large

employers. The laerge firm§ in their survey are more likely to
be auto or auto related firms, since there is a dispropor-
tionate concentralion of both robot users and large
establishments wiihin the auto industry. (Ayres and Miller,
1981a, p. 100) This raises the possibility that4the Carnegie;
Mellon displacement estimates could be more descriptive of
the auto industry than an ,all-industry average, at least
through 1990. Our total manufacturing gross displacement
rates agree more closely with the UM/SME Delphi survey ac-
tual expected displacement rates than with the UM/SME
Delphi potential rates. This is to be expected since our pro-
jections are also targeted on the actual rather than
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theoretical or potential impacts. In fact, our estimates tend
to be.slightly lower than the UM/SME Delphi estimates of
actual expected displacement.

In summary, the Carnegie-Mellon displacement results are
quite similar to our projections for the auto industry. Given
that the auto industry is the leader in the application of
robots, this may, corroborate their theoretically possible
leA, els of displacement for Level 1 robots. We do not feel,
howeNer, that their displacement results can be generalized
across all manufacturing industries. Our gross displacement
rate estimates coincide mUch more closely with the results of
the UM/SME Delphi forecast. We are not dismayed by the
fact that our estimates tend to be somewhat more conser-
vatke than even the UM/SME Delphi actual projections.
We Iliscussed the reasons for our reservations extensivel)', in
chapter 2. We repeat our belief that most of the observers of
robotics are erring on the side of technical progress without
full consideration of, the human, organizational, and finan-,
cial limits tO changes in process technology.

Michigan Joh Displacement

For the State of Michigan, OES surveys of manufacturiyg
employers wervonducted in 1977 and 1980. However, the
19$0 survey data are not )./et dvailable for public release, so
the J977 survey is actually the only such detailed data base
currently available for the State of Michigan. (Michigan.
Employent Security 'Commission,198.1a) Actually, we will
be using a BLS standardized 1978 update of these raw 1977
Michigan numbers to maximize consistency of the informa-
tion. These unpublished data were provided by the MESC at
the three-digit SIC level, in contrast to the published 1977
data.which are at two-digit industry level only.

Table 3-5 shows the estimates of job displacement
resulting from the application of robots in the State of

-
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.. . Table 3-5
coa,

Estimate of Job Displacement in Michigan ,
by Application, 1990 0

Pa
.1

P.,

rj,1
...1
CD
(-),-.

o,
7:)
ocr
g.

Application

Autos --i-' All other manufaCturing Total

R'ange of estimate Range o estimate Range of estimate_i_
' ' --low High Low High Low 'Highfr

Welding

Assembly

Painting

Machine loading/unloading

Other

2,272

2,984

.1,278

3,552

568

2,912

6,250

1,776

5,682

1,138

450

410

262

1,434

312

820

1,228

450

2,786

860

.
2,722

3,394

:1,540

4,986

880

3,7 2

7,478
.

2,226
.

8,468

1,998

Total 10,654 47,758 2,868 6,144 13,522 ' 23,902

.. .
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Michigan. It is based on the Michigan robot forecast
presented ih. chapter 2 and the 'assumption of two jobs
displaced per robot appliql. Overall, we project that between
13,522 and-23,902 jobs will be displaced ip Michigan by
1990. Because of the structure of employment by industry in
the State of Michigara, the impact of robots in the auto in-
dustry loorns much larger than for the' U.S. as a whole.

Table 3-5 showsthat 75 percent of the j9b loss in Michigan
is expected to be in the auto industry .(SIC 371) with gross
displacement or 10,654 to 17,758 auto jobs. NearlST ,2,000
painting jobs, 3,000 welding jobs, 6,000 machine tending
jobs, and oveC6,000 assembly jobs in theauto industry could
be lost to robotization by the end of the decade in Michigan.
The results in the tabTe also show that gross job displacement
in Michigan will be very minor outside the auto iftdustry.

'Table 3-6 presents these same job displacement results ex-
pressed in relative terms. Each gross job displacemerit
figure in table 3-5 is dNided by the corresponding occupa-
tional employment from the OES for Michigan in 1978'.
Thus the displacement rates presented in table 3-6 represent
the cumulative total gross displacement proportion for that
occupational group over the period from 1978 to 1990.

,
In addition to these specific Occupational rates, the bot-

tom lines of the ,table show the overall displacement rates
calculatedfagainscall employment and against employment
in the operalke and laborer sectors, generally encompassing
the,semi-skilled and unskilled workers. From the table it is

/ apparent that the projected Michigan robot population in
1990 will displace somewhere between .1 and 2.wpercent of all
1978 manufacturing jobs in the state. When assessed against
only the semi,skilled and unskilled employment base, the
proportion of job displacement exactly doubles to between 2
and 4 percent. In both instances, the Michigan displacement
impact is roughly twice that of the U.S.

9
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Table 3-6 oeoe

Displacement Impact of Robots in. Michigan
by Application, Cumulative 1978 to 1990 c

r;

tli -

, Autos All other manufacturing A Total 0
g

1978 Displicement 1978 Displacement 1978 Displacement (D

employment range employment range 'employment range ,..

Application level .' ''. (percent) level . (percent) level (percent) ,
-

Welding 14,910 15' - 20 22,694 2 - 4

,

37,604 7 - 10
c0,-

. 2,
Assembly 65,764 5 - lb 50;678 1 - 2 116,442.

3 - 6 71
o

Painting

Machine loading/
unloading

- 4,378,

42, f49

29

8

- 40

.,
- 14

4,387

86,906

6.- 10

2 - 3

8,765

129,055

17

4

25 ..

- 7

g
a.
u,

All operatives
and laborers 206,927 5 9 ' 397,598 1 - 2 604,525 2 - 4

All employment 409,506 3 4 769,841 0 - 1 . 1,179,347 ? 1 - 2

SOU Itt. L .Employment data based upon unpublished OES data provided by Offite of EtonornicGrowth and Em6loyment Projections, Bureau

of Labor Statistics. U.S Departmeteof Labor, Washington, DC.

0
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Outs'ide _the auto industry, robot jol; displacement in
Michigan during the decade of the '80s will be minimal, with
ode exception. It appears likely that production painters in
all miler manufacturing will experience significant displace-
ment. Table 3-6 indicates.that the application of painting
robots can be expected to eliminate 6 to 10 percent of these
production painter jobs,by,1990.

The significant job diSplacement in Michigan will be con-
Centrated in the auto industry..This results from Michigan's
dependence on the auto inClustry and the circumstance that
the auto industry will continue to lead other industries in
ro,bottization. According,to table 3-6, Vorn Tto 4 percent of
Michigan 1978 auto industry employinent can be expected td
be eliminated by industrial robots by 1990. When the
displacement is expressed as a percentage, of only the semi-
skilled and unskilled labor component, the rate rises io 5 to 9
percen t.

When attention is. confined tO the prime robot applica-
tions, once again it is seen that, 15 to 20 percent of th
NN elding jobs in the Michigan auto industry are expected to
disappear by 1990. For prodtrction painters the proportion is
een higher, from 29 to 40 percent eliminated. These must be
deemed significantdjob displacement rates by anyone's stan-,
dards. They will in all,probability create some labor market
dislocation in Michigan in the absence of some Intervention,
either private or public. Furthermore, these,impacts can be
predicted with lower ranges.' of uncertainty be.cause the
technology is already known. -In these applications it is

primarily a question of the rate of diffusion of currently ex-
isting techniques.

In summory, the Michigan displacement estimates are
similar to those of ihe U.S. Robots will not have an enor-,
mous impact on Overall employment levels in, the Stale of
Michigan between now and 1990. .Robots are, projected to

9 9-
I.
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have no significant negative impact in nonauto manufactur-
ing with the possible exception of production painters. In the
auto industry, however, overall displacement does appears
significant; it is quite dramatic in particular applications like
welding and painting.

Before moving on to the question of possible labor market ,

implications, there are two other isfues which must be dealt
with. The first is' the question of the effect of the 1978
employment' base on the displacement figures reported in.
table 3-6. Outside the auto industry, there appears to be no
problem because of the relative stability' of manufacturing
employment. But, as mentioned earlier, 1978 represented a
cyclical peak for the a'ylto industry. Indeed, if one comp res
table 3-3, the U.S. estilnates of displacement, with table -6,
the' Michigan estimates of displacement, these points re il-
lustrated quite well. The displacement rates are g erally
similar for all .oblier mandacturing in bOth ,casiks. The ag-
gregated disPlacement rate in the auto indust y for all
operatiVes and laborers, however, is'20 to 25 pe cent less in
Michigan than the) U.S.; reflecting the effec of the 1978-
cyclical employment peak. The all employ nt figures for
the auto industry cannot be compared beca e of the relative
concentration of automotive adminstrativ eadquarters and
research facilities in Michigan. Likewise the total estimates
cannot 'be compared because of the r ther significant dif-
ference in industrial structure betwee Michigan and the na-
tion asi whole. In short, at the aggr; ate level the utilization
of the 197Vemployment base for t e Michigan anteindustfy
estimates appearS to confirm ou expectations of the effect
er using-a different employme base.

However, it is puzzling
displacement rates in the a
generally lower than the c
puzzle rii'ay be explaine
derive the Michigan r
employment in the a

at the specific occupational
o industry in Michigan are not

rresponding U.S. estimates. This
by recalling the method used ,to

ot population. Production worker
o industry in Michigan relative to the-

1.00
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nation as° a whole was assumed to adequately reflect
robotization potential. Thus, a gross production employ-
ment figure was used to assign robots to the State of
Michigan. Presumably the unique structure of auto employ-
ment in Michigan Was not captured hy this procedure.

, For these reasons we think the 1980 estimated displace-
ment rates for the U.S. auto industry may be more,mean-
ingful een for Michigan, although it bears`repeating that the
aggregate employment levels in the auto industry in 1.980 ap-
pear overly pessimistic. Thus the U.S. job displacemeni
results may prOvide an upper bound for our estimates.

The other.major question is the location of the jobs dis-
placed within the State of Michigan. While there are no data
mailable that would make is Eossible to accurately repre*nt
the occupational profile of sub-state regions, it is reasonable
to assume that the job 'displacement will occur throughout
the industry. The best assumption, ahsent a major effort to
delineape exaCtly what, job content is present in each auto-
related establishment in Michigan, is simply to assume that
the job dIsplacement will occur where the current production
worker jobs are located.

Table 3-7 is adapted from MESC data collected foi- a study
of Michigan's auto dependency. It shows that, in arch of
1979, 60 percent of the "motor-vehicle-related" emMoyment
in the state was located in the' Detroit SMSA. An additional
17.6 percent was located in the outlying Flint and Ann
Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSAs. If the 9.4 percent accounted for by
Saginaw and LaMing-East Lansing is added to these
numbers; -87.0 'Percent of the auto employment is in the
southeast Michigan quadrant. Accordingly, we would
assume that 87 percent of the job displacement resultitig
from the application Of robots will occur in Southeast
Michigan a? well.'

. ,

This situation has not Lhanged sime 1979 In 1981, 88.1 perLent of employment in SIC
code 17, transportation equipment, N as in Southeast Michigan

1 Of
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Table 3-7 t,

Motin-Vehicle-Related Employment
in Michigan SMSAs, Marph 1979 .

SMSAs

Motor-vehicl -related employment

. Number Percent

Detroit SMSA 393,100 60.0

Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti SMSA 36,300 5.5

Flint SfISA 79,100 12.1

Lansing-East Lansing SMSA 32,300 4.9

Saginaw SMSA 29,200 4.5

All other areas 85,200 13.0

Michigan total 655,200 100.0

SOURCE Adapted from Motor lehicle and Related Inchistries in Michigan, MILlugan
Ernplo,ment Se Lunt) Commmton, Bureau of Researa and Statistio, Summer 1981,4
Table VL p 14

AnticiPtited linliact of Job Displacement

Having completed the discussion of which jobs are likely
to be displaced by robots bl9390, it is time to turn to the
more critical issue of the pos le unemploYment impact of
the elimination Of up to 200,000 U.S. jobs in this decade.
That is, how much labor market distress is likely to result
from the job elimination which has been described hm?

The first point that should be made is that we do, not
believe that the impact of robotics can truly be separated
from other forces influencing employment levels between the
present and 1990. Howev,er, for the purpose of assessing the
possible unemployment impacts of robotics, we will examine
this one deyelopment in isolation, as ff it were the only
change. Once again our purpose is to affix the order of
magnitude of job elimination due to robotic elative to

1/ 114 ) -I;c
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other (mbre ordinary) labor market developments, not to
reach ecise estimates of the impact of robotics on the

ifunempldyment rate.'

While.the gross,displacement results presented thu's far ap-
pear to-give relatively little cause for concern except in the
auto industry, a fuller appreciation of the level 'of projected
job displacement can be obtained from table 3-8. This table
compares the simple average annual job displacement rate
over the 1980 to 1990 period from our projections with
average,annual replacement needs and total openings as
estima'ted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of
Ecoomic Growth and Employmenyrojections.

The BLS projects employment le<s and demand for
labor as a part of their labor market information system to
assist program planners and individual decisionmakers in
career choices. As reported in ,table 3-8, they also derive
estimates of average annual replacement needs and total
a erage annual openings. Average annual replacement needs
are those 'job openings due to deaths, disabilities, and
retirements only, while total average arrnual openings also
include the BLS projectoid change in demand for that oc-
cupation. Neither data series, however, includes.>occupa-
tional transfers, i.e., the extent to which people voluntarily
change occupations; so the relative rates in the table
understate true annual labor market needs or vacancies.

The,last column in table 3-8 shows that for welders, ,the
BLS projects that job openings,will average 5.1 percent an-
nually over the period 1978 to 1990. Further; replacement
needs alone, without any expansion in welding employment,
would require filling 2.3 percent of all welder jobs every
year. As the first three columns show, this is far above the

2 J or an interesting assouni ot a mush more elaborate input-output version ol this type ot
evasive in assessing the impast ol teshnologisal shange on thi? Austrian esonomy , see the
artiele by 1 eontiet listed in the bibliography

103



Table 3-84
Displacement Impacts of Robots

Comparecl\k5 BLS Estimates of Job Openings

Simple avege annual
displacement impidt of robots

1980 - 1990

BLS average annual
replacement needs

1978 - 1990
41k

Ap-plication Autos
All other

, manufacturing Total All industries
tc.

Welding 2.0 .6 .7 2.3

Assembly 1.0 .2 .3 3.0

Painting . 3.7 1.2 1:5 2.4

Maching loading/
unloading ' 2.0 - .7 105

BLS total average
'annual openings

978 - 1990

All hylustries

1.0

All 'operatives
id laborers ,1.1 .2 '.2 2.9 4.0

All employment .7 .1 .1 3.8 5.5

so

0

71

cr

SON.. L RpI.iuiiuu need, and total average annual openings from The isiationa11ndusoy-OLeupanan Eniplopnent Matra, 1970-1978, and
Projec led 1990, U S Department of Labor, Bureau of tabor Statistics. Bulletin 2086, Vol. 2. Apill 1981, pp. 495-502.

Assuming masimum growth in robot population.

1.
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annual displacement rate for all manufacturing 'industries
estimated earlier, It is even slightly above the annual, job
displacem*nt rate projected in this study for welders in the
auto Industry.

These BLS projectiOns were made prior to any significant
sales of robots, so it is unlikely that the BLS 'made any
specific allowance for robots in their occupati. al forecasts.
It is also important to note that the actual jo content of
each occiwational category in table 3-8 is-rho identical to
those used in this study. The BLS 1978-1990 forecast used
the 1970 Census of Population as a base; hence it employed
the Census Bureau occupational classification structure.
This sblerne is considerably less detailed than the OES base
underlying our displacement projectiotnsi But with the
caveat that it is the \most comparable data we can gO,
analysis'of job openings and job displacement can be very il- I

laminating. Any distortions should benrall in most cases
because we are looking at relative rates rather than absolute. / ..
levels. A

,

In no case do our job displacement rates exceeá the InS
a,Nerage annual openings figure. In fact, our manufacturing
displacement numbers do not even come close to the replace-
ment needs for all industries except in the case of painters.
Whereas the BLS forecasts total job openings of 3.9 percent
per year and replacement needs of 2.4 percent per year, our
displacement rate ranges as high as 1.5 percent annually for
painters in all manufacturing. If both forecasts were ac-
curate, the introduction of industrial robots could be ex-
pected tb eliminate roughly 62 percent of the painter jobs
that would be opened through death, disability, or retire-
ment. The point is, there still would be lob openings for'
painters available each year, as well as additional vacancies
due to- occupationaI transfers.

ii
I f or a k..ompartson ot the ts%o oupation211k.lass'ift.t.ation sk..hemes, see U.S. Department

ot I abor, 1981 h . "\................74
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. Using the\ same r'easoning, Our estimated robot job
displacement itreracts will elintinate about one-third of'the
welding and maOine lodAing and unloading job openings
due to replacement needs. Only about one-tenth of replace-
ment assembly jobs would beeliminated. Even less than one
in ten replacement positions for all operatives and laborers
w ill be affected. Thus, if our most optilmistic robot forecast
proVes accurate; the net result is that about 5 percent of pro-
jected annual job openfngs for operatives and laborers

.`thrbugh 1990 will not materialize. About 7 percent of labor
rePlacenient needs for this group will be nullified. This is ndt
a trivial res it is also not the end of the world for the
blue collar w ork

There is another way to use the BLS occupational
forecasts.to illuminate the magnitude of job displacement by
robots. One can compiare the BLOprojected employment
grckwth by occupation to 1990 wifFthe 'gross displacement
prolections by occupation repbrtect earlier in this chapter. In
this case the occupational classificalions are identical since

\c the BLS-results are also buift Upon the OES data base. This
. approach has the further significant advantage of

eliminating the Ainrealistic assumption of constant output
which was implicit in'our displacement rates calculated' on
today's kriown employment,base.

In accord with the economic assumptions behind the low-
growth and high-growth varia ts of the BLS occupational
employment projections, we 1ve deducted our gross job
displacement figures from the c'brresponding employment
projection.. Thus we subtracted our low robot growth
displacement figures from BLS low employment growth' pro-
jections and similarly our high-growth forecast displacenient
from their high-growth projections. This approach is

4 I or more int ormation about the BLS 1990 projectionA, the interested r'eader \hould con
suit yonthlf LaboAtqww, October 1981 (U S Department ot Labor, Bureau of tabor'
')tatutio,)

.
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Table 3-9

Projected U.S. Enikoyment Changes 1980-1990 Utilizing Bureau of Labor Statistics
Estimates Adjusted for Displacement Caused by Robots

Autos

Percent

All other manufacturing Total

Perceni Percent
change change change

1980 1980-1990-\ 1980 1980-1990 1980 1980-1990
employment Low High employment. Low High employment Low High

Application letel "----Ngrowth growth \ keI growth" growth letel growth growth

Welding 41,159 1 15 \ 359,470 17 29 400,629 15 28
Assembly 175,922 14 25 . \l 85,228 18 28 1,661,150 18 28
Painting 13,556 -8 -2 . 2,622 15 22 106,178 12 19

Ntaehme
loading

"0

Unloading 80,725 6 15 At 988,81 14 25 1,069,540 14 24

All operatives i
and laborers - 40,846 12 24 9,954,048 I I 19 '10,421,894 11 20 rri

773,797 15 29 19,587771 14 23 20.361,568
..

14 23All employment
CD

'soy Rt_ I I niplos mem data based Oil unpublished OLS inloimation provided by
Bureau ot I abor Statistics, U S Department of 1. a hor, Walungton, DC

I th,e of Lt..onumit.. Crow th and Lompluyment Proyet..tions,
0
.*)

0
cr
0
'VT

1/40
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reasonable because the economic assumptions of the BLS
correspond closely with oue economic assumptions-stated in
chapter 2. Table 3*-9 reports the result,

In each case, the 1980 employment in the occupational
group is reported, together with the net employment change
from 1980 to 1990 under both .the low-growth and high-
erowth variants. Last, the percentage change in employment
from 1980 to 1990 is reported. Frankly, this procedure at-
tributes too much accuracy to both forecasts, but it is an in-
teresting exercise that helps to put the job, displacement ef-
fects of robors in perspective.

What table 3-9 tells us is that our job displacement totals
are not sufficient to offset BLS predicted qxpansion of
employment forany impacted occupation, except in thesase
of production painters in the auto industry. Thk is the only
declining employment cell in the table. Even welders in the
aufo industry are forecast to expand in numbers during the
1980 to 1990 decade. In fairnelt to ,the BLS, it shduld be
made clear that these forecasts were completed befo\re the
depth, and breadth of the current auto slump were appaent.
We would not regard the results of this exercise as seri us
forecasts of 1980 to 1990 employment chang in light
more recent deveropMents. But table 3-9 does ut the jo
loss projecled to result from the application of industrial
robots in perspective. It will have little influence oncemploy-
me t trends to 1990 except in highly specialized situations.

Another analysis of the labor redundancy issue has been
done in an unpublished General Motors Institute thesis by
Jeffrey Krause. Using theannounced General MI:tors target
of 14,000 robots installed by 1990 and a displacementof two
jobs per robot, Krause finds 28,000 GM wOrkers potentially
displaced by 1990. On the other hand, he cites a ,projected
natural attrition rate for GM hourly employees through 1990
of 4.1 percent annually. (Krause, p. 104) Applying the stated
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attrition rare' to the 1981 hourly, labor fTh-ce,.Krause Jinds
....that a 'Predicted turnover of 97,000 GM employees by 1990 is

inyptied. His coricltAions were: g`First, by itself, robotics will
contribute a yelatively small amount to the overall reduttion
in the workforce; second, the rate 6f employee displacement
due, to new rolio.tic applications mill bg gra-dual, fella.tive to
the 'rate of natureattrition." (Krausb, p. 104)

4

;m.
Krause goes on to discuss other prosible influences on the

employment leVels at General Motors, concludinewith the
following statement: "The dipJacement of,28,000 workers
in General Motors should be compared to ihe approxim'ately
140,000 workers *presently laid off, duCto lagging sales, poor
econotity, and intense toreign competition." (Krause, p.
105)

N "*K,
I I. would seem that eVen for the auto inchistry,.the overall

displacement induced by robot -applications by 1990 IN,j11 not
be a majorproblem. Only for' specific occupations within the
auto industry, those .particularly arne;nable to tobotization
with =current techndlogy, will job diwlacement be likely to
cause significant labor market dislocations.

This result is also reflected in the UM/SME Delphi survey.
When the Delphi survey sample was asked _about the ex-.
pected disposition of the workers displaced by robots during
the 1980s, they Kesponded with the following.results. (Smith
and Wilson, p. 75) TKenty-five percent of the workers were
exPected to be'transferred to other jobs withouadditional
training. Fifty percent were eXpected to be retrained for new
positions in the same plant. Thirteen percent Were euected
to be retrained for new positions at another plant of dr same
employer. A tOlal of &percent of displaced morkers were ex-,
pected to be terminated. An additional 6 percent were ex-
ected to be retired early. Thus, a maximum of 12 percent of
all displaced workers were expected to be separated frtorn-
their current employers.

11 09
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the corfiparisons so far presented have been made on the
basks of simple annual averages and' decade lohg impadts:
One might pransibly argue that this apprOach overstates the
displacentent impact of robots early in the decade but
understates it later in the decade when. sales of robots
become mUchimore significant. That is true in the aggregate,
but not riecessarily for individual occupations. The reason is
that some,robot applications, such as welding and painting,
are expected to be much more important early in the deca .

Others, such ds assembly, are expected to rise in Import nce
later in the decatle. Furthermore ,. the timing of fobot pur-
cha'ses on an annual basis by, application area is even more
uncertain than the total cumulative plans 'themselves, and
there is no such Clata-base available in any event. For these
reasónwe conclude that the simple annual averages 11.) oc-
cupatioi such as those in table 3-8 are the most meaningful
available.

However, we can determine the aggregate displacement
. impact of robots in 1990 alone. Ne estimated maximum

sales of robots 9f 28,350 units in tliat year. The aggregate
displacement effev pl this maxinium level of sales in 1990 is
.3 percent of all,1980 manufacturing employment or .5 per-
cent4of ail 1980 operatives and laborers. These single-year
gross displacement impacts are also much less than replace-

, ment needs. If the BLS replacement ,numbers reported ih
table 3:8 are accurate, the 1990 single-year job displacement
effect, would e1im4iaie roughly one blue collar job opening
out of eight; one out of six _for replacement openings. While
this singlezyear impact appears more significant, it is still not
Cataclysmic by any means'.

,

From at least four different perspectives then, the
, magnitude of worker displacement appears even fess signifi-

cant pan the magnitude pf job displacement presented
earlia in the chapter. Even in, the areas of most dramatic im-
pact, the best eviaence is that robots alone will not generally

u
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be enough to offset projected growth in employment. Job
displacement levels to,be produced 'by robots in this decade
are small even \N hen compared to replacement requirements
of the labor force. Thus, on the basis of the evidence
presented here, it appears that we will .continue to need
Welders, machine operators, and assembly workers for the
immediate future, even in the auto industry.

Fran the broad perspective, it is apparent that the rapid
spread of robotics technology through American industry,
Vki i 1 l not throw any significant number of American Workers
out of their jobs in This decade. It may still be true in 1990,,as
is claimed by industry sources today, .that "no worker in
American has losthis or her job because ora robot." The
conclusion of this examination of job displacement by
robots and the possible unemploSrment implications is that
robots Vki i ll have very little influence on aggregate levels of
emplo}ment and unemployment in the decade of the 1980s. ,

However, this conclusion must be tempered somewhat by a
number of observations.

,

r-
First, it is important to point out that robots could slill

add to the unemployment problem, even if no -one actually
loses their job due to a robot.. If jobs that would have been
created in the absence of robots are not created, there is a
loss. in the demand for labora loss in the total number of
jobs. In these circumstances, it seems likely that the burden
of unemployment generated by ,robots, if any, will fall on
labor market entrants. Those who have not secured an entry
to the factory before the' robots arrive may be excluded.
Thus robotics will play a fole in the continuing loss of job
opportunities for the relatively unskilled worker. This is part
of a process of substitution of machines for humans in pro-.
duction that began over 200 years ago. The application of
robots is yet another step in this evolutionary process.

It should also be noted 4that job elimination can have
positive implications too. Robotics technology is generally

,
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102 Displacement Effects of Robots

being applied first to dirty, dangerous wvk situafions. One
of the guidelines for robot installations is, "look for the con-
centration of workers' compensation claims arising' for
prime robot applications." SC there can be gains in, s ial
welfaie associated with replacing humans in hazardou oc-
cupations with machines. This may even be true of the ma-
jority of rotiot installations in the U.S. to date..However, as
robotics technology diffuses more widely, such as to
assembly applications, the elimination of dirty and
dangerous tasks will probably become a less important
criteria for specific applications.

Last, it is clear frorn the evidence Presented here that the
job elimination impacts of robots will not be evenly spread
occupationally, industrially, or geographically. We have
.shown that production painters will be niost heavily im-
pactedin the next few years. We liave demonstrated that the
auto industry NUL experience much more job elimination
than the average manufacturing industry. We have also ex-
ar6ined the potential impact on a,single state and found that

^the job displacement impact of rObotics will be concentrated
in the southeast quadrant of Michigan. There will be other
such pockets of localized impact where current employment
is concentrated in manufacturing areas particularly suscepti-
ble to robots technology. So even if the ovetall unemploy-
ment implications of rdbotics are negligible, there will still be
specific sites or specific occupations where the impact may
be significant in this decade. Thus, there could be a displaced
worker problem in such*areas even if there is no general
problem.

We wilrreturn to these displacement issues again in the
conclusions chapter when policy implications of the study
are discussed. Let us turn now to the other side of r9llotics
technology: the jobs that will be Created as robots spread
through American industry, and the requirements for
worker training or retraining that lhose jobs will impose.

1'1 2
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Only after this side of the picture is fully discussed will the
final conclusions about job displacement and potential
unemployment emerge.
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Job Creation

Introduction

Currently there are only scattered general statements
about the job creation potential of robotics. A study by the
Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. 'Congress concluded
that "even if the mast optimistic forecasts of sales growth
materialize, total employment in robotic manufacture would
not exceed 10,000 at any time in the next decade." (Vedder,
p. 24) The UM/SME Delphi forecast estiniated that 70,000
to 100,000 robotics-related jobs w_oult1 be created by 1990.
(Smith and Wilson, p. 67) The Carnegie-Mellon.study
dicated that_the job creation potential of robotics Was quite
small and concentrated on the displacement question entire-
ly. (Ayres and Millet 19814, pp. 134-135)

No primary data base exists from which fo estimate the
number of jobs tharwilPbe created by the robotics industry
in the U.S. Or Michigan-Wormal U.S. government statistical
sources are rio help whatsoever since robotics is not a
separately idrtified industry. According to the Michigan
Employment Security Commission (MESC), the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) instructions, are to place firms that
produce lifting and handling robot's- in SIC code 3537 (In-
dustrial Trucks and Tractors), and firms that produce all
other types of roboti in SIC code 3569 (General Industrial
Machinery, Not Elsewhere Classified). Given the small size
of robot manufacturing tqcjay such a classification scheme

105
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106 Job Creation

insures that no meaningful information about robot
manufacturing will be available from government sources
for some years.

Yet, there remains a significant need for such data, par-
ticularly occupational data. Interest in community college
curricula for robotics technicians appears high nationwide,
and formal course offerings are proliferating. True, there
may,be a shortage of trained technicians today (not to men-
tion engineers with robot applications experience); but
robotics is a "glamour" field, so there is also the possibility
of turning a shortage of technicians inka glut. in the near
future. In any case, meaningful projections of employment
by occupation in robotics are needed to guide potential new
entrat, to the labor force as well as those who may be seek-
ingi retraining.

Given the paucity of data, and other factors that will
become apparent shortly, this chapter is necessarily more
speculative than previous chapters. It is an initial effort to
estimate the potential for job creation due to robotics in the
U.S. and Michigan by industry and occupation. We will ex-
plain our forecast and assumptions sufficiently to enable (or
encourage) those who follow to improve on our efforts.

Our estimates vere developed from interviews, secondarY
sources, and where necessary, our own judgment. The data
for the robot manufacturing occupational profile were pro-
vided under conditions of strict anonymity and with the
understanding that only broad aggregates would/be publish-
ed. Although the occupational profile is only an informal
representation of the robotics industrY, it does represent the
bulk of the output of that industry. Complete data for the
occupational profile were obtained from firms representing
well over 50 percent 'of the output of the industry.

The chapter is organized as follows:A brief description of
the robot industry today is provided first. Then, the general

4
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methodolog), to estimate the employment impacts in 1990 is
presented, including the limitations of that methodology.
Third, the total 1990 employment impacts and the specific
occupational impacts are discussed, for the U.S. and then
for Michigan. The chapter concludes with an examination of
the training implications of robotics.

Robot Manufacturing Employment

The U.S. robot manufacturing industry today is still em-
bryonic, accounting, for approximately $150 million of sales
in 198)_tonigliaro's estimates of sales by firm.for 1981 are
provided in table 4-1. The firms with Michigan production
facilitiesPrab Robots, Inc., Copperweld. Roboticso and
DeVilbissaccounted for 19 percent of the estimated sales.'
Clearly, however, the industry is dominated currently by
Unimation in Danbury, Connecticut and Cincinnati
Milacron, whose headquarters and research facilities are
located in Ohio and whose production facilities are located
in South Carolina. Conigliaro says that roughly 20 percent
of U.S. production is exported (Conigliaro, June 19, 1981,
p. 2).while,the UM/SME Delphi forecast estimates that im-
ports today are 20 percent of sales'. Given the European and
Japanese expertise in robotics technology, it is somewhat
surprising that the UM/SME Delphi forecast expects the lat-
ter percentage to remain constant through 1990. (Smith and
Wilson, p. 45)

Our interviews revealed considerable disappointment in
1982 sales, but that must be weigted against the optimistic

t(perhaps overly optimistic) sales expectations that prevailed
earlier in the yeai, as discussed in chapter 2. Of course, there
also has been some entry of new firms, so 'smaller-than-
expected sales may in part reflect smaller market shares.
There are reports, however, that the new entrants are not do-
ing well in terms, of orders. ("A Robotics Mecca in
Michigan? Car Sales' Must Rebound First")
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Table 4-1
Estimated Sales, of U.S. Robot

Manufacturers, 1980-1981*

Robot manufacturers

Sales

1980 1981
(in millions)

Unimation $ 42 $ 55.
Cincinnati Milacron 30 40
Prab Robots, Inc. 6 10

ASSA 7.5 12

Copperweld Robotics 4.5 6

Advanced Robotics Corp. 5

Automatix . 0.4 3

Cybotech :. 3

Nordson Corp. 1 3

DeVi-lbiss 8 12

Mobot Corp. 0.7 1

U.S. Robot '-Other 1

0.8
2

Total $100** $150**

SOURCE Laura C onigharq. Robotics Newsletter, No. 3 (New York, NY. Prudential-
Bache Sehrities, Inc , March 25, 1981), p. 2.

Conigliaro actually pros ides a range for sales We show only the lower end estimates
because actual total 'sales in botil years were near the lower end of her range according to
most sources.

Tot:11 sale(' is itself an estimate, so the indisidual estimates of firm sales do not sum to the
total sales estimates.

0

As stated in chapter 2, we expect sales revenues were flat in
1982 or perhaps showed a small increase. In any event, sales
growth in 1982 was Mitch less than that required to support
some of the higher growth projections. Although prospects
for 1983 are difficult to assess at this time, there appears no
basis to expect near term improvement unless a vigorous
eccrTic recovery begins soon.
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The consensus of economic forecasters is that general
economic growth in 1983 will be moclescat best. The U.S.
acto companies, after experiencing the worst 'year since 1961
in 'the 1982 model year, remain cautious about production
plans for 1983 models even though there was some sales,im-
provement in late 1982. ("Motor Vehicles, Model Near
1982," p. 23) Economy-wide reports of 1983 capital spend-
ing plans, including machine tool orders, are especially slug-
gish. ("Business Outlays to Rise Modestly in '83 FirstHalf";
"Little Corporate Zest for Leading a Recovery," p. 14;
"Capital Spending's Sickening Fall," p. 36) In short, strong
recovery in robot sales, at least in the fifst half of 1983, ap-
pears unlikely.

We estimate employm nt in U.S. robot manufacturing
currently to be approxi ately 2,000 workers nationwide.
Consistent with normal LS practices, this estimate' includes
foreign firms with U.S. roduction facilities such as the
Swedish firm, ASEA, but it excludes the sales and service of-
fices of robot importers, even those with U.. affiliate's who
-serve as distributors. The BLS4. intent is simply to 'limit the
definition of a particular manufacturing industry to actual
doniestic producers without regard to ownership. Given the
rather rapid entry of new firms in this industry, our estimate
of 2,000 workers is only a rough approximation of 1982

\ employment levels.

Our estimate of the current occupational profile of U.S.
robot manufacturers is presented in table 4-2. Fdr corn-
partati-ve purposes, the occupational structur-e of the motor
vehicle and equipment industry, all manufacturing, and all
iridustries are also presented. The employment profiles have
been aggregated in the listed occupational groupings
primarily to facilitate. comparison and to highlight the
technical labor input component. Unquestionably, the most
surprising, finding is that slightly over two-thirds of the
workers in robot manufacturing are in the traditional white

1 .1 5



Table 4-2
Current U.S. Occupational Profiles:

Robot Manufacturing, Motor Vehicles and Equipment,
All Manufacturing, and All Industries

:.
., Employment distribution (perceni)

Robot Motor vehicles All All

Occupatitov-- manufacturing & equipment manufacturing industries

Engineers- 23.7

Engineering technicians . 15.7

All other professional and technical workers 4.2

Managers,,aficials, proprietors 6.8

Sales worker's . 3.4

Clerical workeri f 13.9

Skilled craft and related wbrkers 8.4

Semi-skilled metalworking operatives
A-ssemblers and all other operatives

Service Workers

Laborers
Farmers and farni workers

Total
Columns may not add to total due to rounding.

4.2
19:0

0.7

, 100:0

2.3 2.8 '1.2
1.2 2.2 / 1.4

2.4 4.0 13.5

-3.3' 5.9 8.1

0.5 . . 2.2 6.3

6.2 11.3 19.9

18,5, - 11.8.20.8
' 15.8 7.2 1.7,

8.6 36,2 13.1

.8 2.0 15..8

6.1 7.7 6.0
1.0

100.0 400.0 100.0
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collar areas of the professions, technicins; adtninistrators,
sales and clerical workers, while only .one-third are in the
traditional blue collar areas of the crafts, production
operatives, and laborers. To some extent that is simply a
reflection of a young, high technology industry with low
sales, where the firms teficl to be a,mblers withe little
fabrication of parts. However, it is also indicative of ayro-
duct that cannot be produced and sold like a loaf of bread;
there are significatt requirements fpr engineering design,
programming and installation for each specific application.

.Engineers.are the dominant occupation in robot n'tanu fae-
turing (and a large number of the managers, officials and
proprietors are trained engineers also). We estimate that 23.7
percent of the robot manufacturing employees currently are
engineers. The bulk of these jobs are held by mechanical and
electrical engineers, although there are a large number of
electronic/computer specialists as well. ,There are also "pro-
posal sales engineers" who prepare detailed plans and cos't
estimates based upori information from sales represen-
tatives. One manufacturer described "proposal sales
engineers" as the heart of the business and claimed that only,
the best engineers are assigned the task. We did not classify
these people as sales workers because it would not be in-
dicative of the training Fequired for theljob. We estimate that'
no more than one-fourth of the engineers are working in
research and development efforts at present.

The second most prevalent occupation, engineering
technicians, represents 15.7 percent of the workforce. The
bulk of ,these jobs could be called "robotics/ technicians,"
although there are also drafters, mechanical engineering
technicians, and electrical and electronic technicians. The
term robotics technician is more generic today than descrip-
tive of a specific occupatio'n with clearly defined.training re-
quirements. One manufacturer was not even aware of com-
munity college graduates in this field. It is likely that as two-

120
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year graduates become readily available, manufacturers will
mold the job to the tasks for which the technician is best
trained or for which an aptitude exists. Currently; the most
prevalent tasks for robotics technicians_in fobot manufactur-
ing are testing, programming, installing and
troubleshooting, both in the manufacturer's plant and on-
site with purchaser of the robot. Some robotics technicians
also function as trainers and manual writers. One m'anufac-
turer speculated that perhaps some might_ beCome sales
representatives. To some extent, robotics technicians are the
key to ameliorating any possible shortageof trained robotics
personnel in the short run. Robotics technicians, are alsO

,needed for maintenance tasks by corporate Users of robotS a
topic which is discussed later.

Together, engineers and technicians constitute nearly 40
percent of all employment in robot manufacturing. 'That
must be tempered with the knowledge that the industry is
very small absolutely, so 40 percent of robot industry
employment probably represents less than 1000 jobs nation-
wide. The future prospects for engineers and technicians in
robot manufacturing are discussed later.

The concentration in the technical areas is offset by a
relative lack of jobs in the production worker occupations
typical of more 'conventional manufacturing industries.
Table 4-2 shows a marked lack of craft workers, semi-skilled
metalworking operatives, assemblers, and laborers when
compared to other manufacturing. Clearly, this reflects the
low level of robot production, but it alsci reveals the high
technology component of robotics.

In general, robot manufacturing can be cofitrasted with
other mayacturing by the rather obvious "skill-twist" of
the occupations. Over two-thirds of the jobs are white collar
versus much less than one-third in all mantifacturing. Well
Miff; 50 percent of the jobs in robot manufacturing require
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two years or; more of college training versus less than 20 per-
cent in all manufacturing. Even assemblers in robot
manuf'acs.turing generally perfom higher-order asserntily
taskS ,than . most assemblers in other manufacturing in-
dustries, .'

Robot-Related Employment

Besides employment in robot manufacturing itself, there
:are also numeirs jobs created directly in othr industries as
a result of the spread of robotics technology. Robot-related
employment exists today in' firms that are direct suppliers to
robot maridacturers and in firms that use robots. Some
ernployment is also beginning to emerge in what we designate
as robot systems engineeringprimarily the installations or
applications engineering required for r,obot systems. This .
area may or may not actually develop into an identifiable
sector but it will likely create additional employment oppor-
tunities nonetheless.

Direct Suppliers to Maqufacturers

Robot manufacturing directly creates jobs in firms that
supply the parts and components (materiaHnputs) to

,
make a

robot. Table 4-3. details the major components of a com-
posite robot, the industrY of origin by SIC code (3-digit level
of aggregation), and the value of the material inputs supplied
by each industry as a percent of the total value of material in-
puts. The information in the table was provided by William
R. Tanner, a robotics expert and engineering consultant. The
toial-value of material inputs, makes no allowance for shop
labor to assemble a robot, applkations engineering, or any
overhead costs. Naturally, these parts.and components ac-
tua 1 y 1,ary somewhat depending on the in-house capabilities
of t, e robot manufacturer and the type of robot being pro-
duced. \c
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Table 4-3
Major Component Parts of R9bot by Industry of Origin

SIC
code

le

Indusiry

Percent of
- total va/ue of

Major parts of robot material inputsa.

304 Rubber and plastics hose an belting
306 Fabricated rubber products,. not

elsewhere classified
301* Miscellaneous Plastics products

329 Abrasive, asbestos.; and miscellaneous
nonmetallic mineral products

334 Blast furnaces, steel works, and
rolling and finishitig mills

332 Irtin and steel fouhdries
335 RoHing, drawing, anderuding

of nonferrous metals
336. Nonferrous foundries (castings)
339 Nliscellanevs primary metal preducts
343 Heating equipment, except,electric and

warm air,.and plutnbinglixtures
344 Fabricated structural metal products'-

Pneumatic hose, rubber belting, V-belts
Rubberized fabrics,,grommets, tubing

Vulcanized fiber, foams, molded plastic
parts, tustom compounds of resins
Gdskets, grease seals, oil seals

Steel pipes and tubes,

M3lleable iroti castings
Copper wiring and tubing

Aluminum castings
fleat treated metal parts ..

',Heat exchangers, radiators
A-4

Manufactured sheet meol forms
and machine guards

. 7

4

1

2
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345

346

349

356

.

Screw machine probucts, and bolts,
nuts:screw's, rivets, and waThers

Steel forgings and stampings

Miscellaneous fabricated metal
products,

General industrial machinery and
equipment

357 Officer computing, and accounting
machines

359 .Miscellaneous-machinery; except
electrical

362 Electrical industrial apparatus

364 Electric lighting and wiring equipment

Bolts, nuts, screws, rivets, washers <1

Electronic enclosures, perforated
stamped metal

Valves and pipe fittings, wire springs,
fabricated pipe and pipe fittings
pumps, hall and roller bearings,
blowers for exhaust fans, air filters,

speed chanvrs, gears, ball joints,
clutches, eouplingscdrive chains,
sprockets, pulleys, fritid.pciwer
motors, fluid filter element.,

electronic computing equipment

Cylinders, machined parts on job basis

Electric motors, synchros, electro:
.magnetic brakes_and clutches,
electric motor controls and stasters,
positioning Controls, solenoid
switches, controls and contról
accessories

Current-carrying wiring devices, non-
current-carrying wiring devices

124
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, Table .4-3 (continued)
, Major Component Parts of Robot by Industry of Origin

c

, Percent of

SIC _ .total value of

code Industry Major parts of robot material inp uts2

0 .
367 Electronic components and Semiconductors and.related devices, 4

accessories electronic capacitors, resistors,
electronic coils, transformers,
inductors, electronic connectorg,
printed circuits, switches.' .

t 382 Measuring and controlling Industrial instruments for measurement, < 2

. instruments display and control of process.._
i variables, totalizing-fluid meters..

and counting devices, instruments s

for measuring and testing of
1 electricity, other measuring and 0.

control devices

SOURCE William R. Tanner, Producnvny'Systems, Inc, Farmington, Michigan.

a Total %Mae of material thputs does not allow for shop labor.to assemble robot, applications engineering, or apy other overhead costs.

,,.
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Table 4-3 is important beCause it indicates the direct sup-
plier industries thaie ill experience the greatest employment
impacts due to the growth of robot manufacturing itself. Ac-
cording to these results, five industries account for the bulk
(83 percent) of the value of all material inputs. The computer
or microprocessor and other associated electronic hardware
are provided primarily by the SIC code 357 (Office, Com-
puting, and Accounting Machines) and SIC code 367 (Elec-
tronic Components and Accessories) sectors respectively.
Together, these two industries account for approximately 18
percent of the alue of material inputs. That percentage may
appear.low to those unfamiliar with robotics technolcy but
today's robot does not require a complicated general pur-
pose computer. SIC code 356 (General Industrial Machinery
and Equipment) provides various pumps', motors, gears, ..
speed changers, etc., and accounts for 17 percent of the
alue of material inputs. Electric motor§ and controls and
other electrical apparatus is provided by SIC code 362 (Elec-
trical Industrial Apparatus). These items account for ap-
proximately 18 percent of the value of material inputs. Final-
ly, machine shops that provide precision-cut steel or steel
alloy parts constitute the largest single proportion of the
value of material inputs, approximately 30 percent. These
machine shops are classified in SIC code 359 (Miscellaneous
Machinery, Except Electrical). _

As shown in table 4-3 there are numerous other industries
involved in supplying component parts to robot manufac-
turers, but each of them is _relatively minor. In total, these
other industries provide about 17 percent of the material in-
puts for a typical robot. The listing of the major parts of a
robot is long but the components themselves do not stretch
the bounds of existing technology or the manufacturing
capabilities of supplier firms. To son,e extent it is true that
the robot itself represents old technology. The.challenge is to
extend robot capability and reliability while successfully in-
tegrating them into specific production processes.

,

,
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ROW Systems Engineering

The process of integrating robots with other plant equip-
ment is usually called installations 'or applications engineer-
ing. The bulk of the installations engineering today is being
performed by robot manufacturers or by the purchasers
themselves. There is no evidence yet, however, that in-house
plant engineering staffs of user firms are being expanded to
accommodate the introduction of robots, although some
think that must (or should) he done. Robots today simply are
an added _responsibility tor plant engineering staffs of user
firms. Thus, the current situation raises few interesting
robot-related employment questions. As robot systems
become more r'1mer'ous, however, there may be significant
changes in applications engineering responsibilities.

According to the UM/SME Delphi forecast, 20 percent of
industrial robots will be purchased as part of robot systems
(versus individual stand-alone units) by 1985. That figure is
expected to climb to 40 percent of all sales by 1990. (Smith

'and Wilson; p. 46) Even small robot installations of one or
two units can be complicated, but larger installations of
robot systems present many more predesign and technical in-
tegration problems. The robots must be interfaced not only
with othey plant equipment but also with ,each other; the
details of planning and design expand geometrically. Addi-
tional applications engineering capability will be mandatory
with such complex systems. The question is who will provide
'these aPplications engineering services.

In our interviews, considerable interest on the part of users
was expressed in outside engineering assistance for robot in-
stallations.orrrçeven indicated a desire for so-called `,` turn-
key" robot syste s. The term "turn-key" is applied (as in
computer systen applications) to systems providers who are
able to compl, tely inStall ,one or more robots and all
associated peripheral equipment, including any special phr-

127
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pose or hard automation. The "turn-key%; provider
guarantees operation vf the system and turns it over to the
purchaser only after successful operation, hence the name
"turn-key." Some robot manufacturers, independent robot
systems consultants (who are not robot manufacturers), and
traditional machine tool or dedicated automation providers,
have all indicated interest in the market for "turn-key"
systems. A partial list of the firms who 'have either an-
nounced ervry or who are expected to enter this market in-
clude; Unithation, Cincinnati Milacron, Bendix, CrosAnd
Trpefer, F. Joseph Lamb, General Electric, IBM and Texas
Instruments. This market is attracting so much attention
'because the systems provider acts as a general contractor and
therefore may come to be influeritiahin total factory automa-
tiOn purchase decisions.'

It is not necessary in this study to determine either who
will provide robot systems or whether significant markets
will emerge for "turn-key" robot systems. However, it is im-
portant to note that robot systerns will require significant ap-
plications eRgineering capabilities that will likely add to
robot-related employment. In part, the strong desire of users
,of robots for outside assistance in performing robot applica-
tions engineering is just another reflection of the lack of ade-

N quately trained personnel who truly understand the
capabilities and limitations of-robotics:technblogy.

Besides applications engineering, installation of robot
systems also reqiiiEes considerable peiipheral equipment and
special purpose or dedicated machinery, usually denoted as
the hard automation in the l'ystem. In general, such equip-
ment has been provided by the traditional machine tool or
capital goods sector. Thus on might plausibly arate that the
hard automation in robot systems'n ---ia,screate net new
employment in the fraditio l machine tobl sector; but that
scenario appears to be of dubious validity, at jeast judging

-04by the experience in the auto industrY.

1 26
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The bulk of all robot inve§,tments in the auto industry are
being made during normal retooling or major overhauls of
plant and equipment to produce new models. It does not ap-
pear logical to expect robot systems to create additional
demands . for the special purpose (and custom designed)
machinery for the fabrication of auth parts. The composi-
tion of some of the ,support equipment like conveyors will
certainly change but not necessarily substantially increase, In
brief, the bulk of the hard automation in robot systems may
be the identical machinery or slightly different machinery
from what would have been used in th-e absence of robots.
Edonomists call this capital for capital substitution. The true
extent of the substitution is uncertain and beyond the scope
of this study to.determine empirically. However, if will likely
be greatest in industries that are using Ognificant amounts of
automated equipment already, the same mass production in-
dustries most likely to adopt robots in the first place. Thus it
appears doubtV that the installation of robot systems will
be a significagplus for the traditional machine tool Sector in
terms of net new employment.

It should also be emphasized explicitly that the traditional
machine tool firms may increasingly experience serious com-
petitjon from the new proyiders of robot systems. The poten-

.. tial loss to-the old-line firms includes not only the general
9 contracting and design but also the possibility that at leaSt

some of khe hard automation will not be sub-contracted to
these fiwfis either. In short, the introduction, of robot
systems may significantly alter long-standing relationships

, betwen firms and their traditional machine tool providers.
No doubt, that is the very reason that some of the larger
maChine tool providers to the aufo industry have themselves
announced entry in the new market for robot systems.
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Robot User Firms

The final area in which a significant number of jobs will be
aNailable.is robot maintenance at corporate uSer locations.
Typically, production up-time requirements are so high that
maintenance must, be A'ailable immediately in the.case of
robot failure. There are even st6ries Of robots literally cut
from the line and replaced with human workers to maintain
production schedules. However, experiehced personnel
trained in complex machinery repair are not intimidated by
robots and in fact are performing rohot mainten4nce today
with three, months or less of training,. We define these
maintenance personnel as robotics technicians, but in firms
with small numbers of robots such technicians will' be re-
quired to maintain a variety of automated equipment. Even
in larger firm's, flexibility may be required of such techni-

,
cians.

In the auto industry cuirently, robot maintenance techni-
cians are primarily skilled electricians *lio have received
.specialized training in robot maintenance. Since robots are
production equipment and all production .equipment is
maintained by members of the skilled tradJ bargaining unit
of the UAW, these jobs will remain wYiin the UAW in
autos. As developed later in the chapter, it is doubtful that
any of these jobs will be available to new graduates of two-
year robotics technician programs in the near term.

At least two other job specialties a9e sometimes mentioned
as potentially significant new robofics-related efriployment
opportunities at corporate user firms: robot operators and
robot programmers. We believe there is little potential for
either. Presumably, robot operators would have minimal
robotics training and oversee the operation of one or more
robots. Such a function however, appears contradictory and
self-defeating if _the robot or robots were purchased, to
replace human workers (save labor costs).. Provided suffi-

,..

,
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cient electrical and/or mechanical limit or stop-switches were
installed originally to properly interface the robot witt other
plant equipment, an operator should not be required in nor-
mal circumstances.. In short, the term robot operator appears
to be a mis'notner, logically inconsistent and unlikely to
emerge as a separate new occupation or employment oppbr-
tu nity.

The employment possibilities for robot programmers at
corporate user locations are slightly more difficult to deal
with. In nontechnical terms, today's robots are preprogram-
med with a general software package that will enable the
robot to accept (and remember) specific routine. The
specific routine itself is usually programmed and fully tested
by the manufacturer on behalf of the purchaser of the robot.
Onceoinstalled at the purchaser's location, today's industrial
robots are usually not reprogrammed. However, to the ex-
tent that reprogramming is necessary for some specific ap-
plications, robot software packages, like other computer
software packages, are made to be "user friendly." In our
inteniews, one robot manufacturer claimed that robot pro-
gramming can be learned in two 11Q.Irs or less. That may be
optimistic but certainly robotics tebnicians or others with
sirnilar skills can quickly learn to program robots with

specific routines and in fact are doing so today as part of
their regular duties.

Highly skilled computer specialists are required to develop
the general software packages for robots, and more
sophisticeed robots and rjobot systems will increase the com-
plexity of that software, particularly the requirements for in-
terfacing the rob.ots with plant equipment. However, as long
as reprogramming tends to be infrequent or does not require
changes in the general software, these positions will remain
small in number and likely will continue to be found at robot

"rdnufacturers, specialty suppliers to robot manufacturers,
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or possibly with robot systems providers, rather than at user
sites.

The puitiose of the discussion of robot-related employ:
mein was to lay the necessary groundwork for our projec-
tions of job, creation associated with the spread of robots in
theU.S. ,And Michigan. Robotics-related-jobs exist today jn
direct suppliers to robbt manufacturers and in robotics
maintenance at corporate user sites. As of now, the robotics
applications engineering is being done, largely by robot
manufacturers and/or by the purchasers. However, the
growth of robot systems will likely create new employment
opportunities in this area. With these general categories of
employment established, we are prepared to present our
forecast of specific job creation accompanying the spread of
robotics technology.

Forecast of Job Creation,
Due to Robotics , 41,

One of our goals in this study was to develdo akcosistent
economic framework within which to estimate the impact of
industrial robots in the U.S. and Michigan. To tome extent,i
the specific methodology to forecast job creation is predeter-
mined or conditioned by other parts Of the study, although
there are some unique issues in job creation. General
methodological issues are discussed first; this includes the
range of the estimates, the specific industries and/or areas in
which jobs will be created, anct the limitations of our ap-
proach. Then thc individual industry forecasts-are presented
with au .explicit discussion of any unique assumptions, that
apply to each. Finally, a summary occupational structure of
the jobs created is presented.

As stated earlier, some of the methoddlogical issues in job
creation are predetermined or conditioned by, other parts of
the study. The projection date remains 1990. The range in
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tle expected U.S. population of robots from 50,000 to
100,000 implies an annual robot sales level in 1990 of 14,175
to 28,350 robots, assuming a constant rate of growth
throughout the forecast period. The exponential growth
assumption is artificial, but no one can predict the peaks and
valleys of the business cycle; so there really is po viable alter-
native to assuming a 1990 sales level which is consistent with
the average growth needed to achieve the projected 1990
population Of robots.

,

AS mentioned earlier, Conigliaro estimates robot exports
as 20 percent of production today, and the UM/SME Delphi
study estimates imports at a constant 20 percent of sales
through 1990. In the absence of any better infOrmation, we
have assumed imports and exports will roughly offset each
other. Consequently, a 50,000 to 100,000 range in the U.S.
population of robots in 1990 is still consistent with U.S. pro-
duction of 14,175 to 28,350 robots in 1990.

HoweArer, there is no guarantee that American producers
will hold their share of the worldwide robot market. If ex-
ports were to fall or imports were to rise significantlythe
employment effects would be correspondingly reduced in the
manufacture of robots and in robot manufacturing supt
pliers. This threat is especially menacing because of Japanese
and European expertise in robotics technology: It is impor-
tant not to delude ourselves; just because the U.S. may,be a
large market for rObots, there is no guarantee that those
robots will be manufactured here.

---
There is also the question of robot replacement demand in

1990, although this is less difficult to deal with than the ex-
port/import market. Because the population of robots is so
small today and because the lifespan of robots is expected to
be a decade or more, there will be verrlittle replacement de-
mand until well into the 1990s. Even if there are significant
breakthroughs in robotics technology in.the near future, we
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do not expec obsolescence to become a factor in the demand
for robots, s nce they are capital goods and can b,e expected
to generate hroductive services for many years.

The ind stries and/or areas within which jobs will be
created dir ctly by industrial robots were in,troduced in our
-earlier discussion of the robotics industry today; namely,
robot ma c ufacturing, direct suppliers to 1.obot manufac-
turers, ro,lot systems engineering, and corporate users of
robOtics , echnology. 'Corporate robot users 'are again
separates into autos and nonautos to, maintain comparabili-
ty with the b displacement figures in the previous chapter.

We will est ,I ate the. likely ,applications engineering re-
quirement for rol;Lot systems without specifying the industry
within which thit 'employment will occur. It might be argued
that corporate users will increase their engineering staffs to
support the development of robot systems; but there is little
evidence of that so far. It is possible that the robot manufac-

. turers will best understand robot systems and therefore will
sell their products inclusive of applications engineering ser-
vices. It may be that machine tool builders who already act
as -general contractors for automated systems are best suited
to provide the new robot systems. Finally, one could argue
that independent robotics specialists (consultants) will evolve
to supply robot systems: Our interviews supported all of
these viewpoints and more. HoWever, the truth is that no one
knows the likely market outcome, so we attempt to estimate
the applications engineering requirement without regard to
industry of employment..

In summary, we estimate total employment in the U.S. in
1990 directly due to robotics in four broad areas: .robot
manufacturing, direct suppliers to robot manufacturers,
robot systems engineering, and corporate robot users, the
latter to identify maintenance requirements for robots. The
projected employment impacts are based upon estimates of
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annual sales in 1990 that are consistent with the total popula-
tion of robots forecast in chapter 2.

Although we believe that the above is the best possible
procedure to estimate. job creation giveh the constraints of
this study, there are limitations and caveats which must be
stated. First, we have not estimated the induced income et'-
fects that lead to further job creation. Clearly, the new
employees in robotics spend their income which creates fur-
ther jobs in wholesale and retail trade, services, etc.
However, we have not estimated the negative inducea in-
come effect of jobs displaced either. Suffice it to say that the

Andaced income effects, both positive and rvgative, raise
complex issues that are beyond the scope of tbis study and
neither. is investigated here. Our method does include the
total impact of purchases of materiel inputs by robot
manufacturers, however.

A closely related limitation is that we do not consider Price
or competitive effects: As stated earlier, robots are intro-
duced to lOwer costs-and improve the quality of the product.
If price reductions result, this will add to demand. Thus the
productivity gains are passed along to the consumers of the
product, and the increasing level of sales induces some
"second-order" job creation. The other side of this argu-
ment is that without robots there would be additional job
losses in those industries falling prey tO foreign competition,
so displacement questions can be ignored. The respon-
skeness of demand to price (called elasticity of demand by
economists) and competitive effects are legitimate issues. We
are not able to make specific forecasts of their magnitude,
however, so these issues are not directly addressed here.

A final limitation is that we estimate total direct job crea;
tion rather than the increase in jobs from now to 1990. In,
other words, some jobs already exist today in robotics in the
U.S., and those impacts have already been registered in the
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national economy. In chapter 3 -we disregarded any in-
termediate displacement effects that had already occurred,
so we do likewise in this chapter,on job crsation. In any
tnent, the precision bf our estimates is notisufficient that
2,000.employees make a significant difference. Again, weare
trying to establish the general order of magnitude of jo6
creation in robotis by 1990; th.4t is all that is pOssible at this
early dats.,

The potential cumulative direct job creation it; the U.S. by
1990 due to robotics is presented in table 4-4. We estimate
that the total number of jo6s created will range from a low
of about _32,000 to a high of about 64,000. The low range of
the estimate assumes a 1990 impact which is consistent with a
U.S. population of robots a 50,01t0,, add production of
14,175 robots in 1990. The high range. of the estirnate
assumes an impact consistent with a population of 100,000
robots in 1990 and production of 28,350 robots in 1990.
Both the low and high estimates agove no change in the
relative importance of the U.S. impor or export market for
robots.,

Table 4-4
Direct Job Creation in U.S.

Due to Robotics, 1990

4,

Area or industry

Employment' .

Range of estimate
Low High

Robot manufacturing
;

8,700 17,400

Direct suppliers to robot manufaCturers 8,091 '16,182
Robot systems engineering 5,297 10,5944'

User firms - auto , 3,000 5,006

%. 'User firms - other . 7 000 15,000

Total 32,088 '64,176
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Robot Alanufactu ing

We estimate mill yment in rabot manufacturing in the
U.S. to range from a low of 8,700 to a high of 17,400 in
1990. This was estimdted in the following way. Gross sales
volume per employee by robot manufacturers exceeded
$90,004 according to our interviews, while Conigliaro's
estimated average price in 1981, slightly exceeded $70,000.

Conigliaro, June 19, 1981, p. 9) That implies an average
output per employee of just under 1.3 robots.' Pioductivity
was assumed to improve by a conservative 3.4 percent per
year, the forecasted fate for all manufacturing contained in
the National Planning Association's projections of the,U.S.
economy. (Terleckji and. Holdrich, p. 4) So average output
per porker in robot manufdcturing would be slightly over
1.6 robots by 1990. Total U.S. employment in robot
manufacturing in 1990 was then determined by dividing the
potential market 'of .14,175 units to 28,350 units by 9verage
output per employee.

We believe that 1990 employment in rObot manufacturing
is likely oyerestimated using our procedure. First, 1982 has
not been a good year for rObot manufacturers, so sales per
employee may not reflect average conditions in the industry.
Also, tljere may have been overstaffing due to expected
strong glrowth that did not materialize. Both these facts lead
us to think that sales per employee, the numerator in
estimated robot output Per employee, is probably
underestimated. Second, ConigEaro's average price . (the
denominator in estimating average robot output per
employee) was a 1981 price, while prices are know to be fall-
ing in 4982. So the denominator is probably overestimatid.
In additiori,,the productivity improvement factor of 3.4 per-

1A)ur rough estimate of employmtnt in robot manufacturing of 2,000 included an
Mmate of employment in some firms with little or no rpbot sales in 1982. For obvious
reasons, such firms were excluded from the calculations for average robot sales per
employee and therefore average robot output per employee.
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cent annually appears extremely modest for such a young in-
dustry. These industries are the very ones that sometimes ex-
hibit spectacular productivity gains. All of these factors lead
qs to think that average robot output per worker is
underestimated in our calculations. This has the effect of
oNerestimating the employment in robot manufacturing con-
sistent with a given level of sales. This approach was used
nonetheless because of our decision to use known facts and
conservative assumptions throughout the study.

Direct SupplierS,to Manufacturers

We estimate employment in firms that are direct suppliers
to robot manufacturers in the U.S. to be from about 8,000 to
16,000. We followed the approach of Burfprd and Katz
where the direct supplier jobs or inttrindustry effects can be
found as a multiple of th& jobs in the primary industry,
robotics in our case. (Burford and Katz, p. , 152) The
Burford-Katz technique can be applied in a nation or region
(the latter will be helpful later in developin'g estimateS for the
State of Michigan) to estimate the direct supplier jobs where
Nn input-output table which details the interindustry rela-
tionships is not available for the industry in question, or the
industry itself is new so the interindustry relationships are-
unknown. Specifically,

M.=
J 1 _

wj

where
relative effect of indusliy j on supplier industries in the

region.

wj= expenditures 'within the region of the jth industry as a
proportion of total shipments.

= average expenditures ,of all industries in the region as a
proportion of total shipments. /
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Descriptively, the Burford-Katz technique is simply saying
that the direct supplier effect in a nation or region is depen-
dent on the uniqueness of the industry in question: which is
measured by the purchases the industry makes from other in-
dustries as a proportion of its total shipments (wp and on the
average interrelations among all industries that exist within
the nation or region (C). gurford and Katz tested their ap-
proach against several regions where input/output tables
were available and found their short-cut method to be very
precise. Of course, that kind of precision wilrnot be achieved
here, but it is possible to dbtain a reasonable estimate of the
direct supplier effect of robot manufacturing in the U.S.

Estimation of the direct supplier effecfusing the Bu(ford-
Katz approach is relatively straightfor3ward. Step one was to
estimate, w, essentially the material purchases of all firms in
the , nation as a proportion of total shipments. The total
materials purchased to) all U.S. manufactudng industries as
a proportion of sales was.57 percentOn 1977 according to the
1977 Census of Manufactures.'(U.S. Department of Com-
merce, 1981a, pp. 30-31) So a reasonable estimate of Cv- is

.57.

The second Step was to estimatq wj, the average material
purchases of robot manufacturers in the p. S. Our interviews
revealed a remarkable consistency in estimates of material
purchases as a percent of sales in robot manufacturing-40
percent. So, if 40 percent of total sales of robot manufac-
turers are material purchases, and 57 percent of total sales of
all manufacturing firms in the nation are material purchaSes,
that leads to a direct supplier effect of .93. This implies that
for every job created in robot manufacturing in the U.S.,
another .93 jobs are created in direct supplier industries.
Thus7 8,700 to 17,400 jobs iri robot manufacturing lead to
8,091 to 16,182 jobs in other manufacturing industries in the
U.S.

,
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In assessing the gstimates of the slirect supplier effect of
robot manufacturing utilizing the Burford-Katz technique,
seeral cautions and comments are worth men.kning. First,
we do not account for import purchases of robanufac-
turers or for all industries, the net effect of which may either
low er or raise the direct Nipplier effect. If import purchases

^ of materials are relatively more important for robot
manufacturers than for all industries, then the direct supplier
effect will be lower. Second, we do not allow for industry
grow th that sometimes increases interindustry dependence
and the associated multiplier effect, especially for new in-
dustries like robot manufacturing. In both of these cases
there is no empirical basis to determine the likelihood or
magnit.ude of the possible-change.:

The third caution is that we utilize output relationships
estimated with the Burford-katz technique to determine
employment impacts in the direct supplier industries. The
resultant estimates will be true if ind only if the supplier in-
dustries hire at the same rate as robot manufacturing. In this
case that is probably acceptable since sales per employee in
robot manufacturing is near the U.S. average for all
manufacturing and the supplier effect itself is approximated
by the U.S. average; but it remains a rough approximation
only.

Given these cautions, we sought some confirmation of our
estimate that (on average) for every job created in robot
manufacturing .93 jobs are created in direct supplier in-
dustries.' That was done by examining related industries4n
the national input/output table for the U.S. where complete

,2 V. assik Leef. Institute for Economic Analysis, New York University, has under-
taken a large project vtith support from the National ScIence Foundation to determine the
impact ol technological change on employment to the year 2000 The effort by Leontief
hold, Ow prospect of yielding mole definitive information about the direct supplier effect
of robot manufacturing and other emerging high technology industries.
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interindustry relations are available, imports are accounted
for, and employment to output relations are known directly.
Unpublished data from the 151 sector national input/output
table were provided by the Office of Economic Growth and
Employment, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Specifically the
1981 -tot41 employment requirements table was utilized. This
table shows total employment impacts per one million
dollars of sales of the product of each industry to final users,
based upon the interindustry relationships in the 1977 in-

iitut/output
table (the most recently available) and 1981

mployment to output relationships.

As discussed earlier fn the study, the most closely related
industry to robot manufacturing is generally acknowledged
to be numerically controlled machine tools; a more distant
second might be computers. In the national input/output
table, numerically controlled machine tools are a part .of
metalArking maalinery. For that sector (SIC c ode 354) the.
1981 employment requirements table indicaks that on
average, for every job created in metalworking machinery
.73. jobs are created in supplier industries.',Similarly, for
every job created in computers ana periphaal equipment
(SIC codes 3573-3574), 1.53 jobs are treated in supplier in-
dustries.

4

When compared to our estimate of the direct supplier ef-
fect of .93 for robot manpfacturing, the national-input/out-
put table indicates thAi the direct supplier effect of
metalworking machinery is less than that for robot mannfae-
turing, but the effect of computers and peripheral ,equipment
is significantly greater. Of courSe, such comparisons are
never clear-cut (metalworking machinery encompasses much
more than numerically controlled machine tools) and do not
constitute e irigal proof in-Oy event. Nonetheless, it is in-

.

3 The direct supplier effect was approximated as the total employment impact of the in-
dustry per million dollars of sales minus th'e impact,m the primary incatry itself with the
result divided by the employment impact in the primary industry.
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teresting that the national estimates of related industries do
not contradict our estimates of the direct supplier effect for
robot manufacturing; they even support the notion that
rbbot manufacturing is more closely aligned with
metalworking machinery, its most closely related industrY in
the national input/output table, than with computers.

Besides computers, we also calculated the direct supplier
' effect for the four other major parts and components sup-
pliers for robots. The results are' .71 for SIC code 359
(Miscellaneous Machinery, Except Electfical), 1.05 for SIC
code 362 (Electrical Industrial Apparatus), .90 for SIC code
367 (Electronic Components and Accessories), and 1.19 for
SIC code 356 (General Industrial Machinery and
Equipment). If the direct employment impact of robot
manufacturing is assumed to be the weighted average of
these five industries which supply 83 percent of the value of
material inputs to robot manufacturers, wliere the weights
are the relative percentages from table 4-3, the direct supplier
effect is 1.03, once again close to the impact estimated with
the Burford-Katz technielue.

In short, we conclude that.the order of magnitude of our
estimate of the direct supplier effect of robot manufacturing
is very reasonable. The direct supplier effects of robot
manufacturing may app-ear modest to some observers, but
any industry where malerial purchases are only 40 percent,of

tales will likely have a small relative effect on other in-
ustries. .

Robot Systems Engineering

' Total employment in robot systems engineering in the
U.S. was estimated as 5,300 to 10,600 in 1990. This is a net
figure that represents the likely applications engineering
employment, without specifying the actual industry of
employment. As discussed earlier, that means these jobs may

Ow ,
1
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be with corporate users, robot manufacturers, machine
toolmakers, or independent robot systems consultants. Since
robot systems are not a separate market at this point, both
total employment and the occupational profile are based on
very sketchy information. First, total system sales in 1990 are
estimated. According to the UM/SME Delphi study, the
total robot market in 1990, including total system sales and
individual unit) sales of robots, will be nearly $2 billion in
terms of 1980 dollars. (Smith and Wilson, p. 50) The
UM/SME Delphi forecast also estimates that the 1990
average price for a robot will be $30,000 in terms of 1980
dollars. In addition, 40 percent of all robot sales will be
system sales, and 30 percent of ,the cost of a system is the
robots themselves. (Smith and Wilson, pp. 37, 46 and 47)
That implies that the neariy $2 billion robot market in 1990
consists of $.6 billion in individual units, $.4 billion pack-
aged for systems, and $.93 billion in other systems hardware.
So total system sales in 1990 in terms of 1980 dollars would
be $1.33 billion.

The UM/SME DelPhi estimate of the total systems market
in 1990 must be adjusted downward to reflect our smaller
forecast of unit sales of robots in 1990. We estimate 1990
robot sales at 28,350 (maximum) while The UM/SME Delphi
forecast implies unit sales of 33,333 ($1 billion divided by the
average price of $30,000). Using the ratio of our estimate of
unit sales to the UM/SME Delphi estimate of unit sales, our
derived estimate of total systems sales of $1.13 billion in
1990 emerges.

The second step is to estimate the applications engineering
required for system sales of $1.13 billion. According to our
interviews, applications engineering constitutes about 30 per-
cent of the cost of a robot system, so the applications
engineering required for $1.13 billion total system sales
would be approximately $340. million. We then assumed that
approximately 80 percent of the applications engineering ré-
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quirement is personnel costs, which results in $272 million
wage income for applications engineering in robot systems.
The third step is to estimate employment, given that the ap-
plications engineering represenis apprOximately $272 million
(1980 dollars) of wage income in 1990. That requires estima-
tion of ,the occupatiorial content of . the jobs as well as
average pay for those jobs. Those estimates are presented in
table 4-5.

**N

The occupational distribution for the applications
engineering of robot' systems is unknoWn today, so a
hypothetical distribution was constructed based upon the oc-
cupational profile of robot manufacturers. The relative im-
portance of (1) all 'other professional and technical workers,
(2) managers, officials, and proprietors, (3) sales workers,
and (4) clerical workers is the same as that for robot
manufacturers. The remainder of the occupational profile,
engineers and robotics technicians, assumes a two-to-one
ratio between these occupations. That is based on the oc-
cupational profile of robot manufacturers who limit robotics
technicians to testing, programming, troubleshooting, and
installation of robots. Given that our estimates of the dollar
alue of the applications engineering of robot systems is
stated in terms of 1980 dollars, the relative distribution of
o'ccupations can be used in conjunction with estimates of
average earnings for these occupations in 1980 to arrive at
total employment for robot systems engineering of 10,594 as
illustrated in table 4-5. The identical procedure was followed

s.

for the low growth scenario which assumes a smaller market
for robots in 1990. Although the details of those calculations
are not discussed here, the net result is A minimum estimate
of employment in robot systems engineering of 5,297.

. Of come the separate estimation of approXimately 5,300
to 10,600 jobs in robot systems engineering in 1990 and the
occupational content of those jdbs is highly speculative. This
market barely exists today, and the future structure of the
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Table 4-5
'Robot Systems Engineering Employment in.1990

Occuation

Employment
distribution

(percent).
Total

employment

Annual average
pay in 1980

(dollars)

Total pay ,
(millions)

Engineers 47.8" 5,064 29,806. 150.9 ,

Robotics technicians' 23.9 2,532 19,896. 50.4

All.other professional and
technical workers. 4.2 445 .24,984 11.1

Managers, officials, proprietors 6.8 720 32,46.1 23.4

Sales workers 3.4" 360 27,253 9.8

Clerical workees 13.9 1,473 17,993 26.5

Total 100.0 10,594 272.1

a Source of average annual pay data is U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Money Income of Households, Families, and

I,ersons in the United States. 198(); Series P-60, No. 132, p. 195.
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market is unknown. At one extreme one might argue that we
are guilty of double-counting, in that employment in robot
manufacturing of 8,700 to 17,400 sufficiently account& for
the applications engineering requirement of robot systems.
However, we think that future developme,nt of robot sYstems
will cause a significant increase in the need for applications
engineering to successfully install those systems, even though
we cannot at this time identify the specific industry within
which that employment will oceur. At the other extreme one
might argue- that we are guilty of under-counting the jobs
that will be created to provide the hard automation in robot
systems. However, as discussed earlier, we 'think much of the
hard automation in robot systems will be capital for capital
substitution. Therefore the traditional machine tool sector
wiil not experience significant net exbansion due to the in-
troduction of robot systems, although there certainly may be
changes in the composition of the hard automation required ,

and in the specific firms which provide it.
.

Robot User Firms

The estimates of the jobs created in the corporate user in-
dustries in the U.S. are 3,000 to,5,000 in autos and 7,000 to
15,000 in all other manufacturing. All of these jobs are
assigned to robot maintenance, looselA called robotics
technicians in this study, although such technicians may be
required to maintain other automated equipmelit as well. In-
troduction of robot systems may require additional engineer-
ing support at corporate user firms as well, but those jobs
have already been accounted for in our estirriates of robot
systems engineering employment.

The specific requirements for robotics technicians at cor-
porate user firms were derived from Tanner and Adolfson's
estimate that the maintenance standard is one person to ten
robot's per shift. (Talmer and Adolfson, p. 107) In sogre-N
cases it is a low estimate, especially where total robot Osage is

_
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low, but it is likely more accurate for more substantial in-
stallations and those installations should predominate by
1990. By that year, rolfot dependability should have improv-
ed significantly,, but prudence dictates a conservative
estimate. Using our assumption of an average of two shifts,
two maintenance workers are needed per ten robots and the
estimate of robotics technicians for maintenance of robots at
corporate industries follows directly.

'

Occupational Distribution of New Yobs

The occupational distribution of /he jobs created by
robptics in the U.S. is prernted in table 4-6. The, current
robot manufacturing occupational profile was used in
developing the 1990 profile, except that engineers were
reduced to 20 percent of the total and assemblers were in-
creased to 23.7 percent of the total. That corresponds to our
expectation that engineers, especially in research and
development, will not expand as rapidly as output, but
assemblers will become relatively more important as output
increases:The occupational profile for the direct suppliers to
robot manufacturers was constructed as the weighted
average of the individual occupational profiles for the, five
industries which account for 83 percent Of the value of
material inputs to a robot. The weights were determined bas-
ed on the percentages in table 4-3. The individual occupa-
tional profiles' (SIC codes 356, 357, 359, 362 and 367)
themselves, are from the O'ES data base for 1980 and were
provided by the Office of Economic Growth and Employ-
ment, Bureau of Labor Statistics. The robot systems engi-
neering estimates utilized the occupational profile discussed
earlier in this chapter. Finally, corpordte usex positions were
all assigned to robotics technicians.

We estimate 4,600 to 9,300 engineering jobs will be created
,in the U.S. due to robotics and 13,000 to 26,000 engineering
technicians will_ be required. The bulk of these technicians

1 4
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,
%ill be robotics technicians, but if one assumes that none of

,

the jobs in autos will be avaable to two-yfear graduates of
robotics technician curricula, then /hat figure houlct be
reduced to 10,000 to 21,000, a rathersignifiCant difference.
The training/retraining implications of these estimates are
discussed later in this chapter.

Table 4-6
Direct Jo ly Creation in U.S.

Due to Robotics, by Occiiration,--1990____

Occupation

Employment

Range of estimate
Low High

Engineers 4,636 9,272J
Robotics technicians 12,284 24,568
Other engineering technicians 664 1,328
All other professional and

technical workers 936 1,871
Managers, officials, proprietors J,583 3,166
Sales workers 581 K162
Clerical workers 2,908 5,817
Skilled craft and related workers 2,163 4,326
Semi-skilled metalworking Operatives 2,153 4,306
Assemblers and all other operatives 3,763 7,526 ,
Service workers 138 276
Laborek -t i ... 279 558

Total
,.

32,088 64,176

,

The other potential jab creation in table.4-6 d Fectly due to
robotics does mit appear to raise particularly significant
training issues. The numbers are rather small and well within
current sinliply capacity. It is important to note-, however,
that there is ari extfemely poor job match between the jobs
that robots will likely displace and similar jobs that will be
created through 'the introduction of robots. Specifically, in

1 .4 s
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chapter 3 we estimated total job displacement of 100,000 to
200,000, with all of these tasks in the traditional blue collar
areas, while from table 4-6 only 8,500 to17,000 similar blue
collar jobs will be created. Thus very few workers can expect
to transfer to the new robotics sector but continue to per- 0
form essentially their old job tasks.

The shocking feature of table 4:-6, the occupational profile
of those jobs created, is that well over half of all of these
jobs require two or more years of college training. That is
consistent with the occupational profileof, the robot
manufacturing industry, but it.is still a start.ling revelation
and attests to the high technology nature of robotics.

Forecdfrof-Job_Otation in Michigan
Due to Robotics -----
The job creation potential of robotics in the Sateof

Michigan f011ows logically from the U.S. estimates. For that
reason the organization of this section parallels that of the
preN ious one. Additional asumptions and methodology are
discuised as needed.

The level of the U.S. production of robots in 1990 alone is
not sufficient to estimate 'the number of jobS created in
Michigan, tor we must also determine Michigan's market
share of this production. lust as a single point estimate of
the population ol robots in 1990 was deemed unwise, it is
also unwise to consider a single point -esrimate for
Michigan's market share of that production. Since it is
beyond the scope of this study to do a thorough locational
analysis of the robotics industry, it is assumed that
Michigan's share of the U.S. market in,1990 will range from
a low of 20 percent to a high of 40 percent.

Both figures are speculative, but the bs,w end of the
estimate is conditioned by Michigan's current market share
of the production of robots, approximately 19 percent in
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1981. At first glance the high end ofaltpestimate maY appear
overly optimistic, but it is mit necesStrilY so. First, robptics
is the number one (immediate) "tarjget industry" in Cover-
nor.Milliken's plan to attract high technology industry tattle
State of Michigan. (Milliken, 1981b, p. 13) Second, die prbc
posed program of the nonprofit lndu,strial Technology In-
stitute should help to attract robot tnanufacturers as well as
other manufacturing process supplieshird, there is nb
doubt that the auto industry centered in Michigan is the
single largest Market for robots today.ttvirth, some market
entrants who have announced pla_n_storbduce robots or are
producing robots alreviyhave a Miell,igan base. These in-
clude Bendix, b_e_nerar Motors, United technologies,and a
numberof other small firms in the state.

------
There are no ',guarantees that these factors will increase

Michigan's market share in the future. There are also no
guarantees that imports or other factors will not reduce
Michigan robot production below the low end estimate.
While a market share of 20 to 40 percerirfor Michigan is op-..
timistic, it is not unreasonable. ,

The potential cumulative direct job creation in Michigan
by 1990 due to robotics is presented Unable 4-7. We estimate
that the total number of jobs created will range from a low
of about 5,000 to a high of about 18,600. The low range of

,Xhe estimate assume§ a 1990 impact which is consistent with a
U.S. population of robots of 50,006, production of 14,175
robots in 1990, arid a 20 percent share of the market' for
Michigan. The high range of the estimate assUmes an impact
corrsistent with a population of 100,000.roboks in 1990, pro-
duction of 28,350 robots in 1990, and a 40 percent share of
that production for Michigan. The range of the estimate for
job creation is large because of the dual Uncertiinties of
growth in the U.S. production of 'robots and the4relative
share of that production accounted for by Michigan.

f
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Table 4-7
Direct Job Creatitm in Michigan

Due to Robotict, 1990

Area or industry

Employment

.,.-Range of estimate
Low High

Robot Manufacturing. , 1,740 6,960
Direct suppliers torobot manulacturers 974 3,898
Robot systems engineering 1,059 4,238
User firms - auto 1,065 1,776
User firms - other 287 865

Total 5,125 17,737

OT

We estimate employment in robot manufacturing in
Michigan to 'range from about 1,706 to 7,000 in 1990. That
was estimated in the folloWing way. Michigan's share of
robot manufacturing employment was found by multiplying
the low estimate .of 8,700 employees nationwide by the low
estimate of Michigan's share of the production for that
market (20 percent). The same was done for the high produc-
tion estimate arid the high estimate of Michigan's...share of
that production. That leads directly to the final result..

We project employment in firms that are direct suppliers
f robot manufacturers in Michigan to be about 1,000 to
4,000. Once again, we followed the approach of Burford and
Katz to determine the 4ect supplier effect. The estimates
are more difficult and iintative here because, utilization of
the Burford-Katz technique requires knowledge of material
purchases of all industries and robot manufacturing within
the state. That informatitin, is not available, but it is possible
to obtain an upper bound for the direct supplier effect of
robots in theState of Michigan,

I SI:
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Step one was to estimate NV for Mithigan, essentially the
material purchases of firms within the state as a proportion
of total shipments. The total materials -purchased by all
Michigan industries as a proportion of sales was 61 percent
in 1977 according to the 1977 Census of Manufactures (U.S.
Department q Commerce, 1981a, p. 101), so an upper limit
of W is .61. Burford and Katz, however, suggest that seldom
do the material purchases within a region exceed .40 as a pro-,
portion of total shipments. (Burford and Katz, p. 158) We
assumed ij-, equals .50 in Michigan, which, if true, means that
oer 80 percent of material purchases of Michigan manufac-
turing firms are made from other manufacturing firms in the
state.

The second step was to estimate wj fof Michigan, the
aerage material purchases of robot manufacturers in the
state from other industries in the state. Specifically, the
estimatioa of for a region' depends not on the:total

WJ
material purchases of all firms in the industry but on the
regional proportion of material purchases of such firms in
the region. We assumed that total materials purchased by.
robot manufacturers in Michigan as a proportion of total
shipments approximated the national average of 40 percent
and that by'1990 a maximum of 75 percent of the material
purchases of robot manufacturers in Michigaould be
spent4ith the state. SO, if 40 percent of total sal of robot
manufacturers are matedal purchases, and for -those
manufacturers in the Stath of Michigan 75 -percent of that
figure is spent within the slate, then wj equals .28, or 28 per-

,cent.

Given our estimates of iv V. and wj for Michigan, we can use
the Burford and Katz formula 'from the previgus section.
Jhat leads to a supplier effect of .56 which implies that for
every jo`b created in robot manufacturing in Michigan
another .56 jobs are created in direct supplier industries.

152
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Thus;- the approximately 1,700 to 7,000 jobs in robot
manufacturing lead to about 1,000 to 4,000 jobs in other
manufacturing industries in Michigan.

Although the estimates of the direct supplier jobs in
Michigan may appear small, we believe these esthnates are
reasonable or perhaps overestimated. First, the average
material purchases of all Michigan firms within the region is
almost certainly less than the 50 percent used in'our.cula-
tions, which would lower the direct supplier effect. Second,
the average material purchases for rObot manufacturing
firms in Michigan from other firms in the state is much less
than 28 percent of total -shipments today (75 percent of total
material purchases) and likely in 1990 as well. The State of
Michigan is not a significant producer of microprocessors
and the other electronic/computer-related components of a
robot..Furthermore, very few industries in any region pur-
chase as much as 75 percent of their material inputs locally
from Tirms that are actually local producers (not
wholesalers). In general, the direct supplier effect of an in-
dustry in au open region tends to be less than the direct sup-
plier effect for that same industry in the nation.

Total employment in robot systems engineering in
Michigan was estimated as approximately 1,000 to 4,200 in
1990. Once again, this is a net figure that represents the ap-
plications engineering employment likely in Michigan
without specifying the actual industry of employment. It was
found in exactly the same way as robot manufacturing
employment in Michigan. Specifically, Michigan's share of
robot systems engineering employment is the national
employment in robot systems engineering.(5,297 to 10,594),
multiplied by the associated share of robot production in the

'state (20 to 40 percent). The implieci assumption is that the
hypothesized share of robot production in the state is also
applicable for robot systems engineering. That may or may

. :53
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not be true, but there appears to be no better alternative at
this time.

The stakes are not s,mall' in robot systems for Michigan's
auto-dominated economy where employment in the Detroit-
based machine tool sector accounted for over 50,000 jobs in
1977. (Institute of Science and Technology, p. 67) That sec-
tor, of course, has primarily supported the auto industry.
Thus, Michigan's traditional machine tool providetis and
other general contractors in the statelmay experience serious
competition from firms outside th state to provide robot
systems to the auto industry. The tential loss includes not
only the general contractingi1d design, which is con-
siderable in a robot system, but also the possibility that at
least some of the hard automation will not be provided by
Detroit-based capital goods firms either.

Of course, this pessimistic scenario is only one possibility,
Sand Michigan's success hi developing the expertise for robot
systems engineering may also serve to retain jobs in the tradi-
tional machine tool sector in the state. Robot systems
engineering is an important area where the Industrial
Technology Institute may come to play a role. The program
of the Institute is to include an Applications Consultant Pro-
gram which wilt aid with specific automation application
problems. The Institute also plans to initiate a continuing
program of research on the integration of manufacturing
automation which will be essential to full implementation of
the flexible automated manufacturing concept. It is entirely
possible that Michigan could develop a manufacturing
systems design capability that would lead to significant ex-
port oi* both goods and services to other states.

The estimates of the jobs created in the corporate qer. in-
dustries in Michigan are about 1,100 to 1,800 in autos and
300 to 90,0 in all other manufacturing. These numbers follow
directly from the projection of the robot population in

i
Ill
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Michigan and the as mption that one robotics technician is
needed per ten robot e hift for maintenance work. In
sharp contrast to the national etimates, almost 75 percent of
the robotics technicians in corporate user industries in
Michigan will likely be in the auto industry. This occurs
because the auto industry will likely continue to be the
largest single user of robots and because of the relative con-
centration of the auto industry in the State of Michigan.

The total occupational impact of the jobs created in
Michigan is presented in table 4-8. This table was con-
structed in exactly -the same way as the national estimates.
We estimatzobout 900 to 3,600 engineering jobs will be'
created in Michigan due to robotics and 1,900 to 4,900
engineering technicians will be required. The bulk of these
technicians will be robotics technicians, but if one assumes
that none of the jobs in autos wilrbe available to two-year
graduates of robotics technician curricula, then that figure
should be reduced to 750 to 2,700, a rather significant dif-
ference for the state. The training/retraining implications of
these estimates are discussed in the next section.

Training Implications

On the Whole, these job creation numbers are rather
modest. It might even be assumed that there are no serious
training questions arising from the creation of less than
65,000 jobs over an 8-year period; however, there are a few
areas that should be mentioned as possible 'problems. The
first is engineers; electrical and mechanicar engineers will be
required in significant numbers if the industrial robot
population is to grow as we project. There will also be needs
for industrial engineers and computer specialists as well.

Engineers. As'described repeatedly throughout the study,
industrial robots do not just come "off-the-shelf" and onto
the factory floor fully functional from the time they are

\
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Table 4-8
Direct Job Creation in Michigan

Due to Robotics, by Occupation, 1990

Occupation

Employment

Range of estimate
Low High

Engineers 898 3,593
Robotics technicians 1,810 4,469
Other engineering technicians 108 430
All other professional and

technical workers 159 638
Managers, officials, proprietors 266' 1,065
Sales workers 108 432
Clerical wOrkers 595 2,020
Skilled craft and related Workers 318 1,275
Semi-skilled metalworking operatives 288 1,154
Assemblers and all other. operatives 610 2,441'
Service workers 17 66
Laborers 38 154

Total 5,125. 17,737

plugged in. A significant number of graduate engineers will
be required to help robots fintl their place in U.S. factories:
Specifically, we forecast a need for 4,600 to 9,300 engineers,
primarily fn.r robot system design, and implementation as
well as for design work with robot manufacturers.

What are the prospects of obtaining the required engineer-
ing talent to support the development of robotics? Clearly,
the answer to this question can only be obtained by looking
at the total market for engineers rather than focusing on
specific industries within that market. First, we will examine
the likelihood of a sufficient supply of engineers. Then we
assess the pros.pects for the overall demand for engineers. In
general, this supply-demand approach leads us to think that

156
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there is no reason to be optimistic that sufficient engineers
will be available in the decade of the 1980s to support all of
the requirements for engineers.

Table 4-9 shows the experience with the supply of
engineers at the bachelor's, .master's, and doctorate levels
for the period 1960 to 1980. The absolute numbers of both
bachelor's and master's degrees in engineering have increas-
ed, although the proportion of all U.S. ,bachelor's and
lhaster's degrees that are awarded in engineering declined
from nearly 10 percent in 1960 to 6 percent in 1980. From
1970 to 1980 alone there has been an absolute decline in the
number of doctorates awarded in engineering while the
number of master's degrees awarded has increased -only
slightly.

Labor market analysts are well aware of the volatility in
engineering enrollments. Post-World War II production of
engineers has- had at least three distinct cy0e. First,
enrollments increased explosively 1946-50 as vetetins return-
ed in large numbers to the campuses with the educational aid
available under the GI bill. That was followed by a
precipitous decline in enrollments of over 50 percent by 1955
as these same benefits were terminated. The second cycfe
began in the late 1950s due to the Soviet launching of "Sput-
nik" and the subsequent American response which included
various kinds of student aid and research support inVhe
sciences and engirieering. The student aid was authorized as
part of the National Defense Education Act of 1958.
Thereafter there was a long .sustained rise in engineering
enrollments which peaked 15 years later in 1973, although in
absolute terms enrollments never exceeded the level o.f the
early 1950s. Finally, after a decline in enrollments through
1976, the third and current cycle J)egan when engineering
enrollments begin to rise once again.



Table 4-9
Engineering Degrees Conferred in U.S.

Year

BS. MS. Ph.D.
Engineering

degrees
Percent of
all degrees

Engineering
degrees

Percent of
all degrees

Engineering
degrees

Percent of
all degrees

1980 59,240 5.9 16,846 5.6 2,519 7.7
1979 53,720 5.4 16,193 5.4 2,517 7.7
1978 47,411 4.8 , 17,015 5.4 2,442 7.6---,---n-Til 41,581 4.2 16,889 5.3 2,599 7.8
1976 39,114 3.9 16,170 5.2 2,835 8.3
1975 ' 40,065 4.1 15,434 5.3 3,151 t. 9.2
1974 43,530 4.3 15,393 5.5 1,336 9.9
1973 46,989 4.8 16,758 6.3 3,560 10.2
1972 46,003 4.9 . 16,802 6.6 3,704 11.1
1971 45,387 5.1 16,347 7.1 3,654 11.4 -
1970 44,772 5.4 15,597 7.4 3,681 12:3
1969 41,553 5.4 15,243 7.8 3,377 12.9
1968 37,614 5.6 15,188 8.6 2,932 12.7
1967 36,188 . 6.1 13,885 8.8 2,614 12.7
1966 35,815 6.4 13,678 9.7 2,304 12.6
1965 .36,795 6.8 12,056 10.7 1 2,124 12.9
1964 35,226 7.0 10,827 10.7 1,693 11.7
1963 33,458. 7.4 9,635 ... 10.5 1,378 10.7
1962 34,735 8.3 . v 8,909 10.5 1,207 10.4
1961 , -35,866 8.9 8,178 10.4 943 8.9
1960 , 37,808 ., 9.6 7,159 -9.6 786 8.0 . or .

SOURCE. National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Degrees. 1950-80, NSF 82-307, Washington, DC, 1982, pp. 21-32.
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Because of this record there is very little reason to be con-
fident that recent increases in engineering enrollments will be
maintained .in the decade of the 1980s. (Freeman, pp.
111-117) In addition, the total number of science and
engineering degrees awarded has been falling since the mid-
seventies, so recent gains in engineering degrees appear to
have come at the expense of other scientific fields. There is
also no evidence that the prokortion of people in the labor
force with engineering degrees is increasing. (National
Science Foundation, 1982a, pp. 60-62) Finally, the
unployment rate for engineers is extremely low, 1.5 per-
cent in 1980, and the National Science Foundation reports
that few engit*rs are working outside their professional
specialties involuntarily. (National Science Foundation,
1981c, pp. 15-16) So we cannot expect the supply of
engineers to expand much in the decade of the 1980s through
reabsorption of unemployed engineers or the reentry of
engineers who are currently working in nonehgineering jobs.

7A closely related question about the supply of engineers is
the adequacy of the training received. Specifically, are
engineers Prepared in sUch a way as to facilitate the introduc-
tion of new technologies such as robotics? An adequate
answer to this question is far beyOnd the scope of this study,
but some comments are offered briefly. First, as mentiOned
in chapter 2, our interviews did reveal some criticisms of to-
day's engineersparticularly that they are overspecialized.
Thht sentithent is echoed in an article by Gail Martin which
discusses manufacturirlt engineering as a much needed
multidisciplinary engineering specialty. (Martin, 1982b, pp.
22-26) Second, the National Science Foundation reports that
10 percent of faculty positions in engineering programs were
vacant in the Fail of 1980. (National Science Foundation,
1981a, p. 1) Moreover, apprOximately 90 percent of ,a11
engineering colleges reported that in the last five years, staff:
ing had become more difficult because of their increasing
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abilitx to match private industry salaries. The schools
responded to this shortfall of faculty by' both cancelling
classes and increasing teaching loads.

Finally, the National Science Foundation also reports that
the proportion of science and engineering faciillwith recent
doctorates (within the last seven years) has fallen to approx-
imately 20 percent in 1980 from almost 40 percent in 1968.
(National Science Foundation, 1981b, p. 1).That decline is
typical of all the engineering, fields. It indicates that our
academic teaching and research staffs in engineeriRg schools
are not receiving the infusions of, young talent \generally
believed necessary to remain vigorous. From tal;le 4-9 it is
clear that we are training fewer Ph.D.'s in engineering than
even five years ago at the very same time that engineering
enrollments are increasing and the proportion of engineering
faculty with recent doctorates is reaching new lows. These
divergent trends are largely explained by the strong market
demand for engineers, but they are very disturbing
nonetheless. We cannot continue to borrow from the future
human resource pool indefinitely for the sakeof immediate
neea. We fear that the supply of engineering graduates may
prove to be a limiting factor in the spread of roboties
technology in the U.S.

Turning our attention to the demand for engineers, it is
clear 'first of all that there is no current surplus of engineers.
Unlike the market for moSt other college graduates, the
market for engineering graduates remains tight. That is at-
tested to by the low unemployment rate for engineers, but
there are even better indicators of the short-run labor market
tightness for engineers. According to a National Science
Foundation survey of the recruiting experience of private in-
dustries, there is a definite shortage of electrical engineers.
Employers were only able to achieve 41 percent of their hir-
ing goals for electrical engineers in 1981. (National Science

l 6 u
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Foundation, 1982b, p. 4) Only computer engineering person-
nel were in a tighter supply situation. The same publication
reports that the supply of industrial engineers and
-rnechanical engineers were roughly in balance with demand.
The signals were somewhat confusing tor industriark
engineers, however; they could be in current shortage also.
Employers who reported shortages of engineers attributed
the problem to the growth of needs in their industry.

,

The longer run psospects for engineers can be assessed by
examining the occupational projections of the BLS, using
the OES survey data base. The BLS projected change to 1990
in employment for engineering personnel as a percent of the
1980 employment base is shown in table 4-10. Once again, a
range is provided reflecting the low- and high-growth
scenarios for the national economy. It may be helpful to
keep in mind that the total labor force is expected to grow in
the decade of the 1980s, so it may be more meaningful to
discuss the groWth of engineers relative to all occupations.

Table 4-10 .-

Projected Change in Employment
for Engineering Personnel

f 980-1990

Percent change 1980 - 1990

Occupation

Total manufacturing Total employment

Low High Low High

Electrical engineers 35 47,, 35 47

Industrial -engineers 29 42 26 37

Mechanical engineers 34 49 29, 41

Computer specialists 4g 62 58 70

All engineers 30 42 28 38

All occupations 15 24 17 25

SOU R. L liase0 on data from OES survdy provided by the*Office of Economic Growth
and .Lmploment Prop:Limns. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U S. Department of Labor,
Washington. DC

, 161
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The relative increase projected for all engineers ranges
from 50 to 100 percent greater than that for all occupations
depending on the specific forecast. In relative terms, the
greatest projected increase is for electrical engineers and
computer specialists, although the needs for industrial and
mechanical engineers are well above average as well. The
specialties projected to have the greatest relative increase are
also the largest specialties stoday in absolute terms. So the
order of magnitude in relative terms is identical to the order
of magnitude in absolute terms for these four fieldscom-
puter specialists, electrical engineers, mechanical engineers,
,and industrial engineers. In general, in the longer run, the
need for engineers is projected to grow at a much faster rate
than that for all occupations.

There is also anecdotal evidence which seems to support
an increased need for engineers. Moie engineers will be re-
quired for the coming defense buildup that may not be
reflected in the data today. Moreover, recent federal budget
trenas suggest a _shift in demand away from teachers and
social workers and toward engineers and scientists. It can
also be anticipated tliaiany acceleration in the rate of capital
investment or plant modernization in U.S. industry will lead
to additional requirements' for engineers. If America is going

_12e<eindustrialized, we will require the assistance of a
great many engineers. So there may be a significant increase
in the demand for engineers in the U.S. in the decade of the

, 1980s, perhaps even 'more than currently anticipated.

Viewed in isolation, the need for 4,600 to 9,300 engineers
to support the igrowth of robotics technology appears in-
consequential. The high range of the e'stimate for total
engineers required for all robotics applications by 1990
represents less than one-fifth of one full,year's graduates
utilizing"the 1980 data as shown in table 4-9. This ha'rdlrap-
nears to be an insurmountable goal, but some concerns arise
NN hen NN e look at the broader supply-demand conditions for
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,
engineers within which iobotics must co pete for personnel.
On the supply side, engineering degrees conferred have been
increasing recently, but the historical precedent of extreme
N olatility in engineering enrollment leaves,doubt that the re-
cent increases will be maintained throughout the decade of
the 1980s. There have also been no increases in degrees con-
ferred at the master's and doctorate levels, and colleges

.report that they are finding it more difficult to retainfqualified faculty, p ticularly younger faculty. So, among
the many other sup ly issues, there are serious questions
about the ability of our colleges to continue to increase
engineering enrollments without possibly compromising the
quality of engineering education.

On the demand side,we begin the decade of the '80s with a '

short-run deficit of engineers, and longer run projections an-
ticipate an increasing demand for engineers relative to all oc-
Ovations. Thus, any decline in enrollments or further in-
creases in demand (which appear likely) would have the
potential of creating a severe shortage of engineers in the
decade of the 1980s. Even if robotics employers attract more
than their fair share of engineering talent, a tight engineering
laboLmarket maY impede the growth of robotics technology
in thil decade.

Robotics Technicians. The largest major occupational de-
mand category identified 'in table 4-6 is that of robotics
technicians. We expect frOm 12,300 to 24,600 such jobs will
be created in the U.S. by 1990. As explained earlier, we are
using robotics technician, as a generic term to refer to the in-
dividuals who have sufficient familiarity with robotics
technology to be capable of testing, programming, install-
ing, troubleshooting and maintaining industrial robots. In
addition, we have included robot maintenance and repair in
user industries, although this is SomewIrt afguable based on
the auto experience discussed below. 111 a supply sense, we

l 63
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expect this emerging occupation will be dominated by
graduates of 2-year community cbllege programs. Again,
this may be less true of the maintenance and repair function
in user'industries, especially in the atito industry.

The auto industry's demands for personnel to maintain
and rep,,air their rclbots must be treated separately, because it
appears that this demand will not be expressed in the external
labor market. Judging by the plans at General Motors, these
positions rill be staffed by existing employees. To begin
with, the labor agreement between` tikeUAW and General
Motors assigns responiibility for Maintainkig production
equipment-to the Skilled Trades Council. WithTheIntroduc-
tion of welding robots at GM, a memorandum of agreement
was signed on March 15, 1972 outlining the specific work
assignments relating ,to the "Welding 'Equipment
Maintenance and Repair" classification. This document also
sets out the training requirements for an apprentice program
for welding equipment maintenance and repair. (Agreement
Between General Motors Corporation and the UAW, pp.
176-185) In brief, the rules have alreadyebeen negotiated, and
the U,AW.Skilled Trades Council has jurisdiction over the
jobs.

Secondly, the newly endqrsed "Statement on
Technological Progress" contains very specific language ad-
dressing the questions of. new .technologY, the bargaining
unit, and retraining policies:

It is" recognized that 'adVances in technology may
alter, modify or otherwise change the job respon-
sibilities of represented employes at plant locations

- and that a change in the means, method or pnocess
of performing a Work function. including the in-
troduction of computers or other new or advanced
technology Will not serve to shift the workfUnction

"rrorn represented to non-represented employes.

6.1
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In view of the Corporation's interest in affording
maximum opportunity for 'employes (sic) to pro-
gress with advancing technology, the Corporation
shall make available slthrt-range, specialized train-
ing programs for those ernployes who have the

a qualifications to perform the new or changed work,
where such programs are reasonable and prac-
ticable. Therefor,e, in the_ event the work performed
by employes coveked by the National Agreement is
altered as the result of, tedhnological changes so
that additional short-range training may be re--
quired, the Corporation is willing to train such
employes where practicable to enable them to per-

- form such wprk. (Agreement Between General
Motors Corporation and the UAW, PP. 431-432)

This statement makes it rather clear that eMployees will he
_considered when technical change impacts unfavorably on

a

their job security. -

Thirdly, the new agreement also established2 Jqint Skill
Development and Trdining Committee whose responsibilities
(among others) include: (1) seek in& ways of arranging for

Wtraining, retraining and development assistance for
employees displaced by new technologies, new productive
techniques and shifts in customer product preference; and
(2) developing and providing training to enhance Skills for
present and anticipated job responsibilities and to meet neW
technology. (Agreement Betweeh General Motors Coipora-
tion and the UAW, pp. 277-288)

Furthermore, the*charge to this' committee is to be backed
upty a dual funding commitinent by General Motors. There
is tote 5 cents contributed for every hour wbrkied to the Ex-
ecutive Board-Mint Activities.Vhi amount will be ,used to
fund all joint efforts, including the Joint Skill Development
and Training ComMittee, the Joint Coundil for Enhancing
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Job Security and the Competitive Edge, and the National
Committee to Improve the Quality of WOrklife. In additiont
to these funds, GPI has agreed to provide r$80 million per
5'ear "for current and expanded training for bargaining unit
employees." (Agreement Between General Motors Corpora-
tion and the UAW, p. 425) , . s,

--------.
Taking all these elements together, it is reasonable to

believe that General Motofs will be able to develop the skills
it needs for the future primarily from current bargaining unit
employees. Assuming that other auto manufacturers follow
this lead, it seems sensible to assume that the 3,000 to 5,000
robotics technicians projected for the auto industry in 1990
will represent retrained current employets rather than new
hires. The very extensive existing skilled trades apprentice
programs in Me attto industry also add credibility to this
scenario. The' General Motors-UAW program appears to
serve both the private and public interists in technological
change in the auto industry. Tectrnial change and job
displacement will be accommodated .without comprornising
the job secufity of employeeS unduly.

It remains an open question whether' the pattern being
established in the auto industry to accommodate the iri-
troduction of new technologies such as robotics will be
followed in other industries. However, this pbssibility can-,
not be dismissed out of hand. Several major unions have
recently announced either their intent to /bargain over
retraining.and job s curity issues or have alrehdy signed con-
tracts where these iss s played a role. (Ruben, 1982a, pp.
44-45; Ruben, 1982b, ..44; "A Year of Settling for Less -
and Breaking ad 'Molds," pp. 72-74) iro be sure, no

agrernents to date approach the sOpe or magnitude of the
retraining commitment contained in the auto> industry
agreem:nts, but these iss1.1(6 ire becoming-more important to
workers.

k

,
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158 Job4reation

We also note that it may -be a good human resource
management to upgrade workers wherever possible as
robotics technicians. There is the rather obVious need for a"
cohesive and cooperative workforce as new technology is in-
troduced. Moreover, as discussed earlier, there will likely be
experienced personnel giready in the factory who are trained
in complex machinery repair and who will nof6è intimidated
by robots. So these experienced workers may be ideal can.
didates for retraining to accommodate the introduction of
robots.

It may be helPful to briefly recap our remarks about the
demand for robotics technicians, especially for those readers
unfamiliar with the jargon of labor market analysis. We pro-
ject a cumUlative total requirement for 12,300 to 24,600
robotics technicians by 19904 but the auto industry will likely
meet its need throUgh what economists generally call the in-
ternal labor market, i.e., by fetraining current workers to-
staff the robot maintenance function. From the perspective
of the young person seeking ?raining in robotics from a
2-year c).ommunity college without a prior commitment from
an employer (the external labor market), our, projections
sho ld thus be reduced at least by the anticipated -needs of
tJ auto industry. That results in a projection for the exter-
al labor market of 9,3Q0 to 19,600 robotics technician jobs./ Even these estimates are a maximum, since cither industries

besides autos' will also likelytnploy a retraining strategy to
some extent.

The saine interpretation of our projections applies to com-
munity colleges offering roboticsotechnician training, except
that some community colleges will probably contract with
specific employers to provide retraining 'for their current
employees as well as the training they traditionally provide
for the external labor market. It is very early in the game to
make any judgments about supply adequacy for robotics
technicihns; the occupation barely exists today. Yet, 'interest
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1

appears extremely high among 'student populations, and
robotics technician curricula are expanding rapidly.

Macomb County Community College in Warren,
.Michigan is generally acknowledged as the originator of the
robotics technician curriculum in the United States.
(Schreiber, pp. 78-79) Ms. Schreiber dates the beginnings of
Macomb's program to 1978 when theY added a specialty in
roboticS to their fluid power technology associate degree
program. Because of all the media emphasis in the last 12
months, Macomb has had to turn away.hundreds and hun-
dreds of students who 'wanted to enroll in robotics courses in
the Fall of 1982.

In addition to Macomb, robotics technician curricula are,
now offered at three other Michigan community colleges
(Henry Ford, Oakland, and Washtenaw) and there are plan-
ning efforts under way in at least eight more (Grand RaPids,
Highland Park, Kellogg, Lansing, Mott, Schoolcraft, St.
Clair,, and Wayne). Interest is running so high in robotics
that when Oakland Community College in Michigan opened
a brand new program in the fall of the1982-83 school year,
they immediately enrolled over 600 students in the introduc-
tory course. The next 'semester another 900 ,were enrolled.
Washtenaw Community College, like Macomb, also turned
away htendreds of students this year, and interest in
Schoolcraft College's planned technician program appears
high as well.

Michiwn does seem to be the clear. leader .in the area of
roboticSwiechnician education presently. Roboiics Interna-
tional of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers is currently
conducting a nationwide survey of colleges, universities, and
corporations involved in education and.training for people
working with industrial robots. Results of the survO will b
published in an educalion and traininf directory later ihis

4

year. Preliminarveports indicate that' there is intense in-
,'
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: .

terest in robotics technician programs in Tennessee and
Texai. There appear to be at least 7 colleges outside the State
of Michigan now offering robotics technician curricula.
Clearly, the Rolibtics, International survey which will be up-
dated on a yearly basis will offer much needed information
to students and educators alike.

There are other robotics technician programs besides those
in the community college system. At least two (and probably
more) private-for-profit schools are operating now, and we
have received inquiries from several others that are consider-
ing such a program. _These schools ap'peal especially to the
unemployed worker who has some technical background and
wishes to become a robotics .technician in a short period of
time, generally one year or slightly less. In fadt, these schools
may belwappealing to any student where (for whateverilhe

, reason) time cornpression of the training is a key coniidera-
, tion.

There`, hav.e also been at least two federally assisted
robotics technician training programs aimed at the displaced
worker. The City Of Warren, Michigan sponsored a 40-week
program under the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act (CETA) in 1982. Approximately 20 .students were
enrolled at 'a cost of. 12,000 per student. ("Robotics' Class
Looks Ahead") The other program was conducted by the
Dow.nrivei Commtnity Conference, Wyandotte, Michigan,'
a federal °demonstration project dealing with displaced
workers. The training was done at Macomb Community
College. According to a recent letter announcing the "First
AnnuarJob Fair" for the Downriver graduates, 24 people
were enrolled in the program with from 5 to.20 years of prior
work experience. The placement results of these pilot pro-
grams have been disappointing, but that should not be inter-
preted as a sign of failure. The graduates appear to be receiv-
ing numerous interviews.. We are confident that these
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I\
retrained workers will be hired as soon as the current reces-
sion subsides and robot sales resume their healthy growth.

We estimate that two to three hundred students will com-
plete robotics technician curricula in 1983. In the current
school year we estimate that there are 2,500 to 3,000 students
enrolled in the introductory robotics course at schools that
offer a 2-year robotics technician degree. Given the com-
bination of high student interest in robotics and the apparent
responsiveness (perhaps overresponsiveness) of the educa-
tional system to that :interest, enrollment . may climb
significant,ly in the next school year, 1983-84. In short, there
appears to:be no need to worry about a lack of supply of
robotics technicians.

,

Some attention should be given, however, to ensure the
,

quality of supply. A Robotics Clearinghouse project being
sponsbred by the Michigan Department of Education ()

assist in the development of curricula in the automate
manufacturing systems/rObotics technology area. A consor-
tium of Washtenaw Community College, Henry Ford Com-
munity College and Macomb Community College are par-
ticipating in this effort. They have developed plans for a
survey of robot users to help in determining what the needs
of potential employers might be. This effort offers the
potential to see thai the educational product is the right one.

One of the dangers is that students and educators might
oerconcentrate on robots. This conclusion may seem sur-
prising, but there are several reasons for it. First, robots are
only one type of automated equipment, and. it is important'
that, these technicians be flexible enough to work on other
automated equipment as well. Our interviews revealed rather
strong support for broad-based training in the fundamentals
of electronics, hydraulics, etc., rather than overspecializa-
tion in robots. Second, the demand for robotics techniCians
will likely be small until the latter 1980s while supply appears

1 '71/
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162 Job Creation.

to be expanding rapidly now, so some technicians may not
find immediate employment in robotics-related fields.

Unfortunately we are nOt able to adecivately assess the
prospects of employing robotics technicians in other closely
related fields. Clearly, that depends on the type and ade-
quacy of. the specific curricula completed. The BLS occupa-
tional projectiOns foresee an above average increase in the
need for engineering and science technicians.in the decade of
the 1980s of 24.5 percent to 34.1 percent, and this_ occupa-

-lional category is large with over a million members in 1980.
But we simply do not know how many of these jobs someOne
trained as a robotics technician might be qualified to do. For
these reasons our advice to students is to avoid overcommit-
ment tO a narrowly defined robotics technician curriculum.
Likewise, schools should avoid overzealous promises of
employment directly in robotics, at least until the market for
this emerging occupation becomes more clearly delineated.

Overall supply-demand conditions for robotics technicians
are extremely difficult to evaluate now. Robotics itself is just
an infant industry, it is unknown how many of today's
enrollees will actually tomplete the curricula,, and it is
unknown how rapidly additional schools will begin to offer
such. programs. With those caveats in mind, we attempt to
draw some conclusions based on the scattered information
available.

In the near term there may be a shortage of technicians. If
a vigorous recovery from the recession ensues, demand could
pick up overnight. Obviously, supply does not respond .as
swiftly because of the time required for training. But we
must note that there is at least one student enrolled in the in-
troductory robots course in the 1982-83 school year for every
robot that will likely be sold in the U.S. .during 1983.
Moreover, given the high interest in robotics training among
student population and the fact that robotics technician cur-
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ricula are just beginning to proliferate nationwide, the
greatest likelihopd in the 1983-84 school year 'is for new
enrollments to grow more rapidly than robot sales. If theSe
trends continue ery long, we. think most observers would
agree that there will likely be a surplus of robotics techni-
..

clans.

For these reasons_we strongly urge providers of education
to concentrate on quality rather than quantity. They must
ens re thatc their product is what employers need. The
br dth of training is also a very important consideration

cause of the uncertainties in demand for robotics techni-
cians. We generally prefer the educational approach that
adds robotics courses to an electronics technician or other
similar training program rather than a more specialized
robotics technician program. Students, on the other hand,
must understand that the creation of 25,000 robotics techni-
cian jobs by 1990 does not mean all of these positions will be
available to new labor market entrants. We do not expect to
see hiring from outside to staff the robot maintenance func-
tion in the auto industry, and it is possible that this will be
true for other industries as well.),

In the final chapter, the job displacement and job creation
projections' will be drawn together to, describe the very
significant skill-twist that appears to ,be associated with the
introduction of robots. Let it suffice at this point to show
that most of the jobs created Will require a high quality
technical education. On the other hand, most of the jobs to
be displaced require little formal education. This poor match
appears to be a major labor markef implication of robots.

1
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Summary and ConclusiOns

Introduction

The robots are coming; not as rapidly as anticipated by
some nor with the devastating impact preaicted by others,
but they are cotning. Furthermore, we all have a stake in the
impending change, at least to the extent tat robots will be
pqrt of a movement to raise the productivity of American
factories and retain the competitiveness of American goot4
in national and international niarkets. We have argued
throughout this monograph that robots should be regarded,
simply as another labor-saving technology, one more step in
a process that has been going on for some 200 years.

s
This study has focused on the human resource implka-

tions of the introduction of industrial robots, but to b:egin it
was necessary to put the so-called "robotics revolution" into
some perspective. Hard -data about industhal robots are
scarce today. Most of the public awareness of robots has
been shaped by the hyperbole in the popular press. Futurigts
and others compete for media attention with wild projec-
tions of the impacts of robotics-800,000 people making
robots, 1.5 million technicians maintaining robots, and
millions of workers displacedwith little or -no considera-
tion of the practical issues involved. We believe the intense
media attention on robotics In the past year or so may have
seriously confused the issues'.

165
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166(\ Summary and Conclusions

First, we submit that the very use of the word
"revolution" is inappropriate w)ien dealing with any
manufacturing process technology. Capital goods for pro-

_ duction have long lives and,are not scrapped immediately
when something better comes along. Numerically controlled
machine tools, usually regarded as the capital equipment
most closely related to robots, expanded at a growth rate ot--
only 12 percent for the most recent 10-year.period. After 25
years, only 3 to 4 percent of all Metalcutting machine tools
are numerically controlled. Even digital c9mputers, widely
heralded as the most significant technological innovation of
the 1960s and 1970s, expanded at a growth rate of only 25

..

percent. Yet many are implicitly assuming much higher
growth rates for industrial robots. In terms of actual applica-
tion, all process technology changes are evolutionary rather
than revolutionary because of the physical, financial and
human constraints on the rate of change of process
tec hnology .

Second, the fear of massive unemployment caused by the
introduction of industrial machinery appears to be unfound-
ed. Sueh fears began with the dawn of the industrial era in
the 1700s. They are particularly acute during major reces-
sions. For example, the "automation" problem was of

, urgent national concern in the early 1960s after a halting
recovery from the sharp recession of 1958-59. There were
grim predictions that automation was causing permanent
unemployment in the auto industry and other industries. A
national commission was appointed to study the problem
and in 1966, with the 'economy near full- employment, the
commission rendered its final report. To no one's surprise,
they concluded that a sluggish economy was the major cause
of unemploYment rather than automation. ,

I

Third, there appears to be a fundamental lack of under-
standing that the association of technological change,
,

'

i ,..
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economic growth, and job displacement is not just a coin-
cidence; they are intertwined and inseparable. That is not to
imply that adoption of new technologies necessarily insures
economic growth, or th9t displaced workers will always find
new jobs. However, does'mean that we all have a vital
stake in productivit gains (i.e., in displacing jobs) because
that is what allows the possibility of economic growth. The
price of a growing, dynamic economy that makes ore
goods and services available to all of us is job displacement,
or the elimination of jobs through technological change.

The intent of this study has been to provide an informed,
balanced review of the direct impact of robots on the
employment picture in the U.S. and Michigan between now
and 1990. Given the lack of universally accepted data about
robots, and a robot industry that is still in the forMative
stage, it was necessary to resort to considerable projection
and estimation. This creates the opportunity to be ex-
travagant; we have tried to avoid this. We have selected the
conservative, but realistic alternative wherever qtere was a
choice. By laying all assumptions before the readerwe hope
to make that point clear.

This method also has the advantage of focusing disagree-
ment on the particular assumptions used in the study, thus
proiding the opportunity for refinements or improvements.
Our hope is that this study will help restore 'reason and
balance to the discussion of these issues.

Findings

The projections of occupational impact in this study are
the result of first forecasting the U.S. robot population by
industry and application areas. This approach constrains the
employment impacts to reflect the actual expected sales of,
robots. In this way a consistent economic framework is
established within which it is possible to estimate not only

175
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the population of robots and job displacement but also the
job creation resulting therefrom. This consistency is also
very helpful in avoiding unrealistic or exaggerated conclu-
sions.

We expect strong growth in the utilization of industrial
robots in the decade of the 1980s. In chapter 2 we forecast
that the total robot population in the U.S. by 1990 will range
from a minimum of 50,000 to a maximum of 100,000 units.
Given our estimate of the year-end 1982 population of ap-
proximately 6,800 to 7,000 units, that implies an average an-
nual growth rate of between 30 and 40 percent for the eight
years of the forecast period, or roughly a seven to fourteen-
fold increase in the total population of robots.

This range is intended to contain the actual robot popula-
iion with a high probability level, and allows for variation in
lnterest rateS, capital investment climate, auto industry
recovery, and rate of 4conomic growth. We are confident
this range will contain the 1990 robot population. That
means we do not expect developments such as the total col-
lapse of the automobile industry, a major renaissance in the
U.S. capital investment, the early development of a signifi-
cant number of nonmanufacturing robot applications, or the
widespread adoption of robotics technology by small firms.

The U.S. population of robots is developed separately for
the auto industry and all other manufacturing. This is partly
to take advantage of the fact aiat the auto producers have
announced goals for robot installations which could be fac-
tored into our robot population forecaSt. It also reflects the
fact that the major impact of robots in the State of Michigan
will bin the auto industry. Our forecast sees 15,000 to
25,000 robots employed in the U.S. auto industry by 1990.

Utilizing the robot forecast by industry, and the assump-
tion of a gross displacement rate of two jobs per robot which
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was strongly supported in our interviews, estimates of gross
job displacement can be derived: ANite estimate that robots in
the U..$. will eliminate between 196,000 and200,000 jobs by
1990. From 30,000 to 50:000 of fhese will be in the auto in-
dustry, while 713,000 to 150,000 lobs in other manufacturing
industries will also be eliminated.

., -.-,

, In addition to the assi'gnment of robots by industry, it was
necessary tO forecast the applications, for which they will be
used. This is required if the robot population forecast is to be
useful in predicting occupational displacement. Otherwise
there is n6 way to connect the robots with the work content
of specific jobs: The application areas used in this study are
we lding, assenibly, painting, mashine 16ading and_
unloading, and other.

When the robot forecast by application area 'and 'industry
is matched agatrist an occupational data base similarly
organized, specific occupational displacement rates can be
estimated. In chapter 3 it was shown that while the 'maximum
oeiall job, displakipment rate in manufacturing of 1 percent
throUgh 1990 is not particularly problematical, specific in-
dUstry ana occupation displacement rates are very signifi-,
cant, even dramatic.

, .
To begin with, the displacement rate derived for the auto

industry ranged from 4 to 6 percent of all employment. But
when displacement was calculated only against the producr
tion w orkers in the auto industry, the magnitude of displace-
ment was from 6 to 11 percent. Everi when considered to be
over a period of a decade, these rates of job displacement are
significant.

When specific occuPational displacement rates are
calculated, even more striking results enierge. Our results
suggest that between 15 and 20 percent of the welders in the 4

au to industry will be displaced by robots by 1990. Even more

i
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v
dramatically, between 27 and 37 percent of the production
painter jobs in the auto indusfty will be eliininated by 1990.
While displacement results are generally less significant for
specific occupations in all other manufacturing, it is pro-
jected that 7 to 12 percent of the production painter jobs
there will be lost in the same time frame.

The conclusion of the job displacement estimates is that
while job displacement due to robots will not be a general
problem before4990, there will. clearly be particular areas
that will be significantly affected. Chief among these will be
the painting and welding jobs for which today's robots are so
well adapted. Lesser inacts will be apparent on metalwork-
ing machine operatives and assemblerS. Geographically,
states such as Michigan, especially the southeastern quadrant
with its heavydependence on autos, will suffer greater
dispfacedent than other states or regions.-;;-i,

We do not believe that this job displacement will lead to
widespread job loss among the currently employed,
however. Een in the auto industry, voluntary Curnover rates
historically have been sufficient, Co handle the reduction in
force that might be.required. In addition, the new General
Motors-United Auto Workers contract seems to provide ade-
quate job security assurances, and the retraining commit-
ment necessary to back them up. Thus we do not expect any
substantial number of auto workers to be thrown out of
work due to the application of robots. Any unemployment
impact is likely to be felt by the unskilled labor market en-
trants who will finA more and mop factory gates closed to
the ne`w employee. Therefore, if there is an increase in
unemployment as a result of the spread of robotics
technology, we fear the burden will fall on the less experi-
enced, less well educated part of our labor force.

4

Turning our attention to the job creation issue, in-chapter
'4 we forecast the direct creation of about 32,000 to 64,000
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jobs in Ithe U.S. by 1990 l'i four broad areas: robot mandfac-
turing, direct suppliers to robot manufacturers, robotnRsystetris engineering, and corporate robot users. The _s in
coiporate robot users identify maintenance require

fs
for

robots, while the jobs in robot systems engineering identih
'the applications engineering requirements for robot systems',
without regard to industry of employment.

..

In these projections we assumed that the status quovvould
be maintained in both the import and export markets for
robots, primarily betause of a lack of any better informa;
non. But there is certainly no guarantee that U.S. pr6ducers
will maintain their share of the national or worldwide
market.*This threat is especially menacing because of
Japanese and European expertise in robotics technology.

,
The projeeions of robot-related job creation by occupa-

tion are ery speculative because of Ole limited experience to
date with robots and theuncertainties involved in predicting
the future occupational profiles of 'firms that do not yet ex-
ist; Howeer, the high technical component of labor demand
is q#ite startling. Well over_half of the jobs created will re-,

,
qtiire two or more years of college training.

- ' , ,
,

The largest sina occuipational group of jobs created by
robotics will be rolKties technicians. rThis is a 'term which is
just coining into general usage; it 'refers to an individual with
the training of , experience to t'est; program, install,
'troubleshoot, or m'aintain industrial robots. We anticipate .
that most of these individuals will be trained in community
dollege programs of two years duration. We prbject that jobs
for about 12,000 to 25,000 rotrotibs teChnicians will be
created in\the U.S. by 1990. We do not anticipate a supply
problem for robotics technicians, 8 the 'community college
systenuives every indication that they will be ready'and will-

.* ing to train whatever numbers are needed. In faCt, our cur-
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rent concern is that they may, in some instances, be increas-
. /ing the supply too rapidly. ,, .

In the auto industry; we expect the robot maintenance re-
s

quirement will continue to be met by the .members Of the
UAW Skilleditfrades Council. General Motors already has
agreed to a retraining effort approximatirigt120 million an-
nually. We believe the 'Strong implication, of the contractual
rrangements is that auto industry employers will not be re-
quired to hire fromthe outside to meet their robotics techni- -

cian needs. Other/ major robot users may follow the lead of
?the auto industry, but it is impOs'sible to predict that withc /
assurance at this early,date. / 0,i

There als6 wip be a relatiely large nurnber of graduate
engineers/needed, to implement 'the expansion of robotics,
techndlogy kif.S. industry. We 'estimated the requirement
from about' 21,600 tod9300 new engineers. While these
num/tiers are comparatively small, only oke-fifth of one
year's Production of engineers ,at the baccalaureate level,
there is already a clear shortage of engineers, so' we start
from a deficit po,ition. "111 addition,' we face the challenge of
other likely engineering demand increases as well as the
historical instability of engineering-enrollments. Thus it is
quite likely that a shortage cif engineers could compromise
the expans/i6n of robotics technology. .

The nivst remarkable thing about th job displacement
and job creation impacts of industrial i bots is not the fact
thatinore jobs are eliminated ihan created; this follows from

-the act that`robots.are labcg-saving technology designed to
r iSe productivity Fid lower costs of procludtion. Rather, it is

e skill4wist that' emerges so clearly wherif the jobs
eliminated are compared to".the jObs created. The jobs,.
eliminated are serpi-skilled or unskilled, while the, jobs
created require significant technical background: We submit
that this is the true meaning of the so-called robotics ."116,olt.k,
tion.
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Implications

This study has foeused on the employment and training
implications.orthe spread of robotics technology by the year
1990. It is probably fair to say that the major determinant Of
the overall impact of robotics in the '80s is the fact that
robotics is an 'infant-industry today. There is no way that the
robotics industry can grow to tie a giant in less than a decade
(the juturists notwithstanding). U has repeatedly been
demonstrated in this study that even with an eitremely rapid
grOWth rate of 30 ,to 40 percent annually in the'population of
robots in American industry, the robotics industry will still
be small in,1990. The 'consensus prediction of the size of the
industry in 199Q is $2 billion of sales annually. Mit General
Motors Corporation alone had sales of near1050 billion in
the U.S. in 1981. Chrysler hki net,sales of nearly $11 billion
in a depressed economy. So an industry with $2 billion sales
will still be very small in 1990.

v

The growtof the indtisfrit robot population will not be
restricted because of the inability Of manufacturert to pro-
duce robots fast enoush; there is plenty of capacity today
and we are confident it can be expanded rapidly. The limits
on the use of industrial robots will derive rom the human,
financial, and physical- constraint's that tie rd changes in.
lnannfacturing process technology. We have arguvi that
process technology is significantly different from product
technology. Robots cannot spread through America's tab-

,.
1- tories the way Rubik'S' cube spread through America's

holnes. We have demonstraled by analogy with-other process
technology innovations that , such change )s evolutionary

. rather than revolUtionary. To repeat a phrase used earlier,
we believe the veil use oir the, word "revolution", is Map-
propriate when ilealing _with any manufacturing procesS
technology. Neverthe,less, th0 examination of the human

- resource implication of th4spid growth in the robot

1 81
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populationyup to 19990 has revealed some potentially signifi-
'cant Problems.

. , ,

First, while we are corivinced that there will be no general
worker displacement problem, there clearly will be partieular
pockets of displacement that may cause labor market
distress. Particular. occupationso industries, and locations,
will suffer the-brunt of the job displacement impact. Ex-
ami4les include( industrial welders and production painter,
the auto. industry, and Southeast Michigan. In each of these
tases, substantial job displacenient will oCcur in the decade
of the '80s because of the application of robots.. While a

a .214 review ot labor forceattrition rates4suggests that there will be
very few workers actually thrown out of work, even in these
highly, impacted areas, there i still some potential for
displaced workers in these situations. We do not pretend our
results are precise enough to make such 'calls with unfailing
accuracy.

Robotics is obviously not the only Change that will be
fort hco min g in the rest of the decade. There will be many VI-

,. flue,nces on -the levels .of employment by dccupatiOn and in-
dustry. We have only examined the,iinract of rof:iots, ignor-
ing any -th_taer effecti. This includes .posgible expansion in
volumeof productioh due tb priCe reductions or quality im-
proy.ement§. We alsolgpored poteniial international trade
implications of l'obotics tech'nologpy. In essence we have im-

-.posed our assumptions about the robot population and job.
, .displaceinenio On an existing economic smucture, without

aihowini for the natural adaptation and feedback effects that
willlikely occur. d

In additipn, we are very sensitive to the fa4Pteat we do not
begin from a Nisfactory emploYment'situation. We still
languish in the trough of a severe recession; aggregate
unemproyment rates are' setting post-Depression records.
Dfscussion of even m)nimal job elimination in the next few

ux
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years as d result of the applicaxion of industrial robots seems
particularly grim in times like these. We need more job crea-
tion, not job elimination. Even though it is ludicrous to
believe that the seN,enthousand robots now operating in
American factories have played a significant causative role in
the unemployment of 11 million ArperiCans; job loss hysteria
has reached a point where there is a need to lind scapegoats,
for Our desperate situation.

Auto workers i\Acticularly are caught in a difficult trap. If
it is true that the greater incidence of robots (and the
manufacturing quality they help provide) prays a role in the
'success of Japanese automobiles in the American market,
the challenge of robotics must be met. Ilut the introduction
of robots will clearly cause,the direct displacement of some
auto worker jobs. It is impossible to guarantee that robots
w ill help regain some of the market, share lost to the Japanese
and. therefore result in the restoration of)'obs previously
eliminated through competitive presSure. We do not know

hether the Japanese chalfenge will be met successfully.-Nor
tdo we know how imporfant robots may be in meeting this

halletige. We do beli6e, that the robots are coming to ,the.
auto industry anyway 'and must be accommodated. Those
opposing technological progess rarely change the course of,
history for long.

Nevertheless', 'we believe it is clear that the rapid spread of
robotics technology through 4merican ,industry in this
decade will noi throe, any significant number Cff\American
worker ut of their jobs. Therefore we' do not feel compell-
ed to all for a majot policy response to a problem that does
not exist: Robots may add somewhat to our existing displac-
ed,wor.ker problems during the.1980s, but they will not be a

: Maim.' contributor. Whatever Policy initiatives are, designed
for the general displaced Arker,problem should adeqyttelY
addreA those displac'ed by robots as well. We do belielveihat
targeting such efforts occupatiOnally, 'indusetrially, and

,
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,

geographically should' be an importani consideration in the
design of any program to address the displaced worker
problem.

The setond major conclusion of the study is the skill-twist
that characterizes the jobs displaced and the jobs created by
robotics. EVen thopgh it is difficult to predict the-exact oc-
cupational structure of an infant indusiry, we think it is clear
that robotics will employ workers who are significantly more
skilled on the aterage than more traditional industries. As
shown earlier, over Waif of all the jPbs created by robotics
will require a 2-year degree or...more. The new jobs will re-;
quire much more technical background than manufacturing
jobs in the past. The major implication of this observation is

- that retraining the workers displaced by robots for the new
jobs created ma}7 dot 'be realistic. On the other hand, 'our
results suggest that the pace of displacement will bp sl.-1iTh
diently gradual that htiman resource planning can obviate the
problems.

a

To use the autb industry as an example again, it would be
difficult to retrain a welder from the line to repair and main-
tain4he welding robot that will be doifig his job in the future.
However, it is not particularly difficult to train skilled plant
maintenance workers to also nlaintaln industrial robots.
Thus the molt efficient human resource management
strategy may involve retraining the former welder to,operate
a machine, which will not be robotized, jvhile the robotics
training is concentrate,d on those wttrkers who.are skilled
already. it is not likely that the very same person replaced' by
the rots& will be doing the new-job or jobs created by the
roboti. Of course, the net result of suck retraining and
upgrading will be a maikedly different Skill mix; in other
words, the sk.i11-4wist. ;

,

We have alsVexpressed our concern about the j outlook
for usk,illect yl?uth, in the future.,We believe it is li ely that.'

1
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mployment in manufacturing will continue to expand much
more slowly than the labOrsforce as a whole.. To the extent
that we already.haNe a serious job.deficit for unskilled yoUth,
the grow th of robotrcs will tend to exacerbate the problem.
As displaced un&gd and serhi-skilledworkers are retrained
and transferred to the remaining blue collar jobs in the fac-
tories, the outlook for hiring new unskilled 'Workers declines
correspondingly. Thus, we fear' that any unemployment
burden eaused by robotics wilj pltimately fall on thesybunger
gtherati9n:

It may be a fortuitous coincidence of the billy "bust" that
the number of youth entering the labormarteet will be declin-
ing' substantially at approximately the sante time as the job
displacing impacts of rotiotics become 'significant. Never-
theless, wea,urge young people to gel a solid science and
rnathenlitifs background if they want to be employable in

manufacturing sector.

The thirdajor thrust Of the study is the qUestion of sup-
ply of the technical skills required by robotics technology.
We haNe identified.two very different problems, A potential
oversupply of robotics technicians and a Piobable shortag
of engineers. The, rapid spread of robotics technology will
enhance the demand, for eñginerinialent,tadding to, an (m-
isting shortage situation. While robotics alOne wilr not im-
pact significantly. on the demand for engineers, we believe
there are other reasons for expecting the shortage to grow

we-
more serious-during the rest of thevdecade. Thus we add our

0
voices to those calling for immediate national, ttention to
the supply of engineers.--<-

TI-te supply problem of robotics technicians may well.turn
, out tO e ,that of oversupply. We believe that the grOwth Of
°the robotics' industry will be veiy rapid, but it seems clear
that student interest and the ability of the community college
system to increase the supply is growing even more rapidly.

4
1 5'
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A continuation of the expansion of the last year or so in
coUrse of fering4 and enrollments on a national scale will very
quickly swamp the ability of the industry to absorb trained
people. For that reason, we endorse careful attention to the

J.

breadth of training. A firm grounding in theory and general,
principles of electronics, Controls, hydraulics, etc. will stand
the graduates of such programs in good stead whether they,
actually work primarily with robots or not.

,

, In addition, we became convinced during the course of the
.,

study that there is an unmet need for manufacturing
technology generalists, both at the waduat gineer and
technician levels. A number of experts fa liar both with
manufacturing technology and the capabilities of todays
engineering graduates complained about the over-

i specialization of training provided. Rebuilding Anierican rii-'
dustrial strength will require individuals trained to be
familjar with manufactufing technology in a broad Sense. It
is asSerted that both Japan and Germany have programs for
training such people. This may be one of the keys tO
.creases in manufacturing ploductivity in these economies:

. Tlie last major issue to be addressefl is "What .conies after
1990?" Clearly the implication of our assumrion of ex-'
ponential growth in the robpt population is that. the jots
displacement effects are growing exponentially as Well. The
,examination. of j9b displacement in the single year 1990 in

, chapter. 3 illustrated this effectively. If robots could
eliminate one job opening of eight projected for production
Workers in manufacturing'in 1990, when doeS it reach one.in
two, or one in one?

.
.

While .it is a simpleatter-to exten ttle calculations and-m

gen;erate an answer to this que$ion, w think it is an exercise
. that Olould be done with extremelcaution. Using the assump-

tions of, this stucly, we could forecast a robot pbpulation oT
2i0,000 to 500,000 for the U.S. by the end of 1995.We also
think il would be irresponsible to do so at this early date:The

Thc

if
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data base does not exist and we do riot believe the potential
poll-6 responses to such Implied levels of displacement re-
quire.lead times, of mord than three or four years. Thus the
v, isest course w mild be tomonitor iobotics_developments for
the next few years, keeping our vision fixed on a target six to
eight years ahead. This strate,ty--Nvikles sufficient decision-, making time while, simultaneously maximizing ths quality.of,
information available at the decision point. ,..---

Nonetheless, we think it is possible to anticipate some
general trpds that lie ahead - for the manufacturing
workforce. the evolution of manufacturing - process
technology will undoubtedly continUe. Productivity enhanc-
ing imestment in robots and other new technology will

'ahead. kising proOtctivity in. manufacturing will cause a'
contintied decline in, the proportion of American workers

i employed in the mantifacturing sector, even if the challenge
of foreign imports is met. We believe that the skill-twist
demonstrated in ,this study can probably be. generalized to
othefmanufacturing technology developments. Thus we ,

belieNe it is poSsible to pjedict a conOnued decline in manual,
semi:skilled jobs while the new jobs created will be inFreas-
inglS, technical and scientific. .

I t should also be reitetated tliat smite crf the iubititutiongq,.
machines for human laboç can and will be regarded as a
blessing. There are a great many dirty and dangerous jobs
that robots or other rriachines.cotild do effectively, thereby

. preenting hliman exposure to these situations. Provided
meaningful aTternative work can be found for the occupants

4", of those jobs, there is ho need to feel remorse ai the loss. We
should not, be so blinded by our short.terni economic pro
lems that we forget the connection between productivity, ob
displacement, and economic pigress. .

Finally, there is no reason to believe That the add' ion of
robots to our factories is anything -other than an evolu-
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tionary 'change. Industrial robots are simply one more piece
of automated industrial equipment, part of the long history
of automation of production. Robots will displace workers
in the same way that technological change has always
displaced workers. There is a possibility that this job
displacement will be a significant problem, particularly in a
given occupation or industry or geographical area. There is
also tile certainty 'that robOts will create new lobs. Most of
these will be quite different from the kinds of jobs
eliminated. Robotics may challenge our ability to manage
our most valuable resource, but there is no reaton for the job
diplacement or the skill-twist impacts to create tragic conse-
qóences. It is not time to panic'; it is time to begin rational
planning for the Human resource implications of robotics.

a

maw
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the potentially displaced workforce.

Flaim, Paul 0. and Howard N. Fullerton, Jr. "Labor Force Projectiohs
to 1990: Three Possible Paths,"- Monthly Labor Review, December
1913, pp. 25-35.
Summarizes the BLS projections of the labor force in 1985 and 1990.
The three different growth scenarios differ primarily in their assump-
tions about the rates of change in participation rates for women and
black men. All projections foresee a reduction in youth in both ab-
solute and relative terms.

FreemanAhard B. The Over-Educated American. Academic Press,
Inc., New York, 1976.
Analyzes the market for college graduates in the mid-1970s, the first
time in many years that new college graduates were having difficulty
in obtaining college-level jobs. Among other things, tFreeman
documents the hisorical volatility in engineering enrollments and sug-
gests that it is likely to continue.

Gerstenfeld, Arthur and Robert Brainartja eds. Technological Innova-
tion. covernmentandustry Cooperation. John Wiley and Sons, New
York, 1979. .

A collection of papers by authors from nine countries which were
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presented to an international conference. The 12asic research question
Nvas: Can industry.and government cgoperate to guide 'xid stimulate

iiedmological innovation?

Gevarter. William B. An Overview of Artificial Ijitligence and Ra:
botics, Volume II, Robotics. U.S. Department of Commerce, Na-
tional-Bureauof Standards, Washington, DC, Mareh 1982.
Describes and classifies different industrial robots and their functions.
Discusies the present as well as the likely future direction of robotics.

,
-Gold, Bela. Productivity, Technology, and Capital. D.C. Heath and

(Company, Lexington, MA, 1979.
..,

Presents analyses of productivity and technological change at the firm
and industry level based upon the authoilS more 'than 25 years of
research experience. Key conclusions include (1) the need for a more
cbmprehensive framework to analyze productivity changes, (2) the
heterogepeous nature of industries cannot be ignored, add (3) actual
productivity gains tend to be at wide variance with expectations.

----. Impraiiing Managerial Evaluations of Comguter-Aided
Manufacturing. liational Academy Press, Washington, DC, 1981a7
Parr of a project to develop a model for managerial evaluation of

. CAD/CAM systems that will be effective in assessing the distinct
capabilities and requirements of these systems. The model is designed
to more efficiently estimate the benefits of CAD/CAM as oppos0 to
the standardized budgeting procedures typically used for evalaing

.the acquisit on of new equipment.
\----. " obotics, Programniable Automation and Increasing

Obmpetitiveness," in Exploratory Workshop on the Social Impacts of
Robotics: Summary and Iss u s. Congress of the United States, Office
of Technology Assessmerit U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC, 1981b, pp 1.-117.
Concludes that the actual economic impact of major technological
changes have usually been les than expected due to an overi,
concentration on the change itself which neglecis the total production
framework and its many interactions. Robotics should be evaluated as,
part of a system of programmable automation for manufacturing.
The failure to adopt new technologies has already decreased the inter-
national cost competitiveness and production efficiency of U.S. in-
dustry,, thus causing unemployment. .

Gold, Bela, Gerhard Rosegger and Myles G. Boylan/Jr. Evaluating
Teclinological Innovations. D.C. Heath and Company, Toronto,
Canada, 1980.
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/ The authors attempt to establish an improved analytical foundation
'%.

y for firms to evaluate hew technologies. The empirical data is taken
from the iron and steel industry. One of the authors' many

evidence put other firms in the-sameindustryshould or

conclu-
'a('sions is that successful technological innovation by one firm in an' in

du ry is not-
will promptly adopt tfle same innovation.

Goldstein, Harvey. Occupational Employment Projections for Labor
Market Areas..'An Analysis of Alternative Approaches. U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, R&D Monograph 80, U.S. Government Printing-Ot-
fice, Washington, DC, 1981. 1

This monograph describes the general features of the OES appioach
to occupalional employment projections and ekamines the potential
of econ'c7nAric models and input-output models for improving pro-
jections. Loc'al occupLion'al forecasting requires improved local labor
market data and analysis. .

Gordus, leanne P., Paul Jarley and Atis A. Ferman. Plant Closings
and Econontic Dislocation. The W.E. Upjotin Institute for Employ-
ment Research, Kalamazoo, MI, 1981.
Presents an overview of 20 plant closing studies published in the las.t

-, two decades. Emphasizes what we know about plant closings and
what, research remains to be done., I

Grabbe, Eugene M, and Donald L. Isyke. "An Evaluation of the F)ore-
. .

t casting of Information Processing Ilichnology and APplications,"
Technological Forecasting and Social Change, Vol. 4, 1972, pp.
143-150. r .

The Delphi method of forecasting is described and evaluated by com-
paring events forecasted Ivith actual dates of occurrence. Although the
data provided is inconclusive, the indication is that information pro-
cessing technology and application are advancing more rapidly than
expected. ,.

"Growth Industries ofithe Future," Newsweek, October 12, 1982, p. 82.
Discusses the different fofecasts of the future job market's. Robotics
*ill be one of the major growth areas.

. t
Haber, William, Louis A. Ferman and James R. Hudson. The Impact of .

Technological Change. The W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment
Research, Kalamazoo, MI, 1963.
One of the early reviews of the empiricall'esearch on the impact of
technological change. It spegfically assesses the evidence of job
displacement by revigwing 17 studies conducted between 1929 and
1961. .

)
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NiHekman, J. S. "The Future of High Technology Industiy in Niv
England: A Case Study of Computers," New England Economic
Review, January/February .1980, pp. 5-17.
Discusses the computer industry, including main manufacturing
centers and -branches -of these- centers. -Sugge-sts that the smaller
branches are more mobile and will be indicators of growth And mobili-
ty in terms of geographical location. The South Atlantic, Southwest
and Pacific regions tend to be most attractive for computer branch
locations, while New England is a strong location for new firms with
Qew products.

----. "Can New England Hold onto Its High Technology Indus-
try?" New England Economic Review, March/April 1980, pp. 35-44.
The author examines the medical instrument industry and concludes
that New England will retain its attraction for these firms.

Hollomon, Herbert J. Technical Change and American Enterprise.
Report No. 9,, National Planning Association, Washington, DC,
1974.
Discusses the process of technological change and makes recommen-
dations for private and public policies. Factors considered include
utOtion of existing knowledge toward new technology, increased
sup)bort of applied sciences and engineering, the need for collective
R&D, business and the government's role in protecting the consumer,
anci\policy changes necessary to insure that the negative impacts of
technological change are not absorbed only by the individual workers
and firms involved.

Hunt, H. Allan and Timothy L. Hunt. Robotics: Human Resource'
Implications for Michigan. The W. E. Upjohn Institute for Einploy-
ment Reseaich, Kalamazoo, MI, 1982a.
Finalleport to the Michigan Occupational Information Coordinating
Cominjttee (MOICC) regarding the impacts of robotics on the State of
Michigan.

- ----. Robotics: Human Resource Implications for Michigan, A
Summary. Michigan Occupation Informatidn Coordinatipg Commit-
tee, 1982b.
Summarizes the findings of the full state *port.

Industrial st chnology Institute. The Program for the Industrial Tech-
nol3gy Mtitute. Preliminary draft proposal, Industrial Technology
Institute, Ann Arbor, MI, August 1982. Mimeographed.
Outlines the goals and objegtives of the Industrial' Teichnblogy hi-
stitxte as well as.the role it will play in research and development..



Institute of Science and Technology, University of Michigan. Automatic
Factory Opportunities in Michigan: I. Robotfts. January 1982.
Analyzes the robotics industry and its potential` in the State bf
Michigan from an economic development pe;spective. Topics include
robotics iesearch-and Arming programs in Michigan, short descrip-
tions of robotics manufacturers in Michigan, the Michigan business
environment, and business services provided by the Office of,
Economic Development (OED)., Michi-gan Department of Commerce.

Jablonowski, Joseph. "Robots: Looking Over the, Sp-ecificationi,"
American Itjhrchinist, Special Report 745, May 1982, pp. 163-178.
Discusses the specifications, capabilities, and costs of industrial
robots displayed 41 Robotics VI Conference (March 1982) by firm and
moCiel name.

Kendrick, John W. "The Coming Rebound frfl.,...Productivity,"
Fortune, June 28, 1982, pp. 2528.
Explains that productivity is partially based on the level of business

dctivity. Productivity will improve over the next se4a1 years due to
several forces including the-Economic Recovery Act of 1981, increas-
ed awareness and confrontation of productivity problems, expanded
investment in plants and equipment and foreign competition.

Krause, Jeffrey M. "Robotics Impact on Human Resources." Un-
published thesis presented to General Motors Institute. Detroit, RI:

;April' )982.
Given the goal at Gi"or increased use of advanced technologY
systems, especially robots, the author assesses the implications of
robotics on human resources emphasizing that successful integration
of robots at GM can lead to efficiency and productivity that will
benefit GM, the workers and the community.

Leon, Carol Boyd. "Occuptional Winners and Losers: Who They Were
, During 1972-80," Monthly Labor Review, June 1982, pp. 18-28.

Reports chatiges in employment between 1972 and 1980 based on the
Current Population Survey. Includes the occupations that experienced

'significant growth or decline.

Leontief, Wassily W. "The Distribution of Work and Income,"
Scientific American, September 1982, pp. 188-204.
Discusses the likely impact of new technologies on employment and
income in the American eonomy by _the yqar 2000. Suggests work
sharing and other measures to insure an equitable distribution of in-
come.
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LeNitan, Sar A. and Clifford M. Johnson. Second Thoughts on Work.
The W. E. UPjohn Institute for Employment Research, Kalamazoo,
MI, 1982. .

Among other things, this monograph includes a section on the likely
effecis of ribots on tbc, workforce and workplace. Concludes that
there are limits to the Tate of technological change and also questions
so eral popular perceptions about economic growth and technological
change. -

"Little Corporate Zest tor Leading a Recovery," Business Week,
.l.December 13, .1982, p. 14.

Based on a survey conducted by Louis Harris and AslOciates, the ma-
jority of executives report that tactics to improve business activity in a
flat,economy include, among other things, increased output without
significantly adding to the workforce, increased output without addi-
tional capital financing, and expanding inventories based only on de-
mand1Thit.

Lund, Robert T., ChristOpher J. Barnett and Richard M. Kutta.
Numerically Controlled Machine Tools and Group Technology: A
Study of U.S.,Experience. Center for Policy Alternatives, MIT, Cam-
bridge, MA, January I978.'
This study examines the experi of N/C machine tools as the

\ forerunner'of new computekbased manufacturing and the,effects of
this technology on the discrete product manufacturing industry. The
que,stion this study seeks to.answer i.s "whether new manufacturing
technologies could bring the economics of batch manufacturing suffi-
ciently close to those of large-scale production to make smaller-scale
manufacturing More attractive."

[Atria, , Daniel. "Technology, Employment and the Factory of the
Future." Presented to the SME Autofact III Conference, Detroit,
November 9, 1981.
This study suggests that the U.S. auto industry must automate,
rebuild and retool or lose even more markets to the Japanese.
However, the U.S. must plan for these changes. Luria suggests reduc-

..,

Ing the length of the workweek, increasing international communica-
tion and support among unions, requiring advance notification of
plant closures, reevaluating traditional management-union relation-
ships, retraining of displaced workers and increasing job security for
work ers.

'
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Lustgarten, Eli S. "Robotics and Its Relationship to* the Automated
Factory," in Exploratory Workshop on the Social Impacts of
Robotics: Summary and Issues. Office of Technology Assessment;
U.$. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, February 1982,
pp. 119-36.
Lustgarten, an investment analyst for 1?,aine Webber Mitchell Hut-
chins,. Inc., projects a $2.0 billion U.S. market for the robotics in-
dustry to, 1990. The adoption of robots will be spurred in part by the
aging of U.S. plant and equipment and the expected mid-1980s drop
in the entry level workforce.

Macut, John J. "New Technology in Metalworking," ,Occupytional
Outlook Qu'arterly, February 1965, pp. 1-6.
Discusses the use of N,'C machine tools,compared to the conventional
machine tools in terms of productivity, efficiency and quality cOntrol
and the effects,of this technology on the workfdrce.

Malecki, Edward.. "Product Cycles,'Innovation Cycles, and Regional
Economic Change," Technological Forecasting and Social Change,
May 1981, pp. 309-323.
This review paper examines the implications of technological -change
for regional economic development and policy from the perspective of
product cycles and innovation cycles. The review is fairly comprehen-
sive and includes a lengthy listing of references.

----. "Public and Private Sector Interrelationships, Technological
\Change, and Ilgtonal Development.," Papers of The Regional
Science Association, Volume 47, 1981, pp. 121-137.
Reviews the ava,dable evidence of the influence of public and private
sector research and development sp?nding on regional economic
development. The study concludes that private research and develop-
ment tends to lead rather than follow government and research activi-
ty.

Mansfield, Edwin. Industrial Research and Technological Innovation:
An lEconometnc Analysts. W.W. Norton and Company, Inc., New
York, 1968.
This book brings together some of the results of Mansfield's quan-

'titative studies of technological change and innovation.

Mansfield, Edwin,, et al. The Production and Application of New
Industrial Technology. W.W. Norton and Company, Inc., New York,
1977.
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Mansfield compare's private and social rates of return for new
technological innoations and concludes that in many cases the social
returns are much higher than the private returns.

Mansfield, Edwin, et al. Research and Innovation in the Modern Cor-
poration. W.W. Norton and Company, Inc., New. York, 1971a.
One of the.pioneering efforts. by Mansfield and his students. It is im-
possible to adequately summarize this work, but one of the major in-
sights is that it took a decade or more for a majority of the firms to
adopt a specific new process.technology.

Mansfield, Edwin. Technological Change. W.W. Norton and Company,
Inc., New York, 1.971b.
Sureys the literature of technological change. This book provides a
concise introduction to Mansfield's voluminous work as well as
others..The review is relatively nontechnical and written specifically
for a general audience. There is also a balanced presentation of the
relevant policy issues.

Martin, Gail NI. "Industrial Robots Join the Workforce," Occupational
Outlook Quarterly, Fall 1982a, pp. 2-11..
Describes the types and uses of robots currently and addresses con-
cerns over present and future trends in the robotics industry, par-
ticularly those related to the e'ffects this industry will have on the-
workforce and society.

. "Manufacturing Engineering," Occupational Outlook Quar-_

terly, Fall 1982b, pp. 22-26.
Describes the changing role of the manufacturing engineer due to the
introduction of robotics and CAD/CAM and new concerns such as
enerdcosts, competition of foreign manufacturers and lagging pro-
ductivity.

Meisner, Charlotte. High Technology Employment: Massachusetts and
Selected States 1975-1981. Massachusetts Division of Employment
Security, Job Market Research, 1982.
High technology industries are characterized by a high ratio of
research and development to sales, high value-added prOducts, high
ratio of scientists and ,engineers, and high growth- rates. This
somewhat broad definition is operationalized by Itelgcting 20 in-
dustries at the 3-digit level from the SIC system. The study then
presents comparative data for the states and industries selected.

4

,Michigan Employment Security Commission, Occupational Employ-
ment Statistics Unit, Michigan Occupational Empl69)ment Statistics

20
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for Manufacturing Industries. Michigan Employment Security Com-
/mission, Detroit. April 1981a,

Reports results of the Occupational Employment Survey (OES) for
Michigan manufacturing industries in 1977 at the 2-digit SIC code
level of inthistrial detail.

Michigan Employment Security Commission, Bureau of Research and;
Statistics. Motor Vehicle and 'Related Industries in Michigan.
Michigan Employment Security Commission, Detroit, Summer
198lb.
The results of a survey of a.danufacturing industries directly involv-
ed in -supplying. parts, materials and special tool and dies for the
automobile' industry are discussed revealing that 55 percent of
Michigan's manufacturing sector is employed in the automobile or
automobile-related industries.

----. Occupational Supply and Deinand in Michigan, Michigan
Employment Security Commission, Detroit, Winter 1982. -

This pioneering effort fundedthe Michigan Occupational Informa-
tion Coordinating Committee ii*first attempt to biing together the
information available about the demand and supply for various oc-
cupations in the State of Michigan. It includes analyses of 60 occupa-

' tional clusters primarily' accessed through the vocational education
system.

Milliken, William G. A Plan to Increase the High Technology Com-
pontrit of Michigan's Economy. Septem-ber 1981a.
Outlines goals and objectives to increase the high technology compo-
nent of Michigan's economy describing the accomplishments of the
High Technology Task Force and recommendations for future ac-.
tivities.

---2-. Special Message to the Michigan Legislature on Economic
Development. September 17, 1981b.
Presents Governor Milliken's plan for the future economic develop-
ment of the State of Michigan. b

"Motor Vehicles, Model Year. .1982," Survey of Cur nt Business,
October 1982, pp. 20-23.
Describes 1982 as the worst year since 1961 for the motorzehicle in-
dustry. Tile economic and financial conditions of the major auto
manufacturers continued to deterior te.

_.

Nabseth, Lars and Gedrge F. Ray, eds. he (Diffusion of New Indus-
trial Processes. Cambridge University Press, London, 1974.

-
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An international study of technological diffusion that spans six years
and six research institutes. The processes analyzed included
numerically controlled machine tools. Even though numerical control
appeared appropriate for snialler firms which produce small batch
jobs, it was not adopted to any significant degree because of the large
initial financial cost.

National Center for Productivity and Quality of Working Life. New
Technologies and Training in Metalworking. Washington, DC, 1978.
Analyzes the development of numerical control and other
technologies in,metalworking.

Natiinal Center for Productivity and Quality of Workiny Life.
Noductivity and Job Security: Retraining to Adapt to Techiological.
Change. Washington, DC, 4977.
Presents five case studies on worker retraining to determine the advan-
tages and disadvantpges of each and their effectiveness in protecting
job security. Policy . implications are discus'sed regarding
management's rolein incorporating new technology to achieve higher
productivity and maintain competitiveness while insuring the job
security Of its workers throygh retraining.

National .Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic
Progress'. Technology and the American Economy. Volume 1.
Prepared for tHe U.S. Congress, 1966.
This national commission assesses the impacts of technological change
and policy challenges resulting from it. While the Commission found
that fears of widespread unemployment due to automation were not
well founded, they did find reason to be concerned about adjustments
to technological change and its impact on particular groups and sec-
tors of the economp Contains a set of recommendations for a com-
prehensive 'program addr.essing the needs of those workers displaced
by technological change.

National Science Foundation. Science and Engineering Degrees:
1950-80. National Science Foundation, Special Report NSF-32-307,
Washington, DC, 1982a.
A statistical data source that provides detailed estimates of science and
engineering degree production,

----. "Labor Markets for New Science ;rid Engineering graduates
in Private Industry," Science Resource Studies Highlights, NSF
132-310, Washington', DC, June 9, 1982b, pp..1-5.

206
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Presents data on labor market conditions for science and engineering
graduates based on a survey of 25.5 firms in 1981.

- ---. "Engineering Colleges Report 1007o of Faculty Positions
Vacant in Fall of 1980," Science Resource Studies Highlights, Na-
tional Science Foundation, NSF 81-322, Washington, DC, November
1981a, pp. 1-4.
Reports on the results of a survey of 181 engineering colleges.

- ---. "Science and' Engineering Faculty with Recent Doctbrates
Fell to One-fifth of Total in 1980," Science Resource Studias)
Highlights, National Science Foundation, NSF 81-318, Washington
DC, October 1981b, pp. 1-4.
Reports the findings of a 1980 survey s'upported by t4 National
Science Foundation.

---. National Patterns of Science and Technology Resources 1981.
U.S. Government Printing Qffice, NSF 81-311, Washington, DC,
April 1981c.
A statistical compilation of U.S. research and development resources.
Includes an evaluation of labor market conditions for science _and
engineering personnel.

----. Science and Engineering Employment: 1970-80. Nationql
Science Foundation, Special Report NSF 81-310, Washington, DC,
March 1981.
Charts growth in science and engineering employment levels over the
decade of the 70s. Includes data on distribution of scientists and
engineers by sectqr and specialty. Also reports indices for rese4rch and
development employment and total funding 1970 to 1980.

----. Problems of Small High-Technology Firms. National Science
Foundation, Special Report NSF 81-305, Washington,DC, December
1981.
Results of a urvey of 1232 high-tech firms with less than 500
employees. Major problems are identified in the financial, personnel
and government relations areas. No policy implications are offered.

Nelson, Richard R., Merton J. Peck apd Edward D. Kalacheck.
Techmplogy, Economic Growth and Publk Policy. The Brookings In-
stitution, Washington, DC, 1967.
This work draws together most of the previous research on
technological progress. Topics include the ivay in which tke ecopomy.
adjusts to technological change and possible public policy concerns.

20?
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The autho. rs prop'ose a framework for delineating the roles of private,
public and governmental financing of R&D.

Obrzut, John A. "Robotics Extends A Helloing Hand," Iron Age,
March 19, 1982, pp. 59-83.
Suggests that the robot industry finds itself popularized in the eaia
but relatively short on orders in 1982.

Porter & Novelli Associates. Targeted Industry Marketing /*ram:
Advanced Manufacturing Systems Report. Mimeographed. Michigan
State Department of Commerce, 1981.
Assessgs the level of interest as 40 as the locational factors that,a4
tract business td Michigan by interviewing firms in and out of state'.

Prab Robots, Inc. Annual Report, 1981. Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Presents complete Operating results for This firm for the fiscal year
ending October 31,,19$1.

.Putnam, George P. "Why More NC Isn't Being Used;" Machine and
Tool Blue Book, September, 1978, pp. 98-107.
Reports results of a survey of small machine tool firms who were con-
sidered candidates f or use of numeical control. Found that 72 percent
of the firms had not formally evaluated the applicability of numerical
control for their. firms.

Rees, John. "Technological Change and Regional Shifts in American
Manufacturing," Professional Geographer, Vol. 31, No. 1, 1979, pp.
45-54.
Discusses the changes taking place in the American economic system
and the effects that, these changes are having on the industrial
geography of the United States.

Riche, W. Richard. "Impact of Technological Change." Mimeo-
graphed. Prepared for the U.S. Department of Labor for presentation
at the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development's
Second Special Session on Information Technologies, Productivity,
and Employment in Paris, France; October 1981..
Suggests that American businesS, workers, and consumers have
shared the benefits of technological change and will likely continue to
do so in the future. Adoption of new technologies has not resulted in
layoffs of workers because the private sector has retrained and
reassigned displaced workers or accomplished employment reductions
through normal attrition. A short section about robotics uotes that
widespread adoption likely awaits the development of satisfactory
sensing devices.
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"Robotics Class Looks Ahead," The Detroit News, March 10, 1982.
Reports on the Warren, Michigan robotics technician training pro-
gram conducted under the Comprehensise Employment and Training
Act (CETA).

Robot Institute of America. RIA Worldwide Surey and Directory on
Industrial Robots. Robot Institute of America, Dearborn, MI, 1981.
Reports the results of a survey on the use of robots in 18 countries.
The survey ansKers questions regarding the various applications of
_robots, current population, financial information and future trends of
robotics. Includes a directory of the leading manufacturers,
distributors, component suppliers and research and government
organizations involved in the field.

"A Robotics Mecca in Michigan? Car Sales Must Rebound First,"
Detroit Free Press, October 11, 1982.
Reports that lagging auto sales have delayed some robot pdrchases by
the auto firms and suggests that the future of the robot industry in
Michigan depends in part on a recovery in auto sales. Reports also
that many of the new entrants in the robot market have had little or no
sales in 1982.

Rosenthal, Neal H. "Shortages of Machinists: An Evaluation of the
Information," Monthly Labor xReview, July 1982, pp..31-36.
Presents art interesting discussioh of what can be gleaned from various
data sources about .the current situation and future outlook for
machinists:.,The data are consistent with a shortage, sbut sufficient in-
formation'is .not available 'to quantify that shortage.

Rubeh, George. "Developments in Industrial Relations," Monthly
Labor Review, September 1982a, pp. 44-45.
Discusses the job security focus of the new collective bargaining agree-
ment at General Electric Company.

"Developmedts in Industrial Relations," Monthly Labor
.Review, OctOber 1982b, p. 44.
Discusses the new collective bargaining agreement for Westinghouse
Electric Corporation.

Rumberger, Russell W. "The Changing Skill Requirements of Jobs in
the U.S. Economy," Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Vol. 34,
No. 4, July 1981, pp. 578-590.

.This study measures the shifts in job skill requirements in the U.S.
economy from 1960 to 1976. Both changes in the distribution of
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eMployment among occupations and changes in the skill requirements
of individual occupations are addressed.

Russo, G. Paul. "Robotics at Chrysler," in Robotics and the Factory of
the Future, presented at the University of Michigan Management
Briefing Seminars, Traverse City, MI, August 2, 1982.
Chrysler is using 240 robots today, most in welding applications. By
the end of 1988 Chrysler expects to have 987 robots installed in their
plants, a growth rate of approximately 30 percent.

Russell, Jack. "Michigan's Ailing Economy: Is Robotics the Cure?"
Mimeographed.
The potential for the emerging robotics industry in the State of
Michigan is discussed. He concludes that robotics has little employ-
ment potential for the state. Russell goes on to provide an alternative
possibility for economic growththat of energy hardwarewhich he
feels would better utilize the already existing metalworking industry
and provide 100,000 industrial jobs.

Sahal, Devendra. Patterns of Technological Innovation. Addison-
Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, MA, 1981.
Sahal proposes (and supports with n'umerous case studies) an evolu-
tionary conept of technological innovation which is more eclectic
than traditional economic approaches. In his own words,

.technological innovation is too significant a process to be left to
economists and engineers. What is needed is an independent science of
technology. My attemPt in this book has been to provide the essentials
of this emergingocieng." Needless to say, the book is novel, complex
and rather coinpsive.

Schreiber, Rith R. "Meeting the Demand for _Robotics Technicians," in
Robotics Today, Summer 1981, reprinted in Robotics Today '82 An-
awl Edition, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, Qearborri, MI,
1482, pp. 78-79.
Describes the development of the first robotics technician curricula in
the U.S.: Macomb Community College, Warren, MI in 1978.

Smith, bonald N. and Richard C. Wilson. Industrial Rhots: A Delphi
Forecast of Markets and Tear logy. Society of Manufacturing
Engineers, Dearborn, MI, 198. ,

Reports reesults of a Delphi survey on many technical, marketing and
sociological aspects of the development of industrial robots. Over 200
questions were asked in round one, while rounds two and three
0
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rspeated some questions OP
duestions suggested by the

Smith, Donald N., Peter
"Sociological Effects of th
turing Industry." Indust
Science and Technology,'
Paper presented at the CA
Manufacturing and Prod*:
Discusses the implications
developments. Accordingi

203

ound one as well as adding supplemental
nel of experts.

. Heytler and Murray D. Wikol.
ntroduction of Robots in U.S. Manufac-
, Development Division, Institute of
versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.

0 '82 Conference on Computer Aided
vity, October 1982.
iobotics in terms of current and future

the authors, the market capacity for the
industry is expected to "ti ggon" into a multi-billion dollar induStry
by 1990. The potential displa4ement resulting from the growth of the
industry is expected to be offset by retraining.

Sternlieb, George and James W. Hughes, eds. Post-Industrial America:
Metropolitan Decline and titer-Regional Job Shifts. Center for Ur-
ban Policy Research, RutgersThe State University of New Jersey,
New prunswick, NJ, 1975.,

A

A c9tlection of papers on t'pe plight and future of America's cities.

Tanner, William R., ed. 1,nat4strial Robots Volume 2/Applications.
Robotics International (ic E, Society of Manufacturing Engineers,
Dearborn, MI, t981. 1 .1

A collection of journ4 ticles, technical papers and proceedings
outlining the most recerj Finological advancements in robotics. The
materials in this vlur4per tilt use of robotics in the areas of
Material Handling, M tie Loading; Die Casting, Press Loading,
Forging and Heat Treat , Foundries, Plastics Molding, Welding,
Assembly and other are 1, well. The cost-effectiveness and produc-
tivity implicatiOns are ch sed in each chapter.

Tanner, William It. and W in F. Adolfson. Robotics Use in Motor
Vehicle Manufacture. Re tt to the U.S. Department of Transporta-
tion, February 1982.
Discusses the expanding hzation of robots in the automobile in-
dustry predicting that by 1 he robot population could be 35,000 or
more. Rohotuse will expa icause of their effectiveness in improv-
ing productivity arrcl prod Uality.

Terleckyj, Nestor E. and Mart
put, Productivity and Emp
Association, Report No. 81-
Projects growth in output an

Holdrich. Sectoral Growth in Out-
ent, 1981-2000. National Planning

ashington, DC, March 1982.
oyment for broad sectors of the
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U.S. economy. Forecasts that employment in manufacturing is ex-
pected to decline by 3.5 million in the 1980s and 1990s and continued
growth is expected in employment in trades, finance and service sec-
tors.

United Auto Workers. Technology: Promises and Problems. A Policy
Statement, October 1981.
Discusses new teamology and the UAW's policies regarding worker
prptection and job security. It also assesses the role of public policy in
the same context.

U.S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office. Dislocated Workers:
Issues and Federal Options. U.S. Government Printing Oftee,.

r
Washington, DC, July 1982.

...-1)iscusses

the underlying causes and impacts of worker dislocation and
-- nalyzes the possibilities for federal aid to these workers.

----. Location of High Technology Firms and Regional Ecoitomici
.

Development.. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC,
1982.
A staff study prepared for the Subcommittee on Monetary and Fiscal
Policy. Emphasizes the importance of high technology industry for
economic growth in the U.S. The results are based on a survey of 691/
high technology firms in an attempt to gain more knowledge regarding
the locational decksion making factors of high technology firms. Fac-
tors identified in the study include availability of skilled labor, labor
costs, state and local taxes and proximity of educational institutions.
Relative growth of high technology industries will be fastest in the
Midwest. ,

----. U.S., Economic Growth from 1976 to 1986: Prospects,
Problems and Patterns, Vol. 9, Technological Change. U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington,..DC, 1977.
Indicates that a stagnant or slow growing econo iMwith high levels of
unemployment is not the appropriate enviriZiient in which in-
noy,ative activity will flourish. The study cautions policymakers not to.
place\ eNcessive expectations on technological change as a solutiOn fo'r
economic woes.

U.S. Congress. "12Cibotiss: Economic and Social Implications." Con-
..

gressional Clearinghouse'On the Future., 1981:
Key individuals such as Mr. Stanley Polcyn, Unimation, Dr.
Angel Jordan, Dean, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Richard
Beecher, General Motors Corporation, William Spurgeon, National
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Science Foundation and Thomas. Week ley from UAW, discuss
robotics including its prysent and future implications for society and
the economy.

U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessingnt. Exploratory
Workshop on the-Social Impacts of Robotics: Suminary and Issues.
U S Government Printiai Office, WashingM, DC, July 1981.
This backtround paper summarizes the results of an explorafory
workshop designed to examine the state of robotic's technology and
possible public policy issues. It also includes four separate papers that
were used as starting points for.the workshop participants. The papers
by Albus, Aron, Gold, and Lustgarten are entered separately inibis

\ bibliography. The participants at the workshop agreed that robotics
was only one part of the technologiCal base designed to increase in-
dustrial automation; the robot market is in its infancy and tAtre is a
shortage of trained technical experts in robotics. Not surprisingly, .

there was less agreed-lent on the social and economic impacts,
although Most ex*perts argue that new technology creates more jobs
than are elimirdted, and historically that certainly has been the case.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1977 Census' of
Manufactures. U.S. Government Printing Office, WashingtontibC,
1981a.
This document is the most comprehensive source of data for U.S.
manu facturing,industries.

U.S. Department of Commerce_United States Automobile Industry
Status Report. Submitted to the U.S. Senate Committee on. Finance,
Subcommittee on Intdrnational Trade, December 1, 1981b.
The current slump in the automobile industry is more than cyclical.,
Poor sales also reflect a downward trend in demand for autoinobiles
dug to international competition and deniographic factors. The result
has been the erosion of financial strength for the U.S. auto industry.

U.S. Deparlment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Technology and
tabottin Four Industries. Bulletin 2104,'January 1982a.
Reviews major technological changes among the following selected in-
dustries: meat products, foundries, metalworking machinery and elec-
trical and electronic equipment. Discusses the effects these changes
will have on productivity and Occupations during the next 5-10 years.

Employnfent and Earnings, Vol. 29, No. 3, March 1982b.
U.S. GovernMent Printing Off/Ice, Washington, DC.

,
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A comprehensive source of earnings and eniployment data for the
U.S. and the individual states.

Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1982-83 Edition. Bulletin
2200, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, April.41982c.
The.primary source of information about specific occupations and th
outlook for employment in those occupations. Very useful for voca-
tional guidance. The biennial volume is the major foc 7..of BLS oc-
cupational forecasting efforts.

----. Projected OccupationalStaffing Patterns of Industries. OES
Technical Paper No. 2., March 1981a.
This paper describes in considerable technical detail the methods
developed by BLS to project future odupational employment by in-
dustry. Also provides ft comparative analysis of different techniques
for projecting future staffing patterns based on 1973, 1975 and 1978
OES nonmanufacturing surveys.

----. Comparison of Occupational Ez"pJoymet in the 1978
Census-Based and pEs Survey-Based Matrices. Technical Paper Noi
1, April 1981 b: Mimeographed.
This technical paper compares the levels of employment for 1978 from
the census-based .household survey and the OES employer survey.
While the results areisimilar in the two surveys, there proved to be
large variation in smile specific occupations. '

----. Productivity and the Economy: A Chartbook. Bulletin 2084,
U.S. Government printing Office, Washington, L/C, October 1981c.
Presents datS on,Various measures of U.S. productivity.

----. Occupational Employment in Manufacturing Industries,
1977. Bulletin 2.05, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC, March 1980.
Reports the *tilts of the 1977 OES survey fOr mhufacturing in-
dustries. A de/ailed occupational pr'ofile is provided for industries at
the 2-digit lee1. Also shows changes in proportions of broad occupa-
tional groupssince 1971.

Tothorrow's Manpower Needs. Vol. 1-4, Bulletin 1606,

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1969.
This four volUme.set reports on.the initial BLS effort to develop con-
sistent and detailed projections of employment by occupation for the
nation and.local areas. It is the forerunnetlof the current OES projec:
tion system.
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----. Occupational Employment,' Patterns for 1960 and 1975.
Bulletin 1599, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC,
1%68.

This report projected the occapational employment patterns by in-
dustry to 1975. .It was essentially based on the BLS Industry-
Occupational Employment Matrix for 1960 and employment tren6
revealed from 1950 to 1960 in the Current Population Survey and the
BLS Industry Employment Statistics series. t,

U.S. General Accounting Office. Advahces in Automation Prompt
Concerns Over Increased U.S. Unemployment., U.S. General Ac-,
counting Office, Report No. AFMD-82-44, May 1982.
Survey of attitudes on the employment impacts of automation. Ex-
plains the reasons for differing opinions on the long-run employment
impact of automation. Points out that we know little about the short-
term consequences of displacement.

Vedder, Richard. Robotics and the,Economy. prepared for the Sub-
committee on Monetary and Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic
Committee, Congress of the United States, U.S. GovernMent Printing
Office, Washington, DC,.1982. 2...---..
This study examines the growth of the robotics industry and its im-
tects on employment.,Robots will be.introduced gradually, s-o the ma-
jority of displaced workers will be spared un loyment through
retirement of some workers or retraining. In fac ro ots may haye a
positive net effect on employmem beCause it ill spur economic
growth. Retraining issues will be addressed throug co lective bargain-
ing and modification and expansion of vocationa. education.

Verway, David I. "Michigan Outlook," in The Michigan Economy. Vol.
1, No. 1, June 1982.

.Presents an analysis of the current status of the Michigan economy
and likely prospects for the future of the state. r,

0Wisnosky, Dennis E. "On the Importance of 'Engineefed Solutions,"
Robotics Today, June 1982, p. 22.
Assesses the future for robotics technology. Wisnosky concludes that
the automatic factory is some years in the future because of a lack of .
data-based technology, among other factorV
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